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CONCEPT MAPS AS SCAFFOLDS IN PBL
Abstract
Collaborative learning designs, such as problem-based learning (PBL), have the potential
to help students build valuable team-based professional skills needed for life after schooling
within higher-educational settings (Desimone, 2009; Savery, 2006); however, motivating
students to work together to successfully achieve outcomes often proves challenging. Research
has shown that high-quality socially shared regulation (SSR) can improve these outcomes, but
research is limited in determining the best instructional practices, and scaffolds, for fostering
interdependence and sustained collaboration. The purpose of this study was to use Belland, Kim,
and Hannafin’s (2013) framework for designing scaffolds, that aims to improve on motivation
and cognition, to extend previous research conducted by Manente (2014) and Rogat &
Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011; 2013), and determine whether incorporating concept maps into PBL
tasks would improve student performance and increase the frequency and quality of SSR. This
mixed methods study took place within an educational psychology course at a large university.
Participants were 16 undergraduate sophomore and graduate students who were divided into 4
groups, trained in the use of concept maps, and then engaged in three PBL conditions during the
semester—PBL-Independent, PBL-Positive Interdependence, and PBL-High Positive
Interdependence. Quantitative analyses of student scores on problem solutions and
comprehension assessment scores showed students had the highest scores in the PBL-High
Positive Interdependence condition. This study showed that the addition of concept maps
contributed to the improvement of student scores on comprehension assessments, by comparing
students’ performance with students’ performance on comprehension assessments from
Manente’s (2014) study. Qualitative analysis of group interactions showed that groups exhibited
high quality SSR during the PBL-High Positive Interdependence condition, and processes of task
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planning, content planning and content monitoring were the most frequently used across groups.
Overall, findings supported the use of concept maps as a tool to increase the effectiveness of
PBL and students SSR and effective group skills. Areas of future exploration were also
identified, including but not limited to, examining the degree to which concept maps impact
cognitive load, and determining ways to effectively and gradually fade out hard scaffolds in
order to promote independence.
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Introduction
To many, the goal of gaining a college education is to be able to consolidate several years
of learning into marketable and job-ready skills, and graduate, prepared to enter the workforce
and pursue a career. However, college instructors are continually faced with the challenge of
teaching their students how to link the theories taught in classes to practices that can be
generalized to the “real world.” One of the theories that has been proposed, in more recent years,
to help in this process is student-centered learning, or the practice of allowing learners to not
only choose what to study, but how and why the topic may be of interest to them (Rogers, 1983).
Often student-centered learning environments require students work together in small groups
(Wright, 2011). Unfortunately, though research has demonstrated that teachers are often studentcentered in philosophy, they are frequently teacher-centered in actual approach (Becker, 2000;
Major & Palmer, 2001; Wright, 2011). In teacher-centered classrooms, the teacher is an
information provider (e.g. lecturer) or evaluator who monitors student’s right and wrong
answers, rather than insuring students have understanding of concepts, their relationships and
how the information students learn can transfer as in student-centered classrooms (Wright,
2011). Despite empirical evidence of the importance of student-centered instructional practices
that incorporate student collaboration within undergraduate classrooms, many programs fail to
develop and implement evidence–based teaching practices that truly help foster students’
professional development (Desimone, 2009; Savery, 2006).
One frequently under-taught professional skill is the ability to work effectively in
collaboration with others (Desimone, 2009). This is often considered an invaluable skill given
the need to work on teams with colleagues and coworkers in many professions. Incorporating
collaborative learning designs into higher-education settings is one student-centered strategy that
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has been used to help build this skill for students (Desimone, 2009; Major & Palmer, 2001). One
way of creating collaborative learning environments is through the use of problem-based
learning (PBL). In PBL students are presented with an ill-structured problem and they are
required to gather information and apply knowledge and skills from multiple disciplines and
sources as they assess an array of plausible solutions (Torp & Sage, 2002). Ideally, this approach
works to elevate a student’s intrinsic motivation to learn more about a topic or subject, and can
also serve as a way for students to develop cross-cultural understanding by working as a team to
solve a problem (Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980; Performance-based assessment, 2008; Savery,
2006).
However, though PBL and collaborative learning have the potential to help students
build highly relevant professional skills, achieving successful coordination between group
members is not always an easy process (Desimone, 2009; Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Savery, 2006).
Part of the reason for this is that each group member is a self-regulating agent with unique goals,
cognitions, emotions, and challenges related to their motivation toward the assigned task. For
example, students may face difficulties finding common ground in shared problem solving, or
struggle with negotiating multiple perspectives when handling complex concepts (Järvelä, Volet
& Jarvenoja, 2010). A lack of individual accountability within a group can also give rise to
undesirable outcomes, such as off-task behavior, irrelevant socialization, disengagement, lack of
effort, or ineffective argumentation (Chinn, Buckland, & Samarapungayan, 2011; Gillies &
Boyle, 2010). Therefore, it is important for instructors to implement practices that can help
students effectively manage their experiences and learning both individually and within groups.
Research has demonstrated that successful collaboration requires self-regulation, as well
as socially shared regulation (SSR) (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013; Vauras, Iiskala, Kajamies,
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Kinnunen, & Lehtinen, 2003). Self-regulation has been found to consist of three main
components or behaviors—planning, or the way in which groups set task-specific goals;
monitoring, or the way in which groups understand the process during their joint work on a task;
and behavioral engagement, or the way in which groups eliminate distractions and encourage
group members to participate in the task throughout the problem-solving process. Rather than
focusing on these processes solely at an individual level, SSR looks at the “contextualized nature
of students’ experiences during group work” (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011, p.377), and
refers to the ways in which individuals and groups use these processes and sub-processes to
regulate their joint work on a task (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011; Vauras et al., 2003). In
other words, if an individual is self-regulated they can effectively plan, set goals, organize their
thoughts, self-monitor their work, self-evaluate their work, and progress through a learning task.
Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) examined whether the self-regulatory processes for
individuals—planning, monitoring, and behavioral engagement—could be applied to socially
shared regulatory episodes in a group context. Socially shared regulation refers to the social
processes group members use to regulate their joint work on a task, or "regulation in unison”
(Winne, Hadwin, & Perry, 2013, p.46). When studying socially shared regulation, researchers
focus on a group’s co-construction of plans, monitoring strategies, behavioral engagement,
interactions, and negotiations of meaning. Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) found that a
higher or lower ability to plan, monitor, and behaviorally engage was associated with positive or
negative group regulation, respectively.
Collaboration is an important component of SSR, because when group members work
collaboratively they encourage each other to ask questions, articulate their thoughts, justify and
negotiate their opinions, elaborate their knowledge, co-construct meaning, and work toward a
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shared understanding of the task (Vauras et al., 2003; Webb, 1995). If group members did not
collaborate then they would not be exhibiting SSR. For example, a group that does not
collaborate might compartmentalize tasks, or complete tasks individually without sharing the
information and understanding with their group members. With that said, the degree to which
individuals’ collaborative effort varies can influence the quality of SSR exhibited by the group
(Brown & Palinscar, 1989; Rogat & Linndenbrink-Garcia, 2011). Placing students in a group
does not guarantee that they will interact in way that fosters understanding and benefits learning
(Webb & Palinscar, 1996). Research investigating group processes suggests that students need to
be explicitly taught how to sustain collaboration, and that, when successful, sustained
collaboration supports student learning during small group activities (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995;
Slavin, 1990; Webb, Kersting, & Nemer, 2006). Other researchers have suggested that designs
that foster positive interdependence, or group members relying on one another and working
together to achieve a goal, are also linked to positive group-work outcomes, high-quality SSR,
and successful collaborative learning (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). Implications from
Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) specifically state, “to support social regulation, an
intervention could be designed that builds on extant group programs for strategies to foster
interdependence and sustained collaboration (Johnson & Johnson, 1991; Slavin, 1995) and high
quality social interactions (Cohen, 1994)” (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011, p. 411). Though
determining which instructional designs can successfully foster positive interdependence can be
challenging, it is important for researchers to further investigate how to design a learning
environment that supports powerful small group work (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011).
Positive interdependence can be promoted through resource interdependence, where
group members must share task resources; or reward interdependence, where group members
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must act together to gain a group reward; or some combination of the two (Johnson & Johnson,
2002). One strategy often used to help foster positive interdependence in PBL and group
learning is the incorporation of concept maps (Daley & Torre, 2010). Concept mapping is a
technique that allows students to solve problems creatively by visualizing prior knowledge,
organizing concepts, and integrating new knowledge in order to separate what is already known
from what needs to be further researched (Novak, 2010; Rye, Landenberger, & Warner, 2013;
Zwaal & Otting, 2012). Concept maps have not only been shown to motivate students to learn,
but also to enhance their critical thinking and problem solving skills (Daley & Torre, 2010).
Additionally, concept maps can elicit more extensive discussions, and allow learners to establish
shared task representations and goals—two important factors that foster high-quality SSR and
successful group processes (Hay, Kinchin & Lygo-Baker, 2008; Novak, 2010; Rogat &
Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011).
Research has demonstrated that integrating concept mapping and web-based problem
solving tasks not only engages students in higher-order thinking and challenging tasks, but also
increases the complexity of the learning content in comparison to individuals who did not use a
concept map (Hwang, Kuo, Chen, & How, 2014). Additionally, studies of healthcare
professionals suggest that concept mapping can provide a clear representation of students’
knowledge structures, allowing instructors to more easily evaluate students’ progress, identify
areas of improvement, and provide feedback and support to help correct student misconceptions
(Hung & Lin, 2015). One challenge to the successful implementation of concept maps in
student-centered learning environments is students’ lack of familiarity with working in this way.
Scaffolding, or reducing the cognitive load of an activity by structuring the problem-solving
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process, is one way to address this as instructors can use it to enhance opportunities for learning
and understanding in group work (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007)
Scaffolding is a dynamic system of support, and requires the instructor to be responsive,
sensitive, and flexible in order to combine students’ established skills with opportunities for
growth. Finding a balance can be challenging as instructors often provide too little or too much
assistance, block independent exploration, or provide scaffolding techniques in untimely
manners. Concept maps can serve as a learning strategy that offers benefits to the student and
can be used by the instructor as a guide for providing appropriate, timely scaffolding support
when managing numerous small collaborative groups during PBL. Though research has shown
the benefits of concept maps in fostering learning in general, there has been limited research
directly exploring the use of concept maps within PBL environments, or their impact on group
learning and socially shared regulation specifically. Thus, further investigation is warranted,
especially given the challenges instructors face in helping students gain such an important realworld skill.
Research Questions
This study used a mixed-methods design to explore the following research questions:
1) Do concept maps serve as an adequate structure to scaffold student development
of skills related PBL?
a) Does the use of concept maps effect individual and group task and
assessment performance? To what degree do concept maps affect
individual test performance and group task performance?
b) ) Do conceptual gains produced on a concept map associated with
change in performance outcomes on problem solutions, comprehension
assessments, and finals?
2) What PBL instructional designs provide opportunities for students to engage in
SSR?
a) What kind of SSR processes are exhibited by students working on PBL
activities?
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3) To what degree do concept maps affect the quality of SSR exhibited within small
group work?
a) Are students engaging in high-quality SSR when using concept maps as
a tool to solve problems?
b) What student-centered PBL instructional designs provide for students to
engage in high quality SSR when using concept maps as a tool?
c) How does “team evaluation” foster a higher level of interdependence
and sustained collaboration, which supports high quality social
regulation?
In order to answer these questions, this paper will 1) present a general literature review
on the theoretical foundations of collaboration, socially shared regulation, instructional supports
and scaffolds that can support learners in group in PBL. 2) present the rationale and methods for
the current study design, 3) Provide the results of the quantitative and qualitative analyses
conducted, 4) Discuss the implications of the data for the research questions, and 5) Conclude
with recommendations for further research.
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Literature Review
In order to understand the best practices to support socially shared regulated learning, I
explored literature related to theoretical underpinnings of collaborative learning environments
and reviewed literature associated with group regulatory processes. The second body of literature
discusses the instructional design of PBL. Then I concluded by discussing the instructional
strategies and scaffolds that have been used to support learners in collaborative learning
environments.
Theoretical Framework
Two theoretical frameworks inform this dissertation—1) theories of collaboration and 2)
theories of scaffolding and learning strategies. Theories of collaboration have been used to
explain how individual self-regulatory strategies influence group processes, and how group
regulatory processes impact collaborative learning outcomes (Barron, 2000; Dillenbourg, 1999;
Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). This body of research serves as an important foundation for
this study because it provides insight into how learners can effectively work together in groups.
The second body of research focuses on the use of scaffolding and learning strategies to support
learners who are faced with a complex problem, with many studies focusing on determining
appropriate ways to support collaborative learning environments (Belland, et al, 2013; Quintana
et al., 2004). Identifying the appropriate instructional design, scaffolding techniques, and
learning strategies to support collaborative learning contexts is necessary, not only for the
purpose of effective study design, but also because these resources serve as tools that learners
can continue to use throughout their educations and futures.
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Collaborative Learning
Multiple theoretical lenses have been used to explore collaborative learning, and to
identify the best collaborative learning practices in the classroom setting. Education researchers
tend to view collaborative learning as a social structure in which two or more individuals share
goals and understanding when solving a problem (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). If designed and
executed appropriately, collaborative learning designs provide rich learning environments
(Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O’Malley, 1996; Chinn et al., 2011). There are a variety of group
learning contexts, and it can be beneficial for researchers and instructors to distinguish between
them to in order to determine the most appropriate collaborative learning practice for their needs.
Research, focused on identifying these unique collaborative contexts, has identified peer
tutoring, cooperative learning, and peer collaboration as primary contexts. Peer-tutoring
describes the ways in which one student supports a fellow student with the learning process
(Ashman & Gillies, 2013). In cooperative learning students may share goals and task products,
but have different knowledge bases and individualized goals based on their role or prior
knowledge. For example, cooperative learning could be a situation in which a tutor and a student
are working together to solve a problem, but the tutor already has knowledge of the topic and is
guiding the student. In this situation, the pair is working together to solve the problem but they
each have different tasks based on their roles. Cooperative learning involves students sharing
goals and task understanding in order to build further knowledge for their own and each other’s
learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, 1999, 2005; Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 2006). Cooperative
learning can also take place when group members have similar, though not identical, roles, even
if individuals still come from different knowledge bases. In this case, members learn by dividing
the task into smaller sections, having each member work independently on a section, and then
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contributing their completed findings to the collective group product (Dillenbourg, 1999). Again,
the group has a shared goal of completing the task, but members’ roles are different, but
somewhat equivalent, and they each may have separate goals that are not shared by the larger
group. In contrast, peer collaboration involves students entering a learning context with equal
knowledge, and putting in equal effort to solve the task or devise a solution to a problem.
Rochelle and Teasley (1995) define collaboration as:
…the process by which individuals negotiate and share meanings relevant to the
problem-solving task at hand. Collaboration is a coordinated, synchronous activity that is
the result of continued attempts to construct and maintain a shared conception of a
problem (p.70).
While both cooperative and collaborative learning environments consist of individuals who
participate in a group, those involved in collaborative contexts engage in activities that are for
the group as a whole. Individuals in collaborative learning environments equally contribute to
shared tasks that are created by the group for the group, and engage in interactions such as
negotiation and sharing when completing these tasks. The collaborative negotiation and social
sharing of group meetings include the development and maintenance of shared conceptions of
tasks which are accomplished interactively within the group. Therefore, while individuals do
learn individually in collaborative settings, their learning is also fundamentally interconnected
with, and dependent on, the learning of their group members. This differs significantly from the
solely individual learning that takes place in cooperative settings.
Peer-mediated designs, such as peer collaboration, allow students to exchange ideas,
explore concepts, and develop new solutions in order to facilitate knowledge together. This
process has been linked to cognitive conflict, or the experience that occurs when students within
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peer supported environments access different points of view and are forced to negotiate multiple
perspectives when learning (Ashman & Gilles, 2013). Recently, researchers have explored the
idea of cognitive conflict as it relates to collaborative argumentation, or the process by which
two or more people engage in conversation which provides them opportunities to share evidence
to support their claims about a particular concept and ultimately develop new knowledge (Chinn
& Clark, 2013; Hmelo-Silver, Chinn, Chan, & O’Donnell, 2013). Researchers have found that,
when students have interactions in which they are faced with ideas or beliefs that are not
congruent with their own, they are required to resolve these inconsistencies and consider others’
perspectives. Additionally, in order to resolve the cognitive conflict, students must explain their
thinking processes, reflect, and possibly change their perspectives in order to develop new views
and gain new knowledge (Ashman & Gillies, 2013; Hmelo-Silver et al., 2013). Thus, of the
group learning contexts, collaborative learning environments have been demonstrated to be the
most effective for promoting peer engagement, developing skills for communication and
understanding, and fostering deeper learning.
Group Regulatory Processes
Anecdotally, group work is often considered one of the most challenging experiences for
students and individuals in the workforce, alike. One reason for this difficulty is the fact that
each member of a group is engaged in self-regulation, or a self-directed process by which an
individual generates their “thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that are oriented to attaining goals”
(Zimmerman, 2002, p. 65), which can make working with others a challenging endeavor.
However, despite the challenges it can present, there is evidence that, when properly educated,
individuals can use self-regulation strategies to benefit groups. SRL is the specific process
through which a student would appropriately use component skills associated with self-
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regulation to accomplish a goal. These component skills can include: goal setting, a planned
strategy, performance monitoring, organizing and reorganizing the social context to make it
conducive to attaining the goals, monitoring time usage, attributing causation to results, and the
ongoing self-improvement of learning methods (Zimmerman, 2002). It is important to note that
not only is the appropriate use of the component skills necessary, but self-regulated learners must
be active participants and may seek out the assistance of someone else in order to accomplish
their goals. Researchers have determined that a student’s level of learning is associated with the
degree to which they use these component skills of SRL and whether or not they use them at all
(Zimmerman, 2002). They have also found that these skills can be learned both from direct
instruction and by observing the modeling of others (Zimmerman, 2002). This research on SRL
has provided educators, policy makers, and researchers with evidence that it is important to
incorporate SRL into school practices and professional development models (Boekaerts &
Corno, 2005; Butler, Lauscher, Jarvis-Selinger & Beckingham, 2004), because self-regulated
learners are more “likely to succeed academically and view their futures optimistically”
(Zimmerman, 2002, p. 65). Teaching skills of self-regulation (e.g., motivation, goal setting, selfmonitoring, strategy use, self-evaluation, and metacognitive decision making) to students is
important because these skills are necessary for life after school as well.
Though everyone possesses some degree of self-regulation, the literature has consistently
shown that individuals who are more self-regulated emerge as more meta-cognitively,
motivationally, and behaviorally active in their own learning (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons,
1986). Learners who exhibit metacognitive processes plan, set goals, organize, self-monitor, and
self-evaluate at various points during the process of knowledge acquisition (Pintrich, 2000).
Learners who exhibit motivational processes have been found to possess efficacy, self-
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attributions, and intrinsic task interest (Schunk, 1986; Zimmerman, 1985). In their behavioral
processes, self-regulated learners select, structure, and create environments that optimize
learning; seek out advice; and seek out information in places where they are most likely to learn
(Schunk & Zimmerman, 2008; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1986).
Though SRL is an internal process, it can also be influenced by social interaction
(Zimmerman, 1990). Therefore, while much research on self-regulation focuses on the
individual, some researchers have begun to examine the contextualized nature of students’
experiences during group work (Zimmerman, 1990). Interpersonal regulation, a term coined by
Vauras and Volet (2013), has been used to capture the wide range of theoretical perspectives
used to describe situations groups may experience when functioning during social interaction.
Most of the research on interpersonal regulation of learning has been heavily influenced by
Greeno’s (2006) situated learning framework, which focuses on learning that is situated in an
authentic context. Others consider Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural learning theory, which
focuses how society impacts the process of individual development and an individual’s
acquisition of knowledge, to be heavily influenced by social and cultural interaction. These
theories have become the foundation for research into complex, self-regulated systems as they
relate to the study of interpersonal regulation in learning, particularly in collaborative contexts
with both synchronous or asynchronous group interactions.
Concepts such as co-regulation have also been used to explain the ways in which selfregulation develops within group contexts. According to McCaslin (2009), the concept of coregulated learning is grounded in Vygotsky’s (1978) and Wertsch and Stone’s (1985) ideas that
co-regulation is internalized through social interaction. Typically, co-regulation involves a
student and another individual with more knowledge (e.g., an advanced student or peer tutor)
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who helps to influence the process through which the student learns. During co-regulation
participants alternate between assuming expert roles and novice roles as they complete a variety
of shared tasks. Through observation and interaction, individuals in the novice role learn to
engage in and control their own self-regulatory strategies, evaluations, and process. For example,
Vauras and colleagues’ studies on socially shared co-regulation provide evidence that when
teacher scaffolding emphasizes collaborative learning and opportunities for co-regulation it
provides an appropriate context for students to learn and deploy regulatory strategies (Salonen,
Vauras, & Efklides, 2005; Vauras et al., 2003). Thus, this body of research points to the social
context as one of the developmental sources of self-regulation.
Recent research has also investigated both individual and the group coordination of
behavior, learning, and understanding during a shared activity/task. Volet, Vauras and Salonen
(2009) highlighted the term other-regulation, which is grounded in Vygotsky’s (1978) concept
of the Zone of Proximal Development. The zone of proximal development explains how a
learner gains understanding and works through a problem with aid from a supportive context or a
more knowledgeable other, also referred to as an expert (Hogan & Tudge, 1999; Rogoff &
Wertsch, 1984). More specifically, Volet, Vauras, et al. (2009) used this theory to explain the
process of scaffolding by which individuals can learn and move from being other-regulated,
where their performance is regulated by another individual, to self-regulated where individuals
take responsibility for their own performance. There is empirical evidence that supports the
differentiation between individual, other, and shared forms of regulation during group
interactions; as well as the value of concurrent use of these types of regulation to maintain group
work when members are confronted with a challenge (Vauras, et al., 2003). Vauras et al. (2003)
suggest that like individual regulation, social regulation can also range from other-regulation, in
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which one person takes a more predominate role to guide the group’s interactions and regulates
the entire group’s work on an activity, to socially shared regulation, in which group members
engage in social processes to regulate their collaborative contribution to solving a shared task
(Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011).
Socially shared regulation (SSR) refers to the social processes that groups use to regulate
their joint work on a task (Vauras et al., 2003; Volet, Vauras, et al., 2009). Research on socially
shared regulated learning (SSRL) focuses on the group, and places emphasis on the collective
interaction and collaboration of the group as a whole (Hadwin & Oshige, 2011). More
specifically, researchers assert that when groups co-construct plans and perceptions to establish a
shared evaluation of progress they are engaging in shared regulation (Järvelä, Järvenoja,
Malmberg, & Hadwin, 2013). Thus, socially shared regulation is examined in a group of selfregulators, and individual regulation is always studied in relation to others and to the group
regulation. From this view, socially shared regulated learning means examining a collective
process within a group’s interaction and negotiations of meaning. Ultimately, SSRL involves
independent or collectively shared regulatory processes, and acquisition strategies combined for
the purpose of creating a co-constructed or shared outcome (Winne, Hadwin, & Perry, 2013;
Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013).
Socially shared metacognitive regulation, or when task awareness is aligned by group
members in order to co-construct a common task space for a problem, is another component of
SSR that researchers have studied (Hadwin, Oshige, Gress, & Winne, 2010; Iiskala, Vauras,
Lehtinen, & Salonen, 2011). Metacogntive processes are the processes of SSRL that relate to the
way the group plans, monitors, implements, and evaluates its work. Individual metacognitive
processes are important because they enable students to be self-aware, knowledgeable, and
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deliberate in their approach to learning, so that they can monitor their plans and goals (Schunk,
1985; Zimmerman, 1985). Metacognitive processes that are executed by the group are important
because they enable the members to be aware, knowledgeable, and deliberate in their approach to
learning, so that they can work in collaboration with one another to establish and monitor their
group’s plans and goals (Lee, O’Donnell, & Rogat, 2014; Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011).
Metacognition researchers have acknowledged the role of peers and more knowledgeable others
in mediating and sharing metacognitive knowledge (Brown, 1987; Goos, Galbraith, & Renshaw,
2002). These studies have focused on how group members monitor and control each other’s
actions to advance the group’s problem solving. Teachers can foster this by encouraging group
members to share responsibility, and by providing opportunities for the groups to plan, monitor,
and evaluate their work (Järvelä & Hadwin, 2013). When teachers provide opportunities for
groups to engage in these processes, they should highlight and reinforce processes that not only
lead to the final outcome but also promote the collaboration and motivation required to complete
the task (Panadero, Järvelä, & Kirschner, 2015). SSRL embraces the cognitive and metacognitive
aspects of group work, and by acknowledging this offers a more complete picture of the
regulation taking place at the group level.
Quality of Socially Shared Regulation
While just about all groups demonstrate SSR to some degree, groups vary in the quality
of SSR that they demonstrate (e.g., other-regulation, low-content processing, and high-content
processing). Research on quality variation stemmed from an investigation into the quality of coregulation (Volet & Mansfield, 2006). Researchers in this study conceptualized quality by
focusing on dimensions of social regulation ranging from high-level to low-level content
processing, or the degree to which members within a group elaborated, interpreted, questioned,
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or explained ideas in their own words to increase understanding. Using these dimensions, Volet,
Summers, and Thurman (2009) characterized the highest quality social regulation as using both
shared and deep-level content processing (e.g., critical analysis, evaluation, and the application
of learning content). A clear distinction can be made between high and lower quality social
regulation because high quality SSR involves multiple students concurrently engaging in
questioning and developing a shared understanding of the context or content. This level of group
engagement allows each group member to bring relevant background knowledge to the collective
group. Additionally, the previous knowledge of each group member can be elaborated upon
through joint monitoring of each of the contributions brought forth by other members. In
contrast, low-level regulation only involves fact sharing and clarifying understanding without
any effort to expand or extend the information. Other-regulation is a term that has been used to
describe one individual in a group temporarily taking on a predominate role in the group’s
interaction (e.g., taking an instructive role to guide group members) (Volet, Summers, et al.,
2009). Other regulation can be high or low in quality based on whether the emphasis is on
simple sharing or clarifying of information (low quality) or providing thorough explanations
(high quality). Unfortunately, low-level social regulation is the type of regulation most typically
observed in groups (Hurme, Merenluoto & Järvelä, 2009; Salovaara & Järvelä, 2003; Volet,
Summers, et al., 2009).
Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) extended Volet, Summer, and Thurman’s (2009)
research by examining socially shared metacognitive and behavioral regulatory sub-processes
demonstrated by a group to explain variations in the quality of SSR. They identified positive and
negative qualities of group regulation: high quality planning, low quality planning, high quality
monitoring, low quality monitoring, high quality behavioral engagement, and low quality
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behavioral engagement (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). When working in a group,
planning refers to instances in which the group intentionally sets task-specific goals for learning
and task performance. Monitoring, on the other hand, references a group’s ability to understand
the process during their joint work on a task (Rogat & Linndenbrink Garcia, 2011). Specifically,
monitoring refers to the way a group evaluates their content understanding, the plan, and the
progress. Behavioral engagement is the process groups use to involve group members, or not.
For example, behavioral engagement occurs when the group eliminates distractions and
encourages other group members throughout the task (Pintrich, 2000; Rogat & LinnenbrinkGarcia, 2011).
After analyzing these sub-processes, Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) determined
that groups that were the most effective in SSR tended to display high levels of all three
regulatory processes (e.g., planning, monitoring, and behavioral engagement). Groups that
displayed less effective SSR tended to only demonstrate high levels of one dimension (e.g.,
monitoring), which could not compensate for lower levels of other dimensions. Rogat and
Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) were also able to make clear distinctions between high, moderatehigh, moderate, moderate-low, and low quality social regulation. These findings make it possible
for future studies to establish criteria for high and low quality SSR within small groups, as their
results clearly delineate expected characteristics seen in groups when members are using the
social regulatory processes individually and collectively. Having an awareness of, and being able
to foster, students’ use of these metacognitive processes for socially shared regulated learning is
important because they enable students to be increasingly aware, knowledgeable, and decisive in
their approach to learning.
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Rogat and Linndenbrink-Garcia (2013) also conducted further analyses examining
socioemotional group processes (i.e., positive and negative socioemotional interactions,
collaborative and non-collaborative interactions). Positive socioemotional interactions were
identified as group interactions that were congenial, such as instances of group members
listening and respecting one another. Positive socioemotional groups also exhibited inclusion and
group cohesion. Conversely, negative socioemotional interactions were group interactions that
were not congenial, including instances where group members were disrespectful or would
discourage other members from participating. Overall, researchers found lower group cohesion
in groups that exhibited negative socioemotional interactions. Collaborative interactions were
defined as those which included two or more members of a group interacting by sharing ideas
and working jointly when problem solving, while non-collaborative interactions were defined as
instances in which individuals worked on separate portions of the task at the same time or
completed the task independently in unsystematic ways. Essentially, these researchers were also
able to clearly define the role of socioemotional interactions in helping to differentiate between
high, moderate-high, moderate, moderate-low, and low quality social regulation. For example,
groups that displayed positive socioemotional interactions gave feedback to one another and
monitored as a group, which was considered high quality social regulation. Those groups that
exhibited collaborative interactions also demonstrated a higher quality of socially shared
regulation because of increased opportunities to regulate the group as part of collaborative work
on the task, especially during planning and monitoring phases.
Ultimately, researchers concluded that a group as a whole must plan, perform content
processing, and engage in positive socioemotional interactions throughout the entire learning
process in order to facilitate effective, socially shared regulated learning. Rogat and Linnenbrink-
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Garcia (2011; 2013) also suggest that further research should examine which instructional
designs foster high quality SSR since shared planning, shared monitoring, and behavioral
engagement are essential skills to practice. They also suggest placing a strong emphasis on
identifying interventions that foster positive interdependence, a prerequisite for collaborative
learning environments to be successful (Johnson & Johnson, 2005).
Social Interdependence Theory. Social interdependence theory (Deutsch, 1949), has
been used to explain how student interactions influence the outcome of group work. Three types
of interdependence exist—positive, negative, and no interdependence. Positive interdependence
occurs when group members contribute equal effort to a task in order to reach common goal
(Johnson & Johnson, 2009). Research has found that positive interdependence is positively
correlated with individual group attainment, or the successful completion of tasks, as it often
results in a greater number of instances in which group members help, share, and encourage each
other throughout the task. These helpful interactions tend to motivate the group toward the
accomplishment of the shared goal (Deutsch, 1949; 1962). When negative interdependence
exists, there is a negative correlation with individual group attainments because individuals
within the group fail to obtain their goals. These interactions result in unproductive or
oppositional interactions where individuals feel discouraged and make fewer efforts to complete
the tasks (Johnson & Johnson, 2005). No independence exists when there is no correlation
between individuals’ goal achievements, in other words, individual group members do not
consider the achievement of their goals to be related to the goal achievement of others.
Social constructivist, sociocultural, and shared cognition approaches emphasize that
collaborative learning environments should be structured in order to be successful (Resnick,
Levine, & Teasley, 1991). Along these lines, social interdependence theory argues that the type
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of interdependence structured into a situation determines how individuals interact with each
other; which, in turn, largely determines outcomes (Deutsch, 2006; Johnson, 1970; Watson &
Johnson, 1972). Group membership and interpersonal interaction among students has not been
found to produce higher achievement unless positive interdependence is clearly structured. As a
result, an educator designing a learning environment that fosters positive interdependence needs
to consider the theoretical roots of strategies for motivating individuals toward this practice.
There are a number of way of structuring positive interdependence, including positive goal
interdependence, positive reward interdependence, and positive resource interdependence.
Positive goal interdependence takes places when students perceive that they can achieve their
learning goals if all members of the group also attain their goals. To encourage this a teacher has
to include a clear group, or mutual, goal as part of the task. Positive reward interdependence
occurs when each group member receives the same reward when the group achieves a common
goal. Co-evaluative instruments embedded into designs, such as the team assessments used by
Manente (2014), can be used as way to motivate students to engage in positive group interactions
because they are aware that their group members will be providing feedback on their
performance. Another strategy would be a teacher assigning the same group grade for all
members. Positive resource interdependence occurs when each member has only a portion of the
resources, information, or material related to the task to be completed; thus, the members’
resources have to be combined for the group to achieve its goals. For example, teachers may
provide a group with limited resources (e.g., one copy of the task or problem or a single sheet of
paper to create a concept map) so that they must share or divide part of a required resource that
the group must then fit together at the end. According to Johnson and Johnson (2002), combining
goal and reward interdependence increases achievement to a greater degree than goal
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interdependence alone. Additionally, they have found that resource interdependence does not
increase achievement unless goal interdependence is present also.
Similar to Rogat and Linndenbrink-Garcia (2011), Panadero and Järvelä (2015) suggest
that positive socioemotional strategies and interdependence might be crucial for the activation of
SSRL strategies within groups. Research on regulatory processes has demonstrated that these are
important characteristics when designing a collaborative learning context, and these researchers
have proposed that future research should consider how collaborative learning designs can
encourage these regulatory processes by determining which forms of instruction, teaching
practices, and scaffolds are most appropriate for these learners.
Strategies for Fostering Social Interdependence. While students often have some idea
of their own style of working and self-regulation on tasks, an important benefit of collaborative
learning environments is that social interaction provides opportunities for students to also learn
about how they work with others on a shared task. Often student may view themselves as
focused and diligent workers when individually responsible for their grade, and may think that
behavior would translate into their group work. However, once placed in a collaborative learning
environment, they may find that they actually tend to become easily distracted and dependent on
others to complete tasks. This points to a fundamental concept in fostering motivation and
learning— accountability. When there is nothing in place to encourage student accountability for
individual performance, it is not uncommon for group members to demonstrate a high degree of
off-task behavior, social loafing, irrelevant socialization, and tendencies toward focusing on a
limited set of ideas. Groups may also fail to visualize the task as a shared problem, which
prevents members from sharing a collective vision, taking collective action, and devising a
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collective solution (Cañas & Novak 2015; Chinn et al., 2011; Gillies & Boyle, 2010; Hogan &
Tudge, 1999; Kohn, 1992; O’Donnell, 1994).
Research looking at strategies for increasing accountability and collaboration within
groups has explored the impact of several instructional designs (e.g., independent, positive
interdependence, and high positive interdependence) on student behavior (Manente, 2014).
Independent group designs involve group members being given a shared task, but each earning a
final grade that does not depend on the performance of their group members. In contrast,
positive interdependence group designs may involve individuals working together on a problem,
but do not require or encourage students to work together in order to equally contribute to the
group product. And, lastly, high interdependence group designs involve students working
together on a problem, and then completing an assessment in which team assessment occurs,
holding everyone accountable. Team assessment requires all students within a group to complete
an assessment, after completing the assessment the assessment is scored and a grade is earned by
averaging all of the group members’ scores. Studies comparing these designs have found that
High Positive Interdependence designs lead to the greatest degree of collaboration and
accountability between group members and better overall performance outcomes (Manente,
2014). Independent designs, on the other hand, led to the lowest scores. Thus, while more
research is certainly needed to confirm that team evaluation increases positive outcomes
associated with PBL, it is clear that collaboration is a necessary component of PBL (Manente,
2014).
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Problem-Based Learning. The frameworks discussed above demonstrate the active role
students have in constructing their knowledge while working collaboratively to engage in inquiry
and problem solving. Social interdependence theory posits that group structure plays a large role
in successful collaborative group outcomes. If collaborative learning takes place in authentic, or
real-world settings students have the opportunity to apply their knowledge to real problems
which can foster the acquisition of knowledge and problem-solving skills and, in turn, motivate
students. One strategy for creating collaborative learning environments is using problem-based
learning (PBL).
PBL is a student-centered instructional approach. In PBL the students are presented with
an ill-structured problem that relates to authentic material (Torp & Sage, 2002). PBL allows
students to investigate and solve complex problems with the support of peers and or the
instructor. Strategies for the design of PBL environments have primarily been based on
constructivist theories of learning. Constructivist learning theory proposes that people are active
agents in building meaning through their personal interactions with their environment in
collaboration with their fellow group members (Hmelo-Silver, 2006; Loyens & Gijbels, 2008).
Constructivist learning theory supports PBL designs because students must exhibit self-directed
learning in order to construct new knowledge while researching and sharing ideas with peers
when solving real-world problems. Through this, PBL has been demonstrated to be an effective
educational approach in higher education as it allows learners to work together, explain ideas,
pose questions, and develop new perspectives in order to solve complex problems (Major &
Palmer, 2001). PBL challenges group members to become active, self-directed learners and
reflective thinkers who, in collaboration with others, take responsibility for their own learning
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process as they work to achieve a solution to the problem (Gijbels, Van de, &Dochy, 2005;
Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2008).
As mentioned, the real-world problems posed to students in PBL are ill-structured, which
means they have more than one solution and each solution can be reached via multiple paths
(Torp & Sage, 2002). Designing an effective problem is not an easy task. In some PBL contexts
students are confronted with problems that are too well-structured with a clear solution, which
may decrease student motivation or prevent them from further constructing knowledge during
the collaborative learning experiences (Jonassen, 1997). This occurs because students do not
have the opportunity to identify gaps in their knowledge, and conduct research to fill these gaps
in order to generate a solution to the problem. Thus, the more complex and more ill-structured a
problem, the more likely it is that students will be motivated to engage in PBL. In addition to
being thoughtful about the problem design, instructors using PBL must also be aware of how
well group members are working together and how to effectively provide the appropriate support
to ensure on-task behavior and active participation by each group member (Hmelo-Silver, 2004;
Loyens, Magda, Rikers & 2008; Newman, 2005).
Learning Strategies to Support Problem-Based Learning Designs
Instructors have numerous responsibilities in PBL environments, including having a
sound understanding of PBL, curriculum design, and task assessment. Most importantly,
however, they need to create a PBL environment that is conducive to their students’ abilities to
learn the content (Torp & Sage, 2002). Effectively teaching PBL requires an instructor to
identify and put in place supports for students to use throughout the learning experience as the
instructor transitions from teacher-as-an-information-giver to teacher-as-a-facilitator. The
instructor ultimately has the responsibility of moving from the role of teaching and providing
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knowledge to being a facilitator who ensures that each group’s members are working together,
staying on task, and taking responsibility for their own learning.
Scaffolding. Thus, the instructor needs to consider which supports are best suited for
their learning environment before presenting students with PBL. One such construct, that has
been referenced in theory and found to foster successful group processes when implemented in
educational settings, is scaffolding (Quintana et al., 2004). Quintana, Reiser, Davis, et al. (2004)
define scaffolding as assistance provided by an individual, or instrument made by an instructor,
which is intended to help a learner acquire further skills or knowledge. Researchers have traced
the origins of the concept of scaffolding, by a peer or guidance of an adult, back to theories
related to Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Ashman & Gillies, 2013; Hogan &
Tudge, 1999). As cited in Ashman and Gillies (2013), Vygotsky (1978), stressed the importance
of social exchange in learning, especially between learners who are in the same ZPD. He
believed that individuals who were around the same level of cognitive development could
essentially be given a topic or problem scenario, and would be able to engage in an active
exchange of ideas which would mutually enhance each other’s learning. Additionally, Vygotsky
(1978) proposed that assistance from a knowledgeable other, or an expert, could support learning
even further.
In a classroom setting, many students are not prepared to undertake complex tasks on
their own without assistance. Therefore, teachers must provide support to enable students to
solve complex tasks successfully. Teachers can employ two forms of scaffolds into their
instruction—soft scaffolds and hard scaffolds (Glazewski & Ertmer, 2010). Soft scaffolds are
provided in the moment, or on a just-in-time basis, as needed depending on the learner’s
performance when completing a task. This occurs constantly in PBL as the instructor facilitates
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learning by observing students in their groups, identifying the appropriate soft scaffolds, and
implementing them in order to guide students as they solve the problem. For example, in PBL
after diagnosing needs, a teacher might mentor learning, encourage the process, question student
thinking, or model inquiry to help students progress (Torp & Sage, 2002).
Hard scaffolds are planned in advance by the instructor, with the goal of helping to
prevent student frustration by providing support that could aid with anticipated challenges that a
typical student might be expected to face in a problem solving task. For instance, a hard scaffold
could be a handout that has specific prompts and supports to help guide the students during the
various stages of a problem solving task. An information gathering sheet is one hard scaffold that
researchers have used to help learners plan and determine how they would approach solving a
problem in a PBL environment (Manente, 2014). While completion of the sheet may initially be
a requirement for students, the sheet can essentially be removed, or used as-needed, by the
learners once they have gained the skills to plan the problem solving process on their own. This
also demonstrates a key component of effective scaffolds—the ability to foster learning so that
students eventually no longer need the support. Ultimately, both forms of scaffolding can be used
in conjunction such that students’ use of hard scaffolds may reduce the need for the instructor to
provide soft scaffolds, but soft scaffolds can continue to be provided as needed based on the
instructor’s assessment. Saye and Brush (2002), note that these scaffolds are a crucial component
to include during student-centered instruction.
In order to ensure that learners can eventually make progress independently, it is essential
for an instructor to utilize the most appropriate scaffolds for the learning environment (Hogan &
Pressley, 1997). It is also important for an instructor to determine whether providing scaffolds
individually or to an entire working group is the best fit for the collaborative learning task and
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environment. The teacher needs to select the correct method so that students are empowered as
investigators and, as they apply knowledge and skills to meaningful and authentic activity, are
able to emerge as self-directed learners (Azevedo & Jacobson, 2008; Hmelo-Silver & Barrows,
2006; Palincsar & Brown, 1984). As stated, a key factor in students being able to grow in this
way is the requirement that instructors fade their presence and take on the role of a coach,
supporting students in generating their own possible solutions and problem resolutions. Ideally,
instructors should fade out hard and soft scaffolds based on an assessment of student
performance (Saye & Brush, 2002). However, the ability to fade out scaffolds appropriately
takes practice and requires the instructor to be knowledgeable of the material, aware of student
abilities, and intentional about how to proceed with fading. While support provided in the form
of scaffolding should be dependent on the learner’s performance, if an instructor misunderstands
how much support a learner needs, it could result in too much support. Thus, the learner may
become dependent on the assistance of the teacher or tool, or the individual may not have the
opportunity to demonstrate their competence with a skill (Saye & Brush, 2002). Conversely, if
an instructor provides too little scaffolding, the individual or group may struggle and become
frustrated. Unfortunately, the need to systematically fade support is often overlooked by many
instructors who attempt to practice scaffolding techniques (Saye & Brush, 2002).
Studies have shown positive outcomes for students in environments in which scaffolding
is provided based on the learner’s performance; however, these outcomes have been linked to
one particular type of soft scaffold—prompts (Lee et al., 2014; Quintana et al., 2004; Perry,
Thauberger, Hutchinson, 2010). Prompts are hints, or reminders, that inform the learner that
further action needs to be taken (Xun & Land, 2004). Prompts can be in the form of questions,
phrases, scripts, lists, procedural directions, or reflections (Hadwin, et al., 2010). A more specific
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type of prompt could be in the form of a problematizing scaffold, which requires students to
focus their attention on certain issues of the task, and reflect on their work product by discussing
their findings through thoughtful discussion (e.g., articulation and reasoning) (Reiser, 2004).
Ultimately, prompts produce positive student learning outcomes because of their ability to
support learning, enhance metacognitive planning and reflection, and improve content
understanding (Davis, 2006; Quintana et al., 2004).
Embedded scaffolds, a sub-category of hard scaffolds, are typically available to students
throughout the entire learning session, and students can decide whether or not to use them.
According to Azevedo and Jacobson (2008), “these types of scaffolds are usually designed to
facilitate metacognitive monitoring” (p. 97), or the ability to understand or be aware of ones’
thought process. While instructors initially empower students to be investigators of a PBL
problem, their ultimate goal is to foster metacognitive monitoring by slowly relinquishing
control and coaching students to engage in greater self-monitoring and self-direction (Torp &
Sage, 2002). A structured scaffold is another sub-category that is specifically used to help
students focus by simplifying the task or breaking it into smaller portions which may be more
manageable for the students (Reiser, 2004). For example, the information gathering worksheets
used by Manente (2014) would be considered a hard scaffold, embedded scaffold, and structured
scaffold because learners could use them for support as needed throughout the planning phases
of each problem solution.
While building group regulatory skills is important, recent research has claimed that
doing so can be ineffective in problem-based experiences unless instructors also consider student
motivation particularly as it relates to subsequent engagement (Belland, Kim, & Hannafin, 2013;
Martin, 2012). As a result, researchers have developed a framework for designing scaffolds that
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works to enhance group success by focusing on how motivation relates to behavioral, emotional,
and cognitive engagement (Belland et al., 2013). Their framework proposes that motivationenhancing scaffolds in PBL should promote six goals, which are broadly supported by
motivation theories: task value, mastery goals, belongingness, emotion regulation, expectancy
for success, and autonomy. They argue that increasing motivational scaffolds to support each of
these goals would enhance the three areas of engagement, thus improving students’ problem
solving process (Belland et al., 2013; Fredricks, Blumenfeld, Paris, 2004; Lee & Schute, 2010).
Concept maps are one tool that can be used as a motivation enhancing scaffold in studentcentered learning environments, particularly for PBL.
Concept Maps as a Tool for Supporting Learning
A concept map is a tool that can be used to provide students a space to create visual
diagrams in which they graphically organize the interrelationships between their original
knowledge of complex concepts and information related to newly acquired concepts (Jonassen &
Hung, 2006). When drawing a concept map, the first step is to identify a main concept or topic
and then draw lines to link or connect that concept to other closely associated concepts
represented in squares or circles called nodes. Nodes can also be linked to each other by lines as
well to represent relationships between various minor concepts. Generally, major concepts are
within closer proximity to the main concept or topics, while the minor concepts are further away.
There are three types of mapping techniques: construct-a-map technique, fill-in-the-map
technique, and expert-map technique (Cañas, et al., 2003). The construct-a-map technique
requires students to complete a map independently, while the fill-in-the-map technique provides
students with a partially filled-out map and requires them to complete the rest. Lastly, the expertmap technique involves an instructor giving students a pre-structured map. Both, the construct-a-
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map and fill-in-the map techniques result in a greater increase of knowledge because they require
students to become more active participants in the construction of their maps by identifying how
concepts are related (Hardy & Stadelhofer, 2006; Novak & Cañas, 2008). The construct-a-map
technique is most often used for situations in which students need to solve a problem that has
multiple solution paths, such as the problems presented in PBL.
As a learning strategy, concept maps allow learners to create a structure which helps
them to recognize problem components, visualize conceptual relationships, hypothesize
solutions, effectively retrieve information, and discover new ideas. Ultimately, in doing so,
students are able to make new connections and confirm solutions to the problem, while teachers
are able to use the maps as a representation of students’ knowledge and as a guide to help
determine scaffolding needs throughout the problem solving process (Jonassen & Hung, 2006;
Liu, Chen, & Chang, 2010).
Learning theories underlying the use of concept maps. Numerous theories have been
cited as part of the rationale for understanding concept mapping, including constructivism,
assimilation theory, knowledge representation, and meaningful learning (Anderson, 1995;
Ausubel, 1963; Novak, 1990). Concept mapping was introduced by Novak and Gowin (1984),
and was founded on the principle of constructivism which emphasizes the critical role that
learners play in constructing and developing knowledge and meaning from their experiences and
beliefs (Conceicao & Taylor, 2007; Duffy, Lowyck, & Jonassen, 1991). Per this theory, learners
bring their previous knowledge and personal experiences to the classroom, and use this
knowledge to solve problems and form meaning based on their experiences.
A second foundational theory of concept maps is Ausubel’s (1963) assimilation theory
which asserts that learning occurs through the assimilation of new concepts into a learner’s
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existing understanding of a concept. A learner’s existing knowledge base is also referred to as
the individual’s cognitive structure, and Ausubel’s primary idea is that individuals learn by
subsuming, or absorbing, new information into this cognitive structure (Novak & Cañas 2006).
In this theory ideas are connected in hierarchical order, and it follows that more specific and
detailed concepts are subsumed under more inclusive and general ones. Ausubel believed that
having an obvious and well-categorized cognitive structure facilitated learning and the retention
of new information.
Another significant contribution was Ausubel’s (1968) distinction between meaningful
learning and rote learning. He proposed that meaningful learning occurs when learners
consciously integrate new knowledge into relevant concepts about which they are already aware.
In meaningful learning, or by subsuming information, learners store new information in longterm memory along with similar and related knowledge in order to remember and understand the
new knowledge. In contrast, rote learning occurs when one memorizes concepts, but does not
necessarily make connections or understand the relationship a concept has with other concepts.
Rote learning may eventually contribute to the construction of a new schema which can be used
in meaningful learning. Mayer & Moreno (2003) proposed three processes as being essential to
the development of meaningful learning: attending, organizing, and integrating. In other words,
to engage in meaningful learning, learners should concentrate on the relevant and important
content, organize the content structurally, and integrate the content into their existing cognitive
structure. In addition, Novak and Gowin (1984) identified three fundamental requirements for
meaningful learning based on Ausuel’s work (1963): the learner’s relevant prior knowledge, the
teacher’s construction of meaningful material, and the learner’s conscious choice to use
meaningful learning. Like Ausubel (1963), they asserted that rote learning resulted from little
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relevant prior knowledge, and the lack of ability to relate new knowledge with relevant or
existing knowledge. Based on these theories, concept maps are an ideal method to promote
meaningful learning because they provide a clear structure that requires students to actively
connect new concepts and existing knowledge in ways that other learning tools may not.
In addition to the theories on which concept mapping is based, the utility of concept maps
has also been explored in numerous studies (Burgess-Allen & Owen-Smith, 2010; Nalavany,
Carawan, & Rennick, 2011; Ridde, 2008). Studies have shown that concept maps promote
motivation to learn, enhance critical thinking and problem solving skills, and promote higherorder thinking skills (Daley & Torre, 2010; Edwards & Cooper, 2010; Smith, 2014). Daley and
Torre (2010) also explored the use of concept maps in teaching PBL and group learning. They
found that concept maps promote meaningful learning, provide an additional resource for
learning, enable instructors to provide feedback to students, and can be used to conduct
assessment. Ultimately, there is strong theoretical and research-based support for the valuable
role that concept maps can play as an aid in scaffolding student learning, particularly in PBL
environments.
Concept maps as a tool in Problem-Based Learning. Ultimately, the ability to work
effectively in a group is a highly beneficial skill for students to develop and utilize as they move
into the workforce; however, it is also one that has proven challenging to successfully foster in
educational contexts. PBL has been identified as a teaching strategy that can help students learn
to work effectively in collaborative settings, particularly when instructors work to foster sociallyshared regulation and use appropriate scaffolding strategies. According to Belland, Kim, and
Hannafin (2013), ideal scaffolding strategies are ones that promote student motivation to learn by
increasing their sense of task value, mastery, belongingness, emotional regulation, expectancy of
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success, and autonomy. The use of concept maps as a way for an instructor to provide support
has been demonstrated to have many positive impacts on the educational outcomes for students,
both in traditional and PBL environments; and there is also significant evidence that their use can
serve as an ideal scaffold across many of the motivation domains listed above.
Task value. When designing a PBL experience the teacher needs to consider context and
curriculum, as well as which instructional strategies are most likely to promote a sense of task
value for the students (Torp & Sage, 2002). Task value is defined as how students’ perceive the
task and based on their perceived worth, dedicate time to completing the task, or the degree to
which a student will find a specific task interesting. This is an important consideration even
within the context of a single course in which all students are enrolled, because their level of
interest in the course material or assignments may vary widely. For example, though college
students typically choose their own major, they are often required to take specific courses within
the major that may or may not interest them. As a result, it is important for instructors to identify
ways of establishing task interest for each student.
When students begin a PBL experience it can be very frustrating for them, because it is
often a new way of learning with which they are unfamiliar. Thus, when considering how to
foster task value, it is important for the instructor to explain PBL and how it works to students in
order to create buy-in or attainment value before beginning the PBL experience. One way of
doing this is for teachers to provide explanatory rationales which emphasize how engaging in the
PBL process and solving the problem will contribute to the development of problem-solving,
collaboration, and self-directed learning skills. Teachers can also clearly communicate how the
content knowledge will be beneficial for the students’ daily lives and futures as well. These steps
can promote task value because they help students recognize the larger-scale and long-term
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benefits they can gain from the experience. An instructor could also explain how collaboration is
part of many workplace environments. In order to foster task value related to the use of concept
maps, an instructor could stress their utility in theoretical and clinical settings by explaining to
students that they can be used to help improve critical thinking skills by providing students to
visual forum to make relations between concepts, or explaining that in a practical setting concept
maps have been used to organize data in a workplace setting (Harrison & Gibbons, 2013).
Another way of establishing interest and promoting task value is to create a problem
scenario that is based on a real-life situation, is meaningful to the students, and affords them the
opportunity to make choices throughout the learning experience (Merriam & Bierema, 2014).
Offering students choices promotes interest because if students are involved with making a
decision it increases the likelihood of students seeing task value due to their propensity to want
see the completion, or outcome of their decision making. Providing the students with choice is
inevitable in PBL because a true PBL environment requires the teacher to pose a problem that is
ill-structured and has more than one solution path. Additionally, however, the teacher can also
foster student choice by having students develop concept maps of the problem and concepts
closely associated with the problem topic. When making a concept map, students are able to
choose which concepts they perceive are closely associated with the main area of study. They
can also choose to elaborate, however they would like, on areas that they consider to be more
interesting individually or as a group. If a student is having a difficult time understanding where
to begin when solving the problem, another way to foster choice, in the form is scaffolding, is to
provide students with different pieces of the problem that need to be solved, and incorporate
student choice by allowing them to choose what part of the problem they want to solve and what
resources they would like to use as they work toward a solution (Belland, et al., 2013).
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Lastly, the teacher can establish task value by asking students driving questions related to
their map to generate interest and encourage them to revise or enhance their solutions to the
problem by helping to create cognitive conflict (Keller, 2010; Limon, 2001; Pintrich & Schunk,
1996). For example, a teacher may ask students to communicate how two concepts are related on
their map, even if students did not connect the two concept in their drawing. Or a teacher may
ask students to differentiate between two concepts that seem closely related (e.g. differentiated
self-regulated learning from self-directed learning). Presenting students with questions that give
them options for the approach they take, as well as the products they produce, in solving the
problem is another way to increase their sense of buy-in and perceived task value (Blumenfeld,
Soloway, Marx, et al, 1991). Additionally, something as simple as keeping the target question on
display throughout the activity can help remind students of the purpose of the task, establish
group collaboration, and ultimately increase engagement (Clinton & Van den Broek, 2012). One
of the most important ways that the instructor can promote task value for students in PBL is to
effectively transition from teacher-as-information-giver to teacher-as-coach, and to use the role
of coach to support student inquisitiveness, question their thinking, and challenge them to justify
their conclusions.
Mastery Goals. The second way to support motivation is to help students develop
mastery goals, or goals that place emphasis on learning new skills, improving or developing
competence, and gaining understanding while trying to accomplish something challenging
(Linnenbrink-Garcia, Pugh, Koskey, Stewart, 2012). Mastery goals contribute to deeper
processing, which is also associated with pursuing rationale goals (Chinn & Buckland, 2012;
Pugh, Linnenbrink-Garcia, Koskey et al., 2009; Sins, van Joolingen, Savelsbergh, & van HoutWolters, 2008). Rational goals is defined as, “the aim to engage with content and processes in
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epistemically authentic ways” (Belland et al., 2013, p.255). Rational goals exist when, students
explain concepts by stating claims and support their claims with facts, demonstrate the ability to
communicate relationships, listen and analyze arguments to determine if the facts are
understandable and logical (Chinn, Duncan, Dianovsky, & Rinehart, 2013). Pursuing rationale
goals is essential to solving authentic problems such as the ones found in PBL, and aids in
students achieving mastery goals in PBL environments (Barrows & Tablyn, 1980; Chinn et al.,
2013; Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Jonassen, 2011). The use of scaffolds has also been found to help
foster mastery goals and facilitate learning; while the encouragement of short-term goals,
delivering informational feedback, and promoting cooperation rather than competition have all
been found to foster the development of mastery goals as well (Ryan & Deci, 2009; Pugh, et al.,
2009).
Initially, teachers can give prompts and a problem space in which students can break the
mastery goal into short-term goals. Concept maps can then be a way to assist students with the
establishment mastery goals by providing and promoting informational feedback (Levesque,
Zuehlke, Stank, & Ryan, 2004; Reeve, 2009). Mastery goals are important because they are
strongly associated with self-regulated learning (Cellar, Degredel, Sidle, et. al, 1996). Concept
maps have been used a cognitive tool to help students organize their knowledge and learning
experiences and increase self-awareness through reflective thinking (Kao, Lin & Sun, 2008). Use
of these maps allows students to think deeply about a concept and store the information
effectively in memory (Hwang, Yang & Wang, 2013). It also reduces cognitive load (Hu & Wu,
2012). Additionally, the effectiveness of a concept map as a tool, to help students organize their
knowledge and increase mastery, can be improved by providing students with instant feedback to
revise their work (Hu &Wu, 2012).
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While students’ concept maps provide instant feedback, other forms of feedback can be
produced during and after the production of the maps. For example, peer feedback on maps
challenges students to critically rethink the concepts and connections on the map to determine if
they want to change the maps to be more similar to their peers or if they find that it truly
represents the way they understand the material (Middleton & Midgley, 2002). Informational
feedback, or feedback on and individuals (or groups) progress, is also important, as it influences
students’ decisions to pursue mastery goals by helping students understand what they have
completed and its contribution to the final product, it also can help students identify what they
should focus on as they continue to pursue the completion of the overall task (Elliot & Dweck,
1988). Concept maps can also be used to determine change in understanding by employing it
before, during and after the task activity or lessons. It can provide the instructor with an
opportunity to evaluate student progress, highlight areas of improvement, and determine how to
direct the lesson by providing both formative (ongoing) and summative (final) feedback or
assessments (Lee et al., 2013). For example, a formative assessment could be the instructor
reviewing the concept map during the PBL process and providing driving questions related to the
way concepts are connected. Additionally, an example of assessment could be an instructor using
the concept map to assess student learning through student presentations on the maps or by using
rubrics that contain essential connections that should be present on the maps.
Another important factor in the acquisition of mastery goals, as well as in the
development of interdependence, is the ability for two or more individuals in a group to develop
and pursue shared goals (Johnson & Johnson, 2008). In order to do this, the instructor should
encourage the group to consider the ideas of all members (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne,&
Moll, 2005). Other ways to encourage shared goals include prompting students to co-construct
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standards and to establish social goals, or goals that are pursued when interacting with others
(e.g., helping others). Allowing students to construct their own standards, rather than imposing
standards on them, helps them feel like they are part of the group (Chinn et al., 2013; Reeve,
2009). Instructors can also encourage group members to exhibit positive behavioral regulatory
strategies and cognitive regulatory strategies in an effort to achieve mastery goals. For example,
fostering socially shared regulatory strategies such as behavioral engagement would help
students keep each other on task, as students would encourage off-task group members to refocus
and praise other group members who remained on task. Both of these efforts could increase the
likelihood of group members accomplishing their goals and increase the quality of this form of
regulation. In addition, the use of cognitive regulatory strategies could help students better plan
how they will solve the problem, monitor progress, and evaluate whether they are meeting the
expectations of their goals. Ultimately, researchers have made a strong case for encouraging
mastery goals in classroom inquiry contexts (Linnenbrink-Garcia, et al.,2012), and have
demonstrated how strategies such as encouraging shared goals, accommodating social goals, and
co-constructing shared standards can both help with the development of mastery goals and also
promote another key component of motivation—belongingness.
Belongingness. Belland, Kim, and Hannafin (2013) define belongingness as “the
psychological need to perceive connection with others during conduction of tasks” (p. 24). This
factor has been found to be crucial to group work; and, given the reliance of PBL on group work,
belongingness is also essential to foster in PBL environment. As a first step, instructors should
teach students to focus on cooperation rather than competition as they work toward shared goals
(Wigfield et al., 1998). Studies have shown that cooperative learning can improve student
motivation by fulfilling a need for connectedness and allowing groupmates to learn from each
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other (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Johnson & Johnson, 1985; Osterman, 2000; Schunk & Zimmerman,
2008). It is important to note that the nature of the positive interactions between participants
appears to have an influence on whether the effects of collaboration are positive (Chinn,
O’Donnell & Jinks, 2000; Van Boxtel, Van Der Linden and Kanselaar, 2000; LinndenbrinkGarcia & Rogat, 2011). Thus, instructors should work to help students to foster positive
interactions through strategies that increase SSR.
Multiple studies have been dedicated to determining the benefits of collaborative concept
mapping. For example, some researchers have noted that when used collaboratively, concept
maps promote questioning, discussion, and debate (Baroody & Bartels, 2000; Baroody and
Coslick, 1998) noted that when used collaboratively, concept maps promote questioning,
discussion, and debate. Stoyanova and Kommers (2002) found that interdependence was a vital
contribution to group concept mapping and resulted in greater quality of collaboration, and
resulted in a more dense conceptual representation than did mapping in groups where members
did not have equitable investment and contribution. Chiu, Huang, and Chang (2000) explored
group interaction during collaborative web-based concept mapping, and found that a type of
high-level interaction called complex co-operation correlated most highly with mapping
performance. Okamoto and Cristea (2001) described a concept mapping environment designed to
support collaborative course authoring, given their belief that the mapping process can be useful
for course designers because of its theoretical basis. They suggested that concept mapping leads
to increased creativity, as well as the effective externalization and visualization of ideas.
Francisco, Nicoll, and Trautmann (1998) reported that repeated use of concept maps during
review sessions throughout a college-level chemistry course resulted in students building a
collaborative, integrated view of the topics covered in the course. Overall, there is strong support
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for collaborative concept mapping as a beneficial tool in group work, in part because the coconstruction of the map promotes belongingness because it requires members to consider one
another’s ides when the map.
The benefits of collaboration in concept mapping have also been thoroughly researched
in regard to student performance on assessment. Esiobu & Soyibo (1995) compared group and
individual performance using concept mapping, vee mapping, or no instructional support, as a
way to summarize information or use the instructional support as a way to study following
regular classroom instruction. When students used the instructional supports and worked with
others, they performed best on a multiple-choice assessment. Previous research has also
demonstrated the usefulness of collaborative concept mapping on student learning and outcomes
when students are engaged in the actual process of constructing the map (Roth and
Roychodury,1993).
Emotional Regulation. Another key component of student motivation is emotional
regulation, or the ability to reflect on the process and promote accurate attribution to ensure
students understand they have control of their learning. By highlighting the controllability of
actions and promoting the reappraisal of failure instructors can support emotional regulation
(Belland et al., 2013). As mentioned earlier it is important for an educator to remind students that
they have control of what happens in their learning environments, because if students have a
negative perception of the task, or their contributions toward the task, it can impede cognitive
processes and affect how memories are encoded (Kim & Pekrun, 2014). Reappraisal refers to the
process of reflecting on the context in which success or failure can occur, as well as reassessing
the path which lead the outcome (Goldin, Mcrae, Ramel, & Gross, 2008). Ensuring that students
have the ability to reappraise their experience is important because struggling during PBL is very
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common. Often, students’ initial strategies for approaching a problem will not work, and there is
a risk that frustration or negative emotions (e.g., fear of failing) might promote disengagement
and withdrawal (Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994). However, if students are able to reappraise
their experience then they can reflect on the context and reassess what lead to the outcomes, and
adjust their way of navigating the situation accordingly. Promoting positive attribution, or ways
in which the individual or group positively contributed to the product is important because it
influences the expectancy for success and positive emotions, and teachers would have difficulty
providing sufficient attributional feedback to all their students by themselves, therefore it is
important the teachers ensure that if students have feelings of negative attribution they
understand that they have control of their learning and turn things around(Weiner, 1986).
Studies have also explored the relationship between emotional regulation and concept
maps. Lim, Lee, and Grabowski (2009) found that students with high self-regulated skills
significantly outperformed those with low self-regulated skills in the production of concept
maps. Another study by Chu, Hwang, and Liang (2014) investigated the effect of computerbased concept mapping on students’ learning performance in web-based information seeking
activities. They used a computerized cooperative concept mapping approach as a scaffolding tool
to help students in interpreting and organizing data collected during the activities. They found
that the students in the collaborative concept-mapping group had significantly better learning
attitudes, self-efficacy, and achievement than those in the individual concept-map group. The
collaborative group also had lower cognitive load than the traditional/individual group.
Ultimately, concept maps are effective for organizing different concepts, visualizing the
relationships between main concepts, or summarizing information in a meaningful way. This, in
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turn, improves student achievement and enhances student self-regulation, self-efficacy, and
motivation (Chu et al., 2014).
Expectancy for Success. Wigfield and Eccles (1992) found that students who perceive a
high value in task also have a high expectancy for success, or high expectations of their ability to
succeed. Other researchers have found that students’ expectancies and perceptions are linked to
their level of cognitive engagement through elaboration, use of metacognitive learning strategies
(e.g., planning, monitoring), and deeper processing of course content (Pintrich & Schrauben,
1992). Research associated with group learning has also focused on reliable process and its
relation to the expectancy of success. Reliable process refers to the individual and group
strategies and processes that consistently lead to good results when deployed to address a
particular goal. For example, collaborative argumentation, or a situation in which two or more
individual make claims and support claims with reason an evidence, is a process that has been
found to lead to good ideas (Chinn & Clark, 2013). Identifying, and encouraging students to use,
reliable processes can have at least three key benefits: high expectancy of success, mastery
experiences, and enhanced credibility of knowledge (Chinn, et al., 2011). When creating a map,
group members discuss relevant and irrelevant concepts and decide on the information that is
important to place on their map. Ultimately, the way group members discuss this information
allows learners to construct new meaning leading to better ideas.
Autonomy. Autonomy is generally positively associated with positive learning processes
and outcomes, such as cognitive flexibility and deep learning (Assor, Kaplan, & Roth, 2002;
Deci & Ryan, 1987). Additionally, according to self-determination theory, autonomy-supported
environments can lead to higher levels of intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Research
into motivation has identified three guidelines that instructors can use to promote autonomy:
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using non-controlling language, providing meaningful cognitive choices, and helping students
direct their own language. Instructors can also support student autonomy by reducing threats and
pressures in the learning environment, as well as by providing opportunities for students to
establish self-directed goals and make their own choices (Assor et al., 2002; Deci & Ryan,
1987). The use of concept maps fosters these types of opportunities, and can improve students’
ability to learn autonomously and independently. Thus, using them as a scaffold in PBL can
enhance motivation. When students engage in PBL units for weeks at a time, it is crucial to help
them see that solving the problem is worthwhile, that it is something they can accomplish, and
that they should press for understanding because it will help them gain more important skills. It
is also important to reinforce the belief that they belong in the classroom community and in the
profession, that they can respond to negative emotions in constructive ways, and they can do all
of this while remaining in control of their own learning outcomes (Belland, et. al., 2013).
Summary
Collaborative learning environments such as PBL have been effective in promoting peer
engagement, and enhancing skills of peer communication, peer understanding, and fostering
deeper learning. By thoroughly examining the social processes of collaboration we can gain
understanding of the group regulatory processes that occur, one that is important to further
understand is socially shared regulation, a regulatory process that leads to deep-level learning
strategies and transfer (Rogat-Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011).
Researchers who have studied socially shared regulation have suggested future research
aim to determine ways to foster interdependence and identify learning designs that support high
quality socially shared regulation. Collaborative concept mapping in conjunction with PBL has
been an effective tool to support learners throughout all phases of the problem solving process,
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by aiding learners with reasoning, critical thinking, and the application of theoretical knowledge
for understanding in the classroom and in real-world settings (Hmelo-Silver & Barrows, 2006).
Concept mapping strategies support the idea that teachers should be facilitators to help students
become active learners with the ability to construct new knowledge based on their own prior
knowledge and experiences in collaboration with their peers. When combined with PBL, concept
mapping increases students’ interest and motivation to learn, promotes creative and critical
thinking, promotes problem solving, helps students accomplish their autonomous learning goals,
and has the potential to foster socially shared regulated learning (Cañas, Hill, Lott, et al., 2003;
Daley and Torre, 2010; Hsu, 2004).
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to build on existing research to explore whether the use of
concept maps within PBL learning environments could be considered a best practice for
instructors in their efforts to help students effectively manage their collaborative experiences and
learning. Manente (2014) and Lee, O’Donnell, and Rogat (2014) both conducted related research
at Rutgers University within a course entitled, “Educational Psychology: Principles of Classroom
Learning.” The purpose of the course is to expose students to various psychological theories and
pedagogical practices used by educators in multiple disciplines. Within this course, these
researchers looked at the use of PBL, and the processes and indicators of quality SSR,
respectively. The current study was also conducted within this course with the intention of
combining these two bodies of research, and expanding upon them to explore ways in which the
incorporation of concept maps might link the two areas. More specifically, this study replicated
the multi-level PBL research design used by Manente (2014), with the addition of concept maps
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as part of the protocol for students. This was done to examine whether concept mapping
contributes to the quality of SSR during the various forms of PBL instruction.
This study used a mixed-methods design to explore the following research questions:
1) Do concept maps serve as an adequate structure to scaffold student development
of skills related PBL?
d) Does the use of concept maps effect individual and group task and
assessment performance? To what degree do concept maps affect
individual test performance and group task performance?
e) ) Do conceptual gains produced on a concept map associated with
change in performance outcomes on problem solutions, comprehension
assessments, and finals?
2) What PBL instructional designs provide opportunities for students to engage in
SSR?
f) What kind of SSR processes are exhibited by students working on PBL
activities?
3) To what degree do concept maps affect the quality of SSR exhibited within small
group work?
g) Are students engaging in high-quality SSR when using concept maps as
a tool to solve problems?
h) What student-centered PBL instructional designs provide for students to
engage in high quality SSR when using concept maps as a tool?
i) How does “team evaluation” foster a higher level of interdependence
and sustained collaboration, which supports high quality social
regulation?
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Methods
Course
The interdisciplinary instructional unit took place during the fall of 2015 at Rutgers, The
State University of New Jersey within one section of the course, “Educational Psychology:
Principles of Classroom Learning.” The 3-credit class met one time per week and each class
meeting was 3 hours. The objective of the course is to introduce undergraduate and graduate
students to several theoretical perspectives related to learning, as well as to various pedagogical
practices common in the field of education. Multiple sections of the course are taught throughout
the school year, and course content is consistent across all sections. However, the instructional
methods and materials that are used within each section vary depending on the course instructor.
A mixed methods instructional format was used for the course section in which the study was
conducted. This was noted in the course description provided to students at the time of
registration to afford them the option of taking an alternative section of the course that used a
more traditional lecture/discussion format. A mixed methods research approach in inquiry
combines both quantitative and qualitative approaches. This method was chosen because, “it
involves the use of both approaches in tandem so that the overall strength of the study is greater
than qualitative or quantitative research” alone (Creswell, Plano, Clark, 2007; as cited in
Creswell 2009, p.4).
Targeted Instructional Content
The course goals are meant to encourage students to become familiar with the theoretical
principles and pedagogical practices common within the field of education today. The course is
also designed to have students apply these practices to appropriate learning contexts. For this
investigation, the instructor focused on content related to three distinct theoretical perspectives—
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behavioral learning theory (BLT), cognitive learning theory (CLT), and social-constructivist
learning theory (SCLT). Though a prerequisite psychology course was required to enroll in the
class, students were not required to have pre-existing knowledge of the content related to either
of these three perspectives to participate in the course or to understand any of the other
perspectives. The three key topics were also independent of one another, and previous research
demonstrated that practice effects did not influence the results on students’ scores on problem
solutions or comprehension assessments (Manente, 2014).
To control for any impact that the sequence in which the perspectives were presented
might have on findings, this study presented the material in the same sequence used by Manente
(2014). Behavior learning theory, which posits that learning occurs as a direct result of the
influence of environmental stimuli on behavior, was presented first. The second key topic
introduced was cognitive learning theory, which suggests that learning is the outcome of an
individual’s perception of environmental stimuli based mostly upon their prior experience or
preexisting conceptions. The last key topic introduced was social constructivist learning theory,
which asserts that learning results from the continual interactions that occur between individuals
and their social world.
Participants
A total of 20 students enrolled in the section of the course associated with this study.
While participating in the planned learning activities was a course requirement, the decision to
have one’s data and discussions video recorded and analyzed for the purposes of research was
strictly voluntary. During the first class meeting students were provided with a physical copy of
the syllabus and a detailed description of the course goals and objectives. The instructor
explained the various activities that would take place throughout the semester and a description
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of the study was described in brief on the syllabus. The instructor, who is also the primary
investigator, delivered consent forms and left the room while students completed them. A
research assistant remained in the room to answer any student questions. The research assistant
collected the completed forms and kept them under lock and key until the end of the semester.
To avoid potential risk related to coercion and to decrease the likelihood of bias, the instructor
remained blind to the identities of the students who had given consent to participate in the study
until the final grades of the course were submitted at the end of the semester.
A total of 16 pre-service teachers and education minors at the undergraduate sophomore
to graduate-level elected to participate in the study. Those students that elected not to be in the
study engaged in the same activities as those who did. A teaching assistant accessed student
consent forms to divide participants into four PBL groups as described below. The current study
provides a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data collected from these students.
Group Formation
During the last 30 minutes of the first class all the students took a pre-assessment related
to the key topics (i.e., behavior learning theory, cognitive learning theory, social constructivist
learning theory) that would be targeted for instruction during the three PBL sessions. The first
question asked students to explain everything they knew about cognitive learning theory (CLT).
The second question asked students to explain everything they knew about social constructivist
learning theory (SCLT). The last question asked students to explain everything they knew about
behavior learning theory (BLT). Once completed, the pre-assessments were collected for review
by the instructor and the teaching assistant. Both the instructor and teaching assistant scored the
pre-assessment using the level of complexity response rubric, see Table 1. Based on the rubric,
students could earn a score ranging from 0 to 6. A score of ‘0’ indicated that the student did not
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identify concepts, provide a basic definition of the concepts, elaborate on the definition of a
concept, provide a basic explanation, elaborated explanation, or demonstrate how they would
apply the concept to real life-situation. Based on these scoring criteria, none of the students had
demonstrated that they can apply concepts to any practical content. Some students (N=9) had
prior knowledge of concepts associated with BLT, very few students (N=2) had knowledge of
CLT, and none of the students had previous knowledge of SCLT.
Table 1
Coding system: Levels of complexity
Level

Characteristic

Description

0
1
2

No Mention
Identification
Basic
Definition
Elaborated
Definition
Basic
Explanation
Elaborated
Explanation

Fails to mention primary concept.
Identifies primary concept without providing accurate definition.
Provides only a vague or very basic definition.

3
4
5
6

Application

Provides basic definition and elaborates on definition.
Provides basic definition, elaborates on definition and provides basic explanation.
Provides basic definition, elaborates on definition, provides basic explanation and
elaborates on explanation. An elaborated explanation includes evidence of a greater
depth of understanding related to a single concept.
Provides basic definition, elaborates on definition, provides basic explanation and
elaborates on explanation. Evidence of application involves a description related to
how information can be applied toward the implementation of a specific strategy in a
practical context.

Note. From “Is Collaboration A Necessary Component of Problem-Based Learning?” (Doctoral
dissertation). By, C. Manente, 2014 (https://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgerslib/44171/PDF/1/play/). Copyright 2014 by Christopher Manente. Reprinted with permission.
Once all the pre-assessments were scored, the teaching assistant created the groupings.
The students who declined to participate in the study were grouped together, and the remaining
students were divided into four groups with four participants in each group. When creating the
groups, the teaching assistant used pre-assessment scores to ensure that each of the groups had an
even distribution of, or equivalent total scores on, the degree of prior knowledge of each of the
learning perspectives (see Table 2). Additionally, students were assigned to work with the same
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group for all three of the PBL cases, and each participant was not assigned a specific role (i.e.,
facilitator, recorder, materials manager, or presenter) in accordance with PBL principles which
foster students taking responsibility of their own learning by identifying their own learning
issues and needs. When working on the PBL cases, group members were expected to share ideas,
positions, reasons, evidence, and feedback with each other.
Table 2
Group Allocation, Descriptive Information, and Pre-Test Scores
Gender
Group 1

Female
Male
Male
Male

Total
Group 2 Female
Male
Male
Male
Total
Group 3 Female
Female
Male
Male
Total
Group 4 Female
Female
Male
Male
Total

BLT
1
0
0
3
4
2
0
0
3
5
1
3
1
0
5
0
0
3
2
5

Focus Topic
CLT
SCLT
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Study 1: Incorporating Concept Maps into Problem Based Learning (PBL)
The first portion of this study utilized a design-based research approach with the goal of
determining whether concept maps can serve as an adequate structure to scaffold student
development of skills related to small group work. A secondary goal was to determine if specific
PBL instructional methods, combined with the use of concept maps, contributed to greater task
performance in comparison with PBL instructional methods alone. To do so, students’
performance on problem solution and comprehension assessments were evaluated and outcomes
were compared to the outcomes from the students in Manente’s (2014) study.
The current study was also designed to examine the impact of concept maps on three
different PBL conditions—PBL-Independent, PBL-Positive Interdependence, and PBL- High
Positive Interdependence. The ordering of these conditions was modeled after Manente (2014),
such that students performed PBL-independent, PBL-Positive Interdependence, and then PBLHigh-Positive Interdependence conditions. By assigning the independent condition first, this
instructor hoped to encourage students to become acclimated to, and competent with, the various
PBL tools (i.e., information gathering sheet, problem solution worksheet, and concept maps),
before asking them to engage in activities which required the use of additional skills related to
collaboration. This was to avoid the potential for too much cognitive load stemming from having
to engage with too many new skills and concepts simultaneously. Given the sequential
presentation of similar PBL tools and concepts, the current design could generate practice effects
such that a student’s performance is directly influenced by repeated exposure to a treatment.
However, previous studies have supported the use of this design, and data suggests that subject
scores were not significantly impacted by practice effects (Manente, 2014; Pease & Kuhn, 2011).
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Materials The materials used for this study are described below.
PBL cases. As described above, PBL consists of providing students with an ill-structured
problem in the form of a case; allowing time investigate, research, and develop knowledge to
address the problem; and then to use a problem solution worksheet (see Appendix C, Appendix,
F, and Appendix I) to develop a 3 – 5 page solution for each case. In this study, students
completed a practice problem in addition to the three problems that were associated with the
three targeted concepts (i.e., BLT, CLT, and SCLT). Each of the problems replicated real world
situations that educators could face in different learning contexts.
Before students were presented with a problem scenario they were instructed to read two
articles on problem-based learning and group learning. After reading the articles students were to
discuss the articles using an online forum. Students came to the next class meeting with
questions associated with the article and a group discussion was held to discussed any lingering
questions students might have had. Following the discussion the instructor reviewed the articles
once more by constructing a concept map. The construction of the concept map and how the
articles were integrated into the instruction are further detailed below.
The practice case focused on the topic of Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956). Students were
asked to assume the role of a parent taking their 10-year old twin boys on a trip to a zoo, and the
case task required them to create an itinerary for the boys to engage in activities before, during,
and after their trip to the zoo. Students were asked to create a plan which promoted higher-level
thinking in order to create a rich educational experience at the zoo for the boys.
The first formal PBL case used in this study related to behavior learning theory
(Appendix A ). Students assumed the role of a recent graduate from a university teacher
preparation program who was seeking employment at a private elementary school. Students were
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asked to respond to the job announcement at the school, which required the applicant to convey
and understanding that learning outcomes are observable and measureable responses (e.g., skills,
academic, etc.) produced by environmental influences. Students were to apply to the position by
creating an instructional plan outlining their educational methodology in a way that supported
the school’s philosophy.
The second formal PBL case related to cognitive learning theory (Appendix B), and
required students to assume the role of a college student, majoring in education, who was
interested in becoming an SAT tutor. They were asked to apply to a job posting from a mother of
a high school student, which clearly stated that she would be interested in someone who would
help her son study and could also help her set up a clear study plan to use in the tutor’s absence.
The case itself presented the students with subtleties which insinuated students should use a
cognitive learning theory lens to solve this problem. For example, the email address was printed
as, samnomic7@email.com, referencing the term mnemonic instructional strategies, a wide
variety of memory enhancing techniques. Another clue was that the letter stated, “that in order to
learn something new we have to associate it with something that is already in our long-term
memory and that you can use something called the keyword strategy to do it.”
The third formal PBL case related to social constructivist learning theory (Appendix C),
and required students to assume the role of the coordinator of a summer camp who is in charge
of developing a community outreach program in which all campers would participate. Students
were informed that the summer camp had a strong commitment to ensuring that stakeholders of
the community are socially aware and are well-educated about the characteristics that contribute
to being a good citizen. Students were asked to create a plan for the community outreach
program, while considering the underlying principles of the camp.
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Information gathering worksheets. Students were provided with an information
gathering sheet (see Appendix B; Manente, 2014), when given the PBL case, which served as an
aid for planning a solution to the problem and as a reference to ensure that they remained on
track when devising their solutions. As part of the study design, students were required to read
through and complete the information gathering worksheet when conducting the practice
problem and prior to each of the three PBL cases. This was done so that students would have a
guide to aid with problem solving strategies, while also learning ways of planning, monitoring,
and reasoning.
Concept maps. Concept maps were chosen as a support for student learning because they
foster the clarification of new knowledge by presenting it in a visuospatial forum that allows
connections, understanding, and explanations to be managed and displayed on an integrated map
(Khosa & Volet, 2014). When trying to explain the phenomena in the problem, students discover
what they already know about the problem, but they also discover what they do not know or
which questions still need to be answered (Gillies & Boyle, 2010).
In an educational setting, concept maps can be a useful tool for assessing where learners
are, and can also “serve as the framework for subsumption for new material” (Novak & Gowin,
1984, p. 100-101). Additionally, previous research by Kinchin, Hay, and Adams (2000)
demonstrated that concept maps were able to help “optimize the composition of collaborative
group structure” to promote conceptual change (p. 186). Ultimately, the fundamental principles
underlying concept maps appear to lend themselves well to the structure of a PBL environment,
as their use can encourage students to engage in meaningful conversations when developing their
maps which could lead to socially shared regulation. By adding concepts maps as an additional
component of the PBL assignments in this study, the investigator worked to extend existing
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research by demonstrating that these visuals could be used by PBL facilitators to provide
appropriate scaffolds and promote the collaboration needed to positively impact group regulatory
strategies.
Throughout the course, when presented with each case, students were given instructions
on how to create a concept map prior to engaging in their individual or group efforts toward the
construction of their maps. According to Novak (2010), students can typically be trained on how
to develop concept maps in 10-20 minutes. To facilitate this, the instructor modeled how students
should construct their map using the concepts related to PBL as noted in the assigned articles on
problem-based learning and group learning. The instructor also provided students with a model
concept map (see Figure 1) to use when developing their own concept maps.
After the model was distributed to students the instructor reviewed the components of the
map to ensure student understanding. For example, the instructor explained that students were to
first identify the theory or concept and place it at the center of their map. Second, she explained
that students were to identify more specific concepts that relate to the theory, and showed
students that these were depicted as nodes in the diagram. Lastly, the instructor explained that
students were to connect the concepts with a link in order to demonstrate they understood
conceptual relationships, and cross-links to demonstrate relationships across different domains.

Figure 1: Concept map model. Provided to students at the onset of the developing their own
concept-map. Students could reference the concept model throughout all three problem solutions.
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Students were then required to make a pre- and post-concept map for each topic of focus
during each of the three conditions. The pre-concept map was the first map groups made
immediately after reading the case to the problem. This map allowed students to visually
represent their knowledge prior to conducting further research. Once students completed their
pre-concept map, they began researching concepts associated with the case to solve the problem.
While working together in their groups to solve the problems, students were required to develop
a new post-concept map, as a group, that depicted knowledge gained from their research. It was
hypothesized that this would increase the likelihood of group members engaging in social
discourse, which can enhance SSR (Rogat & Linndenbrink-Garcia, 2013). Post-concept maps
were submitted once students turned in their final problem solutions.
In addition, the concept maps were used as informal assessments to ensure adequate
knowledge gains. Because students submitted two maps, it was possible to compare them to
identify any concept gains, as the post-concept maps were expected to be an expanded and more
completely linked form of the pre-concept maps. Concept maps are were analyzed by
determining concept gains, as depicted in the bar graphs throughout the results section, with the
greatest conceptual gains shown by the presence of additional nodes. Sometimes, educators use
concept maps for assessment purposes and require no other form of additional assessment
(Oliver, 2008; Rice, Ryan & Samson, 1998). However, due to the need to compare the results of
this study with Manente (2014), the conceptual gains were not formally assessed in this way.
Instead, conceptual gains were identified using the problem solution and comprehension
assessments to ensure validity and to determine the effectiveness of concept maps.
Problem solution worksheets. The many components of PBL can be difficult to manage
which is why students were provided with a problem solution worksheet which required them to
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create 3-5 page written solution to the problem during each of the three PBL conditions. The
problem solution worksheet served as a model for how students could structure their written
solution to the problem. However, students did not have to follow the specific format laid out in
the worksheet when creating their response. These worksheets were incorporated and served as a
hard scaffold, also known as embedded scaffold, for students when creating their final solution to
the problem.
Researchers have pointed out that both PBL and inquiry-based learning share many
important characteristics, have treated them synonymously when determining what support and
scaffolding is best suited (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007). In both of these learning
environments the instructor presents the learner with a an authentic problem solving task, and
requires students to work together throughout when solving the problem, while the teacher takes
on the role of a facilitator. The key distinction is that in PBL, is originated in medical education
and IL has roots in scientific inquiry. In PBL, students come in contact with authentic content,
use problem solving strategies, engage in critical thinking, and practice self-directed learning
(Hmelo-Silver, et al., 2007). “In IL, students learn content as well as discipline-specific
reasoning skills and practices (often in scientific disciplines) by collaboratively engaging in
investigation (Hmelo-Silver et al., 2007, p. 100”. Other researchers who have further examined
inquiry-based learning have noted that students in these environments might have difficulties
attending to complex information due to a lack of exposure to, competency with, or knowledge
of the scientific model being presented (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996). Therefore, it is important
to design scaffolds that provide hints that could help direct students’ attention to key aspects of
the model, or in this case, the problem. Prompting questions are a tool that instructors can plan
ahead of time and embed into the unit or task to guide student learning and encourage them to
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explain their findings. For example, in this study, one prompting question asked students “Have
you identified and explained the fundamental learning objectives of your plan?” Such questions
provide check points for students to reflect on whether they have paid attention to, and
comprehend, the key aspects of the topic. To allow for the ability to compare data and identify
whether the methods of scaffolding and prompting used in this study contributed to the effects of
the group processes, this investigation used the same problem solution worksheets used by
Manente (2014).
Comprehension assessments. The instructor formally assessed student learning by using
the standardized grading rubric for the written comprehension assessments (see Appendix J,
Appendix, K, and Appendix L), which were used by Manente (2014). Comprehension
assessments were administered to the students following the completion of each problem
solution, and students’ scores served as a measure of the acquisition of conceptual knowledge
gained from each PBL experience. Each assessment was designed to assess student
understanding of each topic (i.e., BLT, CLT, SCLT) and asked students a specific question
related to the focus topic. The aim of the assessment was for students to communicate their
understanding of the concepts associated with each topic.
Comprehension assessments as an instrument to foster positive interdependence. During
the High-Positive Interdependence condition the instructor used a team evaluation approach.
This approach required students to complete an individual comprehension assessment for which
they received an individual grade that was then averaged with the grades earned by each of their
group members. Team members only received the final averaged score, as they were unable to
view their individual grades or any of their group members’ grades. This form of assessment
provides an opportunity to simultaneously maintain individual student accountability and
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encourage proactive collaboration among peers within small group instruction. It also ensures a
balance between an individual group member’s need for personal success and the obligation to
ensure the success of all other members of the group.
Final exams as a measure of student knowledge. Students were presented with a takehome final examination and in-class final examination, both exams were used and written by
Manente (2014). The take-home exam presented was written for the use of another section of an
educational psychology taught by Dr. Cindy Hmelo-Silver. The take-home exam presented
students with a case which required student to complete an individual written resolution to the
problem. The problem presented required students to pretend they were an educational
consultant who was asked to provide the school board with an analysis of how they would
approach instruction within the district. When solving the dilemma the students were to take the
three parent perspectives into account, each parent perspective aligned with the three focus topics
presented during the PBL experience. The purpose of the exam was to identify student
understanding of the psychological principles presented throughout the 3 focus topics (i.e. BLT,
CLT, and SCLT), and provide students with an opportunity to apply this knowledge to an
authentic situation.
The in-class exam required students to answer 50- multiple choice questions related to all
theories discussed throughout the semester. 27 of the 50 questions related to the three focus
topics (i.e. BLT, CLT, and SCLT) that were introduced during the PBL experience. The purpose
of the take-home exam was to assess students content understanding of the psychological
theories presented throughout the semester.
The role of the facilitator. The instructor facilitated the class to ensure that group
members were working together and remaining on task. Facilitation required the instructor to
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constantly evaluate student learning by checking concept maps throughout the entire PBL
process. For example, the instructor asked students to revisit their maps if nodes were not
properly linked, or not linked at all. If students were off-task or their maps did not reflect their
group discussion, the instructor reminded students to refer to their concept map and convey their
expanded knowledge using additional links and nodes. To check for student learning, the
instructor asked questions, provided feedback, and asked students to elaborate on their research
paths and findings.
The facilitator also remained available to answer any questions students had, monitored
the groups, and made sure students were linking their concepts within their concept maps. Errors
when linking concepts indicated that students did not understand the relationships between two
concepts, and the instructor was responsible for providing additional scaffolds to support
learning. For example, one such instance occurred in which Group 1 began to discuss systems of
reinforcement and punishment. The instructor listened to the group’s conversation and
intervened when she heard an incorrect relationship; more specifically, the group attempted to
link positive reinforcement and negative punishment when working on the BLT problem. In such
a case, the instructor might scaffold by asking one or more students in the group to provide an
example of each term, or by asking the students to distinguish between the two forms of
punishment and the two forms of reinforcement. However, any such inaccuracies needed to be
explained and students were required to discuss these misunderstandings and reference other
reliable resources that could help them clarify and solve these problems.
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Procedure. On the first day of class the instructor explained the study to the students.
Next, students completed a pretest on the three key topics—behavioral learning theory, cognitive
learning theory, and social-constructivist learning theory—these scores were then used to
determine group formation as described above. At the end of class the teacher instructed students
to read three articles on problem-based learning—Newman (2005), Savery (2006), and Johnson
& Johnson (1992)—and to reflect on the articles in an online blog through Sakai before the
second class meeting.
During the second class meeting, the instructor allotted 45 minutes to address any
questions students had about the readings, and also led a short lecture on PBL while modeling
how to develop a concept map. When developing the concept map, the instructor explained how
it can be used to organize particular concepts in order to demonstrate relationships between the
three PBL articles that were assigned. The instructor also distributed a reference key delineating
shapes for students to use when developing their own concept maps (see Figure 1).
Research has indicated that students require several practice sessions in order to become
acquainted with their new roles in a PBL environment (Torp & Sage, 2002). Thus, following
assignment to their PBL groups, students were given a practice problem and provided with an
information gathering sheet. Students were required to read the practice problem case and then
complete the information gathering sheet as a group. The instructor then lead an open discussion
about the information gathering sheet and asked students to share what their groups discussed.
Students were then instructed to work with their group to begin creating a concept map of the
topic discussed in the article. Afterward, a representative from each group contributed to creating
one large concept map on the chalk board. Next, the students were given the problem solution
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worksheet (see Appendix C, F, & I) and used the remainder of class to work with their groups to
devise a solution to the practice problem.
The last 15 minutes of class were used to discuss the problem solutions. Students were
asked to discuss their planning process, their prior knowledge concept map (i.e., pre-concept
map), their expanded concept map (i.e., post-concept map, which reflected new knowledge
gained while solving the problem), and their final problem solution. Students were also debriefed
on their perceptions of their PBL experience, and were asked to describe what they did and did
not like. Students were encouraged to further expand on the concept map and read an article by
Azer (2004), discussing specific characteristics of PBL instruction, prior to the next class
meeting. These tasks were assigned in order to ensure students were prepared before facing a
graded problem solution. It is highly recommended that students are prepared ahead of time, but
it is also important for the instructor to keep in mind that they should not teach the material prior
to the presentation of the problem (Torp & Sage, 2002).
PBL-Independent (BLT) condition. The first formal PBL assignment began during the
third week of the course and focused on the topic of behavioral learning theory. The assignment
consisted of two work sessions—3 hours and 2.5 hours long, respectively—followed by a
comprehension assessment for which students earned individual grades. During the first work
session, each student was provided with a case (Appendix A), an information gathering
worksheet (Appendix B), markers, and a sheet of paper to develop a concept map. Students
individually read the case on the topic of behavior learning theory, completed the information
gathering worksheet, and developed their pre-concept maps. During this time the instructor
walked around the room to support students as needed. Once students completed their
information gathering worksheet and their pre-concept map, they were instructed to begin using
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additional resources (e.g., the course textbook or textbooks used in previous coursework or
related to the theories of educational psychology, computer, newspaper articles, etc.) that could
help them solve the problem. While working on solving the problem, students were given a
second sheet of paper, were instructed to create a new concept map, and could reference their
pre-concept map if desired. At the end of the class students submitted all their materials. Outside
of class they were permitted to review course material and collect materials that could potentially
help with solving the problem, but did not engage in actually writing the problem solution.
During the second work session, in the next class, the teacher returned all the materials to the
students, and they continued to work on their individual problem solutions and concept maps.
The last 30 minutes of the class were reserved for students to complete their individual
comprehension assessments on behavior learning theory.
PBL-Positive Interdependence (CLT) condition. In the fifth week of class students were
given the second formal PBL assignment which focused on cognitive learning theory (Appendix
D). The assignment also consisted of two work sessions—3 hours and 2.5 hours long,
respectively—followed by a comprehension assessment for which students earned individual
grades. During the first session, students were again provided with a case, an information
gathering worksheet and a large sheet of paper. Students were instructed to co-create their preconcept map with their group members. Groups were provided with paper and markers, and each
student was instructed to use a different color marker and indicate which was used somewhere
on the map. This format allowed all students to simultaneously manipulate the concept map with
the goal of increasing the likelihood of groups engaging in social discourse in order to enhance
socially shared regulation (Lee et al., 2014). The joint map also represented the groups’
conceptual knowledge of PBL components and concepts (Lee et al., 2014). During this time the
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instructor walked around the room and checked on the groups to ensure that everyone was
participating and that the concept maps were being fully developed. For a concept map to be
fully developed the students had to connect all nodes (concepts) with links explaining the
relationships.
After completing their group pre-concept maps, students were instructed to conduct
research to build on their previous knowledge and then co-create a new map. Students continued
to have access to their pre-concept map to reference if so desired. At the end of class students
submitted their group concept map to the instructor. The students’ materials were returned during
the second work session (sixth week of class), and students completed their problem solution and
group concept map. The last 30 minutes of the second session were allotted for students to
conduct their comprehension assessment on cognitive learning theory.
PBL-High Positive Interdependence (SCLT) condition. During the seventh week of
class, students were given the third and final PBL assignment focusing on social constructivist
learning theory (Appendix G). The sequence of activities was similar to the second PBL
assignment, except that students’ individual comprehension assessment scores were averaged
with the individual scores that their group members received, this is also known in literature as
“Team Assessment” (Manente, 2014).
At the end of the semester students completed an in-class final which consisted of 50multiple choice questions. The topics on the assessment were covered throughout the entire
semester, students had 3 hours to complete the assessment. Students were also required to
complete a take-home final, which was used to assess students ability to understand principles
and application of psychological theory. After the completion of the finals students were asked to
complete a voluntary survey. The survey consisted of several rating scales and open-ended
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questions related to the various forms of PBL instruction students experienced throughout the
course (Appendix O). Analysis of student feedback can be found within the findings.
Table 3
Overview of the PBL Conditions
PBL Condition

Topic

Independent
(PBL-I)

Behavior
Learning
Theory
(BLT)

Positive
Interdependence
(PBL-PI)

Cognitive
Learning
Theory
(CLT)

High Positive
Interdependence
(PBL-High P)

Social
Constructivist
Learning
Theory
(SCLT)

Description of Problem
Solution Condition and
Scoring
Individually solved a
problem presented in a
case format, each
individual was expected
to submit a single
problem solution, for an
individual grade.

Materials Completed

Assessment and Scoring

Each individual was
expected to complete and
submit the following:
Information Gathering Sheet
Pre-Concept Map
Post-Concept Map
Problem Solution Worksheet

Each student was given an
evaluation, on BLT, which
was completed individually,
assessed individually, and
each student earned an
individual grade.

Students worked in small
groups to collectively
solve a problem
presented in a case
format, each group was
expected to submit a
single problem solution,
for a shared grade.

Each small group was
expected to collectively
complete and submit the
following:
Information Gathering Sheet
Pre-Concept Map
Post-Concept Map
Problem Solution Worksheet

Each student was given an
evaluation, on CLT, which
was completed individually,
assessed individually, and
each student earned an
individual grade.
Each student was given an
evaluation, on SCLT, which
was completed individually,
assessed individually, but
earned a Team Assessment
grade.

Note. Adapted From “Is Collaboration A Necessary Component of Problem-Based Learning?”
(Doctoral dissertation). By, C. Manente, 2014 (https://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgerslib/44171/PDF/1/play/). Copyright 2014 by Christopher Manente. Reprinted with permission.
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Study 2: Evaluating the Quality of Socially Shared Regulation
Though students are often placed in groups, they do not necessarily engage in socially
shared regulation. Research has supported using pedagogical tools, such as task specific prompts
and guiding questions, to encourage students to engage in behavior related to the specific
components of socially shared regulation (i.e., planning, monitoring, and evaluation) (Azevedeo
& Hadwin, 2005). Thus, for this study it was hypothesized that the use of an information
gathering sheet and the incorporation of concept mapping would increase the likelihood that
students would engage in the components of socially shared regulation.
The goal of the second portion of the current study was to use qualitative analysis to
further examine the two PBL group conditions—PBL-Positive Interdependence and PBL-HighPositive Interdependence—to determine if the sub-processes of socially shared regulation (i.e.,
planning, monitoring, evaluation, and behavior regulation), socioemotional interactions (positive
and negative), and collaborative interactions (i.e., collaborative and non-collaborative) can be
identified. The qualitative analysis expands on existing literature by offering a more in-depth
investigation of the social interactions that occurred in the four groups while students were
solving the problem solutions. Thus, the same students who volunteered to take part in the first
portion of study were used for this second portion of the study (N=16).
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Results
The analysis of the problem solutions, comprehension assessments, take-home final, and
in-class final encompassed the quantitative portion of the investigation. The research team,
which consisted of the principal investigator and trained student, coded all data using a set of
scoring rubrics following each of the problem solutions, the comprehension assessments, and the
take home final. In addition, the team used qualitative methods to further understand the quality
of socially shared regulation that took place during the two conditions which required students to
work in groups. Lastly, a mixed methods approach was used to explain how the concept maps
could possibly link to the performance outcomes on task and assessment performance, as well as
how concept maps could be used to foster SSR.
Coding Reliability
The first analysis that took place used Cohen’s Kappa with linear weighting (1968). The
purpose of the Cohen’s Kappa statistic (with linear weighting or otherwise) is to measure the
degree to which two graders agree on the grades they have assigned across a series of work
specimens. Often it tests using a categorical grading scheme—such as letter grades A, B, C, D, F
or Pass/ Fail or Excellent/ Good/ Poor. In typical applications of the kappa statistic, N cases each
provide one work specimen that is graded by Grader 1 and Grader 2. In this data set, while each
of the cases (i.e., each student) has provided numerous work specimens with each involving
slightly different instructional content obtained under a different treatment condition. These
different tasks and different treatment conditions do not necessarily matter; what matters is how
the two graders have responded to them. Cohen’s kappa (with linear weighting or otherwise)
provides a numerical index of how well the scorers agree with each other. This data also
provides a numerical index of how well the scorers agreed with each other. In this situation, there
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are three separate values of kappa with linear weighting, one for each of the three tests
conducted—comprehension assessments, problem solutions, and take-home finals. Inter-scorer
agreement was calculated separately for each of the three conditions and an explanation of each
analysis has been provided below (Cohen, 1968).
Statistical Analysis
The analysis began with an SPSS (Version 23.0) crosstabs analysis. This analysis was
used simply to count how many times Grader 1 and Grader 2 agreed and how many times they
disagreed when scoring the problem solutions and comprehension assessments. Because SPSS
calculates unweighted kappa, additional software was needed to calculate linear weighted kappa.
As a result, the SPSS cross tabulations were input into the Vassarstats program (Lowry, 2001 –
2018).
Inter-Scorer Reliability for Comprehension Assessments and Problem Solutions
The analysis started with a cross tabulation of ratings obtained from Grader 1 and Grader
2. The results of the cross tabulations analysis for comprehension assessments are shown in
Appendix P1 and the results for the problem solutions are shown in Appendix Q1. The cross
tabulations served as input to Lowry’s Kappa Calculator, and a summary for each calculation of
kappa with linear weighting can be found in Appendix P2 for comprehension assessments and
Appendix Q2 for problem solutions. An analysis of the inter scorer reliability on the
comprehension assessment in the current study produced a value for Cohen’s Kappa=.80. An
analysis for inter scorer reliability for the problem solutions in the current study produced a value
for Cohen’s Kappa=.79. When using Viera and Garret’s (2005)’s standards for understanding
weighted kappa (Table 4), one can see that both of these values can be interpreted as
demonstrating “substantial agreement” between the scorers’ data. Ancillary output which
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summarized the frequency of agreement—maximum possible, expected by chance, and
observed—can be found in Appendix P3 and Appendix Q3. Finally, Appendix P4 and Appendix
Q4 summarize proportions of agreement—maximum possible, expected by chance, and
observed. Table 5 provides a summary of the degree agreement observed across comprehension
assessments and problem solutions between scorers.
Table 4
Interpretation of Kappa
Poor

Slight

Fair

Moderate

Substantial

Almost
Perfect
Kappa
0.0
.20
.40
.60
.80
1.0
Note. From “Is Collaboration A Necessary Component of Problem-Based Learning?” (Doctoral
dissertation). By, C. Manente, 2014 (https://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgerslib/44171/PDF/1/play/). Copyright 2014 by Christopher Manente. Reprinted with permission.

Table 5
Degree of Agreement Between Graders Observed Across Methods of Evaluation
Data Source
Comprehension
Assessments
Problem
Solutions

Total # of Scores Agreement due
to Chance
183
46.34
86

22.24

Frequency of
Agreement
140
69

Weighted Kappa
.80
.79
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Inter-Scorer Reliability for Finals
Appendix R shows the results of the cross tabulations of grader ratings for the final exam.
However, two key factors prevented the possibility of using this data to calculate kappa and
measure inter-scorer reliability for the final assessment: (a) a relatively large number of score
categories (i.e., 10 for each grader) and (b) different score categories used by each grader (i.e.,
categories 6, 10, and 15 only used by Grader 1 and categories 8, 21, and 23 only used by Grader
2). It would be possible to revise the table and add rows for categories 8, 21, 23 and columns for
categories 6, 10, and 15; however, doing so would create a 13 x 13 table. Such a large table
would far exceed the limitations of any kappa calculators (e.g., the kappa calculator used above
allows a maximum of eight categories). This option would also require the inclusion of a
substantial number of zeros which would interfere with accurate calculations.
The primary investigator chose to add the graders’ scores across a series of problems
included in the Final assessment to get a total score for each student. These item scores represent
what Likert (1932 as cited in Warmbrod, 2014) referred to as summative response data, or data
derived by adding or averaging ratings across several items to obtain a total scale score. There
has been debate in the literature about what scale of measurement this kind of data provides.
Allen and Yen (1979) assert that the data are only ordinal, or able to determine rank of students
from highest to lowest performance, because there is no way to demonstrate that equal score
differences (e.g., the difference between scores in the data of 10 and 12 or between 14 and 16)
correspond to equal differences in the attribute being scored (e.g., the student’s knowledge or
proficiency). Others have argued, however, that just as one cannot prove that equal score
differences correspond to equal attribute differences, it is also the case that one cannot prove that
equal score differences do not correspond to equal attribute differences, thus leaving it up to the
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researcher to decide what to believe (Ghiselli, Campbell, & Zedeck, 1981). Meyers, Gamst, and
Guarino (2006) have summed up the argument this way:
The vast majority of research published in the behavioral and social sciences over the
past half century or more have used summative response scales as though they met
interval properties… In our view, this treatment of summative response scales is
acceptable, appropriate, and quite useful (p. 23)
Given this, it can be assumed that the data provides a reasonably good approximation of
an interval scale of measurement. As such, this researcher totaled the ratings given to the
individual items in the final assessment to get a total score for each student. While there are a
number of choices of statistical test that could be run given this data, the interclass correlation
(e.g., Pearson correlation) is typically used and is considered more appropriate when there are
more than two raters involved.
The Pearson correlation was also used because it is readily interpretable by a wide
audience. The Pearson correlation between the two graders’ scores on the final assessment was
extremely strong, r(46) = .966, p < .001 (2-tail), indicating a very close agreement between the
raters. One criticism of the Pearson correlation as a measure of inter-scorer agreement is that it
evaluates the degree to which two graders’ scores co-vary, but is insensitive to differences in
score magnitude between the raters. For instance, both of the following sets of numbers would
yield the same perfect inter-scorer reliability correlation, i.e., r = 1:
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Table 5
Degree of Agreement Between Graders Observed Across Methods of Evaluation
Grader1
5
2
7
1
8

Grader2
5
2
7
1
8

Grader1
5
2
7
1
8

Grader2
7
4
9
3
10

Both sets of data produce the same perfect correlation despite the fact that the two
graders in the second set did not actually “agree” perfectly because Grader 2 is two points higher
than Grader 1 on all the scores. To evaluate this possibility, the mean scores were calculated and
compared using a t-test in order to determine if there were differences in the score magnitude of
the two graders. The mean of the scores from Grader 1 was 19.40 (SD=4.12) and the mean of the
scores from Grader 2 was 19.08 (SD=4.05). Levene’s test for equality of variances was
nonsignificant, F(1,94)= 0.001, p=.978, indicating virtually no difference in the variability of
scores assigned by the two graders. The t-test was also non-significant, t (94) = 0.375, p = .709
(2-tail), indicating virtually no difference in score magnitudes from the two graders. In sum, the
two graders showed extremely good agreement on the final assessment.
Statistical Analysis of One-Way Planned Comparisons
In order to further examine the significance of variance between the three levels of the
independent variable, instructional design, an ANOVA and a-posteriori comparisons were
conducted for each source of data in the study. The analysis was conducted to examine the
influence of the nuisance variable position/topic. Position refers to the order in which each
condition was presented, and topic refers to the key topic that was targeted.
In these analyses with three levels, there can only be two comparisons (i.e., to compare every
condition with every other condition). These are called a-posteriori or post hoc comparisons, as
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opposed to planned or a-priori comparisons which only look at a few of the possible
comparisons in a data set. Thus, for the purposes of this study a-posteriori comparisons were
used because comparing all conditions with each other was indicated.
Coding for Comprehension Assessments
A scoring rubric, which corresponded with the topics of the course, was used to
determine the complexity of response on the comprehension assessments. Using the rubric the
primary investigator and research assistant scored responses related to the four primary concepts
(i.e., concept 1, concept 2, concept 3, concept 4) for each of the three topics (i.e., topic 1, topic 2,
topic 3) using an ordinal scale of six levels. For each primary concept a student identified in their
response, a score was assigned in order to denote the complexity of the student’s explanation
based on the scale outlined in Table 1. The coding levels were cumulative, for example, in order
for a response to be scored as meeting a level six, the response needed to have met level 1-5.
Statistical Analysis of Comprehension Assessment (CA) Scores
Descriptive statistics were run initially, and 95% confidence intervals for Comprehension
Assessment scores for Behavioral Learning Theory (BLT), Cognitive Learning Theory (CLT),
and Social Constructivist Learning Theory (SCLT) can be seen in Appendix S1. A withinsubjects one-way ANOVA was then used to evaluate the overall significance of differences
between the levels of the independent variable. This procedure makes a number of statistical
assumptions, including sphericity (i.e., that the distribution variances are approximately equal
and that there are no strong differences between correlations involving the various pairs of
variables) and that the dependent variables are normally distributed. The normality of each
distribution was evaluated both visually, by inspecting the frequency histograms shown in
Appendix S2, and statistically, by calculating measures of skewness and kurtosis. With only 16
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cases in the analysis, it is difficult for a distribution to achieve normality, but all three
distributions were at least somewhat bell-shaped. Measures of skewness and kurtosis for each
distribution, found in Appendix S2, were compared with the benchmark values of +1.0 suggested
by Meyers, Gamst, and Guarino (2006) to identify extremely non-normal distributions. Only
CSCLT exceeded these values (skewness = -1.335; kurtosis = 1.087) with substantial negative
skewness and leptokurtosis. Violation of the normality assumption can distort the shape of the
sampling distribution of the F statistic and result in distorted reported significance levels. With
this in mind, a more stringent level of significance (p < .001) was used in evaluating the
significance of the obtained value of F. The assumption of sphericity was tested using
Mauchley’s test of sphericity, and the result was not statistically significant, Mauchley’s W =
0.843, χ2(2) = 2.397, p = .302. Given this, the sphericity assumption was considered met in
evaluating the F test. The ANOVA F test revealed a strong and statistically significant effect of
the independent variable, F(2, 30) = 15.904, p < .001, partial

2

= .515.

Post Hoc Comparisons. Post-hoc comparisons were used to explore sources of the
significant effect. A Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the reported significance levels so
as to set the Type I error rate for the collection of comparisons at α = .05. The results of these
comparisons are shown in Appendix S3. All levels of the independent variable were found to
differ significantly from each other.
Table 6
Comprehension Assessment Scores
Instruction

Mean

Std. Error

PBL-Independent
PBL- PI
PBL- High PI

15.38
19.25
20

.67
.68
.84

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
13.94
16.81
17.78
20.72
18.26
21.86
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25

Mean Score

20
15
10
5
0
PBL-Independent

PBL- PI
Condition

PBL- High PI

Figure 2: Means of comprehension assessment scores across the three PBL conditions

Statistical Analysis Problem Solution (PS) Scores
Descriptive Statistics. Descriptive statistics and 95% confidence intervals for Problem
Solution scores for Behavior Learning Theory (BLT), Cognitive Learning Theory (CLT), and
Social Constructivist Learning Theory (SCLT) are provided in Appendix T1.
Within-Subjects (Repeated-Measures) One-Way ANOVA. A within-subjects
(repeated-measures) one-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the overall significance of
differences between the levels of the independent variable. The normality of each distribution
was evaluated both visually, by inspecting the frequency histograms shown in Appendix T2, and
statistically, by calculating measures of skewness and kurtosis. With only 16 cases in the
analysis, it is difficult for a distribution to achieve normality, but both BLT and CLT were
somewhat bell-shaped. Measures of skewness and kurtosis for these two variables (shown in
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Appendix T2) Table 3) were also less than the +1.0 benchmark value used to evaluate substantial
deviations from normality. However, the third variable, PSCLT, was markedly bi-modal
positively skewed (skewness = 1.180). Given this violation of the normality assumption, a more
stringent level of significance (p < .01) was used in evaluating the significance of the obtained
value of F. The assumption of sphericity was tested using Mauchley’s test of sphericity, and was
found to be statistically significant, Mauchley’s W = 0.119, χ2(2) = 29.826, p < .001, indicating a
violation of the sphericity assumption. Because violation of the sphericity assumption can distort
reported levels of significance, the Greenhouse-Giesser corrected F test was used to evaluate the
overall significance of the treatment effect (Meyers, et al., 2006). Even with this more
conservative test, there was a strong and statistically significant effect of the independent
variable, F(1.063, 15.947) = 29.493, p < .001, partial

2

= .663.

Post Hoc Comparisons Post-hoc comparisons were used to explore sources of the
significant effect. A Bonferroni correction was used to adjust the reported significance levels so
as to set the Type I error rate for the collection of comparisons at α = .05. The results of these
comparisons are shown in Appendix T3. All levels of the independent variable were found to
differ significantly from each other.
Table 7
Problem Solution Scores
Instruction

Mean

Std. Error

PBL-Independent
PBL- PI
PBL- High PI

14.78
17.63
20.38

.82
.23
.32

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
13.04
16.52
17.13
18.12
19.63
21.06
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Figure 3: Means of problem solution scores across the three PBL conditions
Take Home Final Scores
Descriptive Statistics. Descriptive statistics and 95% confidence intervals for Take
Home Final scores CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT are provided in Appendix U1.
Within-Subjects (Repeated-Measures) One-Way ANOVA. A within-subjects
(repeated-measures) one-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the overall significance of
differences between the levels of the independent variable. The normality of each distribution
was evaluated both visually, by inspecting the frequency histograms shown in Appendix U2 and
statistically by calculating measures of skewness and kurtosis. With only 16 cases in the analysis,
it is difficult for a distribution to achieve normality, and both the frequency histograms shown in
Appendix U2 and the measures of skewness provided in Appendix U1 indicated that all three
variables were negatively skewed. However, only the variable CSCLT produced measures of
skewness (-1.414) and kurtosis (1.590) that exceeded the benchmark values for identifying
strongly non-normal distributions. Given this violation of the normality assumption, a more
stringent level of significance (p < .01) was used in evaluating the significance of the obtained
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value of F. The assumption of sphericity was tested using Mauchley’s test of sphericity, and was
not significant, Mauchley’s W = 0.932, χ2(2) = 0.991, p = .609. As such, the F test was evaluated
without a non-sphericity correction. Results of the one-way ANOVA indicated no significant
treatment effect, F(2, 30) = 0.591, p = .560, partial

2

= .038.

Post Hoc Comparisons In the absence of a significant ANOVA F test there was no
statistical justification for performing post hoc pairwise comparisons. It was concluded that there
were no significant differences between levels of the independent variable, instructional format
(i.e. PBL- condition).
Table 8
Take Home Final Scores
Mean

Std. Error

PBL-Independent
PBL- PI
PBL- High PI

18.79
19.81
19.13

.80
.97
1.26

Mean Score

Instruction

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
12.00
23.50
17.74
21.88
16.44
21.82

20
19.8
19.6
19.4
19.2
19
18.8
18.6
18.4
18.2
PBL-Independent

PBL- PI
Condition

PBL- High PI

Figure 4: Means of take home final scores across the three PBL conditions.
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In-Class Final Scores
Descriptive Statistics. Descriptive statistics and 95% confidence intervals for In-Class
Final Exam scores CBLT, CCLT, CSCLT, and Total scores are provided in Appendix V1.
Within-Subjects (Repeated-Measures) One-Way ANOVA. A within-subjects
(repeated-measures) one-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the overall significance of
differences between the levels of the independent variable. It should be noted that although
descriptive statistics are provided in Appendix V2 for In-Class Final Exam Total scores, the oneway ANOVA compared only three measures: In-Class Final Exam CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT
scores. Total scores were not included in the ANOVA because these scores were formed by
summing scores on CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT and, as a result, contained no unique information.
The normality of each distribution was evaluated both visually, by inspecting the frequency
histograms shown in Appendix V2, and statistically, by calculating measures of skewness and
kurtosis. With only 16 cases in the analysis, it is difficult for a distribution to achieve normality,
but all three distributions were at least somewhat bell-shaped. None of the distributions exceeded
the +1.0 benchmark indicative of excessive skewness, but CBLT was excessively leptokurtic
(kurtosis = 1.223) and CCLT was excessively platykurtic (kurtosis = -1.275). Given these
violations of the normality assumption, a more stringent level of significance (p < .01) was used
in evaluating the obtained value of F. The assumption of sphericity was tested using Mauchley’s
test of sphericity, and the test was not significant, Mauchley’s W = 0.875, χ2(2) = 1.866, p =
.393. As such, the ANOVA F test was evaluated without a non-sphericity correction. Results of
that ANOVA revealed a strong and statistically significant effect of the independent variable,
F(2, 30) = 26.228, p < .001, partial

2

= .636.
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Post Hoc Comparisons. Post-hoc comparisons were used to explore sources of the
significant effect. A Bonferroni adjustment was used to adjust the reported significance levels so
as to set the Type I error rate for the collection of comparisons at α = .05. The results of these
comparisons are shown in Appendix V3. All levels of the independent variable were found to
differ significantly from each other.
Table 9
In-Class Final Scores
Instruction

Mean

Std. Error

PBL-Independent
PBL- PI
PBL- High PI

5.00
8.01
7.63

.20
.35
.30

9
8

Mean Score

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
PBL-Independent

PBL- PI
Condition

PBL- High PI

Figure 5: Means of in-class final scores across the three PBL conditions

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
4.57
5.44
7.32
8.80
6.98
8.27
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Comparison of Study Findings
In order to further understand if concept maps aided in the increase in scores on the
comprehension assessments, mean scores from this study were compared to mean scores from
Manente’s (2014) study. Given the similarities in design between the two studies, it is reasonable
to use Manente’s (2014) results as a control group reflecting student performance on the PBL
tasks without the use of concept maps. Witchtel-Myles' role as the research assistant on
Manente's study, and her access to the same course and university population, allowed for
consistency in study design and implementation; as well as in instruction and scoring. Part of the
consistency in implementation involved ensuring equivalency across the participants in both
studies, particularly as it pertained to prior knowledge of the focus topics and the division of that
knowledge across groups prior to engaging in PBL. As described above, students in the current
study were given pre-tests that were scored according to a grading rubric (Table 1). Students
were then assigned students to groups such that the overall total scores of each group were equal
and reflected that each group had the same degree of prior knowledge of all concepts among the
members.
This was modeled directly after the method used in Manente (2014), in which students
were given a pretest and their scores were then used to create groups. In Manente's study, only
10 of the 50 participants (20%) demonstrated a "justified" level of prior knowledge, or a score of
4 or higher on one of the focus topics. This meant that their score was considered high enough to
warrant assigning them to a certain group. The remainder of the participants were grouped
randomly because their scores did not reach this level, and therefore were not considered high
enough to impact the overall level of prior knowledge in any one group.
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As a result of this procedure, members in both studies were assigned with a focus on
evenly distributing knowledge across groups. Additionally, none of the students in the current
study scored a 4 or above on any of the focus topics. This indicates that overall, the groups in
this study had an equivalent, or lower, level of initial prior knowledge compared the groups in
Manente (2014). This gives further support to the idea that any higher scores for students in the
current study, when compared to scores for students in Manente (2014), are likely due to the use
of concept maps, rather than due to the current students having a greater degree of knowledge
than Manente's.
The difference in means for PBL-Independent is 2.49, the difference in means for PBL-PI
is 2.05, and the difference in means for PBL- High PI is 1.5. Figure 6 provides a visual
comparison of the CA means from Manente’s (2014) study and the current study. It is
demonstrated here that that those students who used concept maps scored higher on their
comprehension assessments than those students who did not use concept maps.
25
20
15
10
5
0
PBL- Independent

PBL- PI
2014

PBL- High PI

2019

Figure 6: Comparison of Comprehension Assessment Scores Across Manente’s 2014 Study and
Wichtel-Myles’ 2019 Study
Mean of scores for each problem solution in Manente’s (2014) was calculated and
displayed in his results using a cumulative approach, in addition he used a two-tier system when
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grading the problem solutions. The first tier, was graded using the same scoring sheet (see Table
1) that was used for the comprehension assessments. The second tier, aimed to identify the
quality of the student’s response by rating the students response on 5 dimensions using the 3point scale that was on the rubric. The dimensions included assessing: the theme of the response,
application to theory, response to address the problem, practically of the plan, and clarity of
writing. The researcher noted that two graders identified the quality of the student response, and
when doing each scorer wrote notes to justify their numerical scores for each category, an overall
mean score was assigned, the scorers checked their rankings to resolve any discrepancies, and
came to 100% agreement, before identifying an overall mean score. Following this process the
scorers ranked the groups to determine an overall mean score, this was meant to provide
identification of the quality of the problem solution response.
Identification of the scores for each tier were not depicted in the graphs or tables, nor was
this data presented anywhere within the study write-up. Therefore, this scoring system was not
incorporated into the analyses of the problem solutions for this study, because it would be
impossible to compare student scores across conditions and forms of assessment (i.e. the
problem solutions, comprehension assessments, and the take-home final). Also, the ability to
thoroughly analyze findings from the problem solution using the two-tiered system in order to
compare them with Manente’s would also be impossible. Therefore, the mean scores from
Manente’s and the current study cannot be displayed for the purpose of comparing mean scores.
However, it should be noted that findings from Manente’s (2014) study indicated that PBL-PI
was greater than the scores earned for PBL-High PI. Whereas findings for the current study’s
problem solutions indicate that students scored better during PBL-High PI.
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Analysis of Concept Maps
In order to answer research question 1b, “Do conceptual gains produced on a concept
map effect performance?” the research team had to identify concept gains attained by each
group. Qualitative analysis was used to assess the concept maps created by the groups, and
required both graders to analyze the physical maps made by the students. The first condition
(Independent-PBL), which required students to explore behavior learning theory, was not scored
for the purposes of this analysis because this study is looking to determine if concept maps
impacted the quality of SSR and served as a scaffold for students during group work. Therefore,
a total of 16 maps were analyzed: 4 pre-concept maps for cognitive learning theory, 4 postconcept maps for cognitive learning theory, 4 pre-concept maps for social constructivist learning
theory, and 4 post-concept maps for cognitive learning theory.
First, concept maps were scored to determine if the concepts depicted on the concept map
were accurate. To do this, both scorers reviewed the maps and came to 100% agreement as to
what was accurate and what was inaccurate. For a concept to be accurate, the concept had to
associate with the focus topic. Once all concepts that were displayed on each groups’ preconcept and post-concept maps were scored and the scorers came to 100% agreement, the
number of accurate concept were then graphed. The research team then subtracted the total
number of accurate concepts on the second concept map from the first concept map; with the
difference representing the total number of concept gains each group made.
Groups completed the concept map in different ways, with some using specific examples
from the case, including examples from the concepts associated with cognitive learning, or
incorporating specific solutions to the problem in theirs. Many of the solutions demonstrated
each group’s ability to apply the concepts to a real-world problem, which is one of the primary
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goals of PBL. The groups depicted their solutions in nodes, or the concepts depicted via circles
on the map, and these were also scored as accurate concepts (see example of concept map and
the components of a concept map in the Methods section Figure 1).
Concept links and crosslinks were not scored; however, accurate uses of crosslinks were
noted throughout the findings description of each group. Crosslinks are visual links between
concepts in different domains, or levels, of the concept-map; and provide a visual way of seeing
how concepts are related to one another (Nova & Cañas, 2006). An example of a crosslink can
be seen in Group 3’s post-concept map of social constructivism (Appendix CC). Crosslinks
should not be confused with concept links. For example, Group 1 used a concept link which
could be misinterpreted as a crosslink in their pre-concept map of cognitive learning theory when
they drew a link between association and behavioral learning theory. This is not a crosslink
because the two concepts share the same level of hierarchy.
High Positive Interdependence Condition: Social Constructivist Theory. When
analyzing the maps constructed by students during the high positive interdependence condition
Group 1 made the least concept gains (concept gain=0; See Appendix AA). When constructing
their first map they identified “social learning theory” as the main concept under focus, and
“social constructivism” as a concept associated with this theory. The pre-concept map made
reference to three theorists (i.e., Piaget, Bandura, and Vygotsky) and theories, as well as concepts
closely associated with social constructivism and social learning theory, these were all scored as
accurate. Their revised map focused on social constructivism, as they omitted social learning
theory from their map. The revised map included practical concepts associated with social
constructivism such as scaffolding and channeling, these were all scored as accurate as well.
While this group did not produce as many concept gains in comparison to their peers, their
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revised map does make it apparent that they became more knowledgeable of concepts and
practices of social constructivism by making it apparent they were able to specific concepts
associated with social constructivism.
Group 2 made 10 concept gains. Group 2’s pre-concept map on social constructivist
learning theory was accurate. When constructing their revised map the group did note
internalization as a concept associated with scaffolding. However, this was a concept that the
instructor identified as a misconception when the students were working on the problem solution.
The instructor provided support to students to clarify their understanding of the purpose of
scaffolding, and the group did not reference the term internalization in their final problem
solution.

Figure 7: Group 2, Social Constructivist Learning Theory Pre- (left) and Post- (right) Concept
Map
Group 3 made 26 concept gains, which was the most of any group. Group 3’s pre-concept
map inaccurately associated the term “fixedness” with social constructivism. When working on
the problem solution the group identified this inaccuracy and recognized that it was actually a
concept associated with cognitive learning theory. This group’s post-concept map was 100%
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accurate. While crosslinks were not scored, because many groups did not accurately use them, it
should be noted that this group did accurately use crosslinks in their post-concept map to make
connections across different hierarchies.
Group 4 made 9 concept gains. Their pre-concept map incorrectly identified social
learning theory as the main concept, and depicted a total of 4 concepts: social learning theory,
zone of proximal development, collaborative learning, and cooperative learning. These concepts
are all associated with social constructivism, therefore their nodes were scored as 100% accurate.
However, this group did not follow instructions and, before the instructor was able to correct
them, added two concepts “different levels” and “same level” onto their map after referencing an
online resource. These two concepts were not scored as part of their initial map or depicted in
their revised map, therefore they were omitted from all scoring. Group 4’s revised map correctly
recognized social constructivism as the overall theory. They also accurately linked the zone of
proximal development with the theorist Vygotsky. This group also incorporated social
interaction as a concept and accurately linked cooperative learning, but did not include
collaborative learning which had been included in their previous map. Lastly, they depicted
“scaffolder” and accurately linked concepts associated with the practice of scaffolding.
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Figure 8: Social Constructivist Learning Theory node gains for each group
Positive Interdependence: Cognitive Learning Theory

Group 1 made 3 concept

gains. Group 1’s pre-concept map incorrectly identified memory as the main theory rather than
cognitive learning theory. Additionally, while the group depicted several concepts on their map
that were associated with cognitive learning theory, the students incorporated concepts that were
previously discussed in the class. During the creation of the post-concept map the instructor
ensured that the students were aware that the concepts had been discussed, and that, while they
should be working to understand how all of the theories and concepts could be integrated, they
were to be using the lens of cognitive theory for that particular task. This group’s revised map
focused primarily on the accurate concepts associated with cognitive learning theory such as the
information processing model, and they did not include any other learning theories (e.g.,
behavior learning theory or Bloom’s Taxonomy).
Group 2’s pre-concept map had several accurate nodes; however, one node was not
scored as it included “monotonicity” which was not relevant to the learning theories previously
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discussed or cognitive learning theory. While there did not ultimately appear to be many
conceptual gains for this group (conceptual gains=4), their post-concept map was very detailed
and included the various types of memory (i.e., procedural, declarative, semantic, and episodic)
and also provided a specific example to go along with each memory type.
Group 3 demonstrated the most concept gains (concept gains=68) on their post-concept
map. Though it appeared as if this group used crosslinks to demonstrate relationships among
concepts, the links could not be categorized as crosslinks because they were referencing
relationships across the same hierarchy. The instructor asked this group of students if they had
conducted additional research outside of the classroom, and the group did admitted to conducting
research in between class meetings. This group did thoroughly discuss their out of class findings
to ensure everyone was up-to-date with the newly found information pertinent to solving the
problem solution.
Group 4 had a total of 10 concept gains. Group 4 incorrectly used their pre-concept map
to outline their study schedule for the student in the problem. Before providing this group with
the sheet of paper for the post-concept map the instructor reminded them that their concept map
could include information of theories and concepts, and links could be extended from those
concepts to represent examples of application. Group 4’s post concept map did not include such
a schedule and included concepts associated with cognitive learning theory.
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Figure 9: Cognitive Learning Theory node gains for each group
Qualitative Analysis of Socially Shared Regulatory Processes
Qualitative analysis was used to determine 1) which socially shared regulatory processes
occurred when students engaged in PBL, 2) if the use of concept maps aided in student
performance when completing the problem solving tasks, and 3) which condition of PBL, if any,
is best suited to foster high-quality SSR. The first step of data analysis required transcription of
the video/voice recordings into Dedoose software. After all the video/ voice recordings are
converted to text format in Dedoose, the researcher wrote memos and developed a qualitative
codebook. This required breaking the text into segments, which were then coded into categories
(Gall, Gall, & Borge, 2010). These codes and categories were defined using Rogat and
Linnenbrink-Garcia (2013)’s categorization of the processes associated with regulation (i.e.,
planning, monitoring, and behavioral engagement), social emotional interactions (i.e., positive
and negative), and collaborative interactions (i.e., collaborative and non-collaborative). It is
important to note that there were instances in which discussions or comments were coded more
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than once. For example, if a student comment was coded an “task planning” it might have also
been coded as “content planning”.
Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2013) asserted that in order to fully understand socially
shared regulatory processes, the quality variation in each of the regulatory processes needs to be
taken into account. To identify the quality of socially shared regulation the codes and categories
were defined using Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia’s (2013) descriptions of the levels of quality
in SSR (see Table 10). More specifically the researcher used the codes: high quality planning,
low-quality planning, high-quality monitoring, low-quality monitoring, high-quality behavioral
engagement, and low-quality behavioral engagement (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2013, p.388,
Table 3).
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Table 10
Description of Primary Codes and Subcodes presented by Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2013)
SSR

Description
High Quality

Task
Planning

1.

Any instance in which an individual in the group (or the group
collaboratively);
a.
Interprets the case instructions or prompt on the information
gathering sheet accurately.
b.
Establishes a plan or goals (sub goals and end goals), that
can be used by the group to solve the problem.
c.
Revisits and/or references the instruction, plan, and/or goals
to ensure the group is adhering.
d.
Designates responsibilities to members of the group.

Content
Planning

1.

Any instance in which an individual in the group (or the group
collaboratively);
a.
Provides task-relevant content knowledge to contribute
insightful group task work.
b.
Proposes a rational for content plan.
c.
Accepts and integrates individual group members’
recommendations into the group product (i.e., information
gathering sheet, problem solution, concept map).
Any instance in which an individual member in the group (or
group as a whole)
monitored accurate use of educational theorists, theories,
concepts, and/or principles;
With analysis, comparison, reasoning, application and/or
provides supporting evidence to an idea.
By questioning members’ comments for clarification and
elaboration.
Any instance in which an individual (or the group as a whole);
Checks whether the group met all the goals.
Checks the use of theorist, theories, concepts and principles.
Corrects grammar or spelling of a product of the group’s related
to the problem solution (i.e. information gathering worksheet,
concept map, problem solution).
Any instance in which a group member (or group as a whole)
referred to the case description, instructions on the information
gathering sheet, or the concept map to:
Clarify the task
Identify the next steps.
Modify the plan

Content
Monitoring

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Monitoring
of the Plan

1.
a.
b.
c.

Monitoring
Progress

Behavioral
Engagement

1.

Any instance in which a group member (or group as a whole);
Checks the time, verifies the progress of the sub-goals and
goals, and/or group productivity.
b. Checks to assess all guiding questions on the information
gathering sheet to ensure all questions are answered.
c. Checks to assess all nodes and links are accurate and complete
on the concept map.
d. Checks or assesses the problem solution to ensure all tasks are
complete.
1.
Any instance in which a group member (or group as a whole);
a.
Suggested to involve group members in the task.
b.
Recommended collaborating on the designated task.

a.

Low Quality
1.

Any instance in which an individual of the
group (or the group as a whole)
a.
Inaccurately reads, references, fails to
interpret the case instructions, or prompt
on the information gathering sheet.
b.
Does not discuss, or make a plan, or
create goals (sub- and end goals).
c.
Any instance in which two or more
group members are working on the same
task, as a result of lack of
communication, which results in
redundant work product.

2.

Any instance in which an individual of the
group (or the group as a whole);
a.
Provides inaccurate rationales.
b.
Is “unresponsive to group member’s
content plan.”

1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

1.

a.
b.

Any instance in which an individual
member of the group (or group as a whole);
Focuses on monitoring the accurate answer.
Is “unresponsive to provided content
monitoring.”
Does not provide feedback or further
explanation.
Shows “harsh or highly critical
monitoring.”

Any instance in which a group member (or the
group as a whole);
Did not revisit the plan which lead to
incomplete tasks.
Relied on teacher monitoring of the plan or
prompting to complete the information
gathering sheet or concept map.

1.

Any instance in which a group member (or
group as a whole);
a.
Heavily focused on pace and time remaining.

1.

Any instance in which a group member (or
group as a whole);
a.
Used brief reminders or cues.
b.
Used a negative tone in an attempt to reengage a peer.
c.
Ignored off task behavior.
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Interactions
NonCollaborati
ve
Interactions
Positive
Socioemoti
onal
Interactions
Negative
Socioemoti
onal
Interactions

1.
1.
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Two or more members of the group interact by sharing ideas
and working jointly when problem solving.
Individuals work on separate portions of the task at the same time
or by passing around the task for each group member to complete
sequentially.

1.

Group interactions that support and encourage harmonious group
functioning. Which include: active listening and respect, inclusion,
and group cohesion.

1.

Group interactions that undermine harmonious group functioning.
Which include: discouraging participation, disrespect, and ow
group cohesion.

Adapted from, Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia’s (2013) Study Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia,
2013, p.388, Table 3
Results of the Quality of Socially Shared Regulation Analysis Qualitative analysis was
used to help determine which PBL condition was best suited to foster high-quality SSR.
According to Rogat and Linndenbrink-Garcia (2013),
…the quality of socially shared regulation involves 6 components: (1) a group’s sustained
focus on content monitoring, that is (2) synergistically facilitated by frequent and
effective behavior regulation strategies and efficient planning, (3) as well as content
planning that evokes relevant prior knowledge, content, and strategies, and (4) whose
plans and monitoring are justified with rationales grounded in content understanding.
Moreover, socially shared regulation is (5) responsive and respectful of all group
members and (6) is collaborative… (p.113).
The quality of each occurrence of socially shared interaction was evaluated using Rogat and
Linndenbrink-Garcia’s (2011; 2013) elaborated definitions, adapted versions of which can be
found in Table #. Using these definitions, the primary researcher and research assistant reviewed
the conversations to identify both high and low quality variations of the occurrences of each
regulatory sub-process—planning (task planning and content planning), monitoring (content
monitoring, plan monitoring, and progress monitoring), and behavioral engagement.
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Planning. Two types of planning were observed in the groups: task planning and content
planning. A description of the types of planning observed, and an analysis of the variation in
quality across all four groups, will be discussed below.
Task Planning. Task planning was defined as any instance in which an individual, or a group,
discussed or interpreted directions (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). All groups exhibited
task planning during each of the three tasks (i.e., information gathering sheet, concept map, and
problem solution) throughout each of the two group problems presented (i.e., SCLT and CLT).
This type of planning was seen immediately after a student read the case aloud, as well as while
some groups were developing their concept maps. The most prevalent examples of task planning
occurred when students read the prompts on the information gathering sheet—specifically,
question 5 (i.e., “Where will you look to find any additional information that you need?”) and
question 6 (i.e., “Use the following space to draft an outline related to how you plan to address
the identified problem”). These two questions prompted group discussion on how members
would approach solving the problem. Task planning also involved the discussion of specific
goals or sub-goals that were established by the group.
High quality task planning was defined as instances in which a group collaboratively
engaged in this activity. For example, all groups exhibited high quality task planning after
reading the last case which focused on the topic of social constructivism. More specifically, all
four groups had a group member read the case out loud and the group then discussed the case
instructions to make sure all members understood what the camp was trying to promote.
Instances of low quality task planning were exhibited when groups were solving the second case
which focused on the topic of cognitive learning theory. During PBL-PI Group 2, Group 3, and
Group 4 had a member read the case relevant to CLT out loud, but the groups then moved on to
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discussing the chapters they thought were relevant rather than thoroughly discussing the case
instructions to ensure group understanding. Group 1 was the only group that did ensure all group
members understood the instructions.
Another common example of task planning occurred when, after reading the case,
students in each group determined the sequence in which they would tackle each question
presented in the case. Those groups demonstrating high quality task planning created a shared
plan and were able to begin work, reference their plan, and easily monitor their progress along
the way. In this instance, Group 2 did not create a shared plan during PBL-PI, as one member of
the group began researching without discussing the case or group goals with the rest of the
group. As a result the member began to research a concept that was inaccurate, which interfered
with group progress and resulted in low quality task planning. There was also another instance in
which, when first introduced to the problem, a member of Group 2 and a member of Group 4
kept quietly to themselves and did not actively engage in discussion related to the plan associated
with PBL-PI. Once the members from Group 2 and Group 4 had access to outside resources, and
were more comfortable with the content, they were able to become more active in group
discussions related to the plan.
While most instances of task planning occurred at the onset of the problem solving
process, there were instances in which groups exhibited task planning at the beginning of the
second session of each problem solution. During this time groups either revisited the plan,
engaged in task monitoring, or created a new plan based on their progress from the previous
session. High quality task planning also occurred frequently at the end of the first session and at
the beginning of the second session of each of the problem solutions, during which times
students would discuss how they would proceed to solve the problem. Conversely, low quality
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task planning occurred halfway through the problem solving process in instances where groups
designated assigned roles to individual group members. Interestingly, Groups 2, 3, and 4 all
exhibited instances of low quality task planning during PBL-PI. In these cases the groups often
did not fully agree on task roles, resulting in group members completing the same task. Groups 3
and 4 did have a group discussion about their findings and thoroughly discussed ways to
incorporate contributions of two group members that were assigned the same task. Unlike Group
3 and Group 4, Group 2 did not discuss findings in order to incorporate both group members
efforts to contribute to the group product, in fact, members decided to utilize one of group
member’s contributions without reviewing both findings as a group to intermix the individual
group members’ contributions into an overall group finding. This resulted in low-behavioral
engagement.
Content Planning. Content planning referred to any instance of a group member, or
group as a whole, outlining or organizing theorist names, theories, or concepts associated with
the particular theoretical topic (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2011). High quality content
planning occurred when group members shared accurate information associated with the theorist,
theory, or concepts; and engaged in thoughtful discussion between group members. Thoughtful
discussion included group members elaborating on peer knowledge, the use of rationale to
incorporate such knowledge into the group’s product, and the incorporation of group members
conceptual thoughts and conceptual applications into the task work. Low quality content
planning occurred when group members exhibited little discussion about theorist, theories, and
concepts; or did not acknowledge group members’ ideas or incorporate them into the working
product.
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Instances of content planning occurred during both the PBL-PI and PBL-High P;
however, instances of high quality content planning did not occur until the second session of
both problem solutions. Content planning was exhibited by all groups, as the concept map
seemed to support content planning throughout all problem solutions. For example, all groups
exhibited content planning when they would note a particular concept on their concept maps and
then discuss examples of its application. A common instance of high quality content planning
occurred when discussing the various types of memory (i.e., sensory, episodic, etc.). Group 2
initially discussed examples of each type that did not necessarily relate to the problem solution;
however, after the group discussed these real-world applications, they identified an additional
example which applied to the solution of the problem. They ultimately discussed how they
would integrate the last example it into their final write up, and also depicted these examples in
their concept map. Group 3 demonstrated high quality content planning when constructing their
map by drawing a crosslink to connect two concepts, and then discussing the concepts’ relation
and how they would incorporate them into their written problem solution during the High-P
condition. As discussed earlier, there was an instance in which Group 2 divided up tasks and
added concepts to the map without further discussion, resulting in low-quality task and content
planning during the PBL-PI condition. Group members also completed the same tasks twice
because the plan was not fully understood by the group members. Group 4 discussed their
findings and it resulted in high content planning because they were able to integrate their ideas to
develop a large schema for both problems; whereas Group 2 and 4 divided tasks which resulted
in low-quality content planning. Instances of low quality content planning also occurred during
both PBL-PI and PBL-High P when group members were not familiar with the topic while
constructing their pre-concept maps and elaborated discussion did not occur. However, when
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groups revisited these concepts after accessing additional resources, it promoted high quality
content planning because group members elaborated on the previously discussed concepts, and
discussed rationales for why these concepts should be incorporated into their content plans.
Monitoring. Three types of monitoring occurred: content monitoring, plan monitoring,
and progress monitoring. Each will be described and examples from all four groups will be
further discussed to examine the variation in quality between the groups.
Content Monitoring. Content monitoring referred to a group exhibiting the ability to
assess their accuracy with the content throughout a task. High quality content monitoring
occurred when students revisited their post-concept map and made connections between
concepts and how they related to the problem solution. Groups 1, 3 and 4, exhibited in depth
discussions of concepts they would place on both the pre-and post-concept maps associated with
SCLT. All groups referenced their maps in group discussion to ensure concepts depicted on the
pre-concept map were relevant to the topic of discussion, and all groups collaboratively
determined what items should be included on their post-concept map and ensured concepts
depicted on the map were included in the final write-up. Group 3 demonstrated instances of high
content monitoring, not all the items placed on their post-concept map during PBL- PI and PBLHigh P were included in their write up. Because they had a total of 68 conceptual gains during
PBL-PI and 26 conceptual gains during PLB-High P, the group discussed and debated which
items should be prioritized as thoughtful and deliberate inclusions in their solution and in their
final write-up.
It is important to note that high quality content monitoring was demonstrated by all
groups during the second session of PBL-High P. During this time group members examined
their final problem solution and determined if the content presented in their solution was
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appropriate for solving the case and application. All group members ensured that their fellow
group members understood the concepts associated with social constructivist learning theory that
had been discussed throughout the problem solution. Instances of high quality content
monitoring also occurred when solving the problem. For example, there were instances in which
members of Group 4 split up the work and wrote on previously designated topics. After writing,
members read their sections on the topic aloud to the group, and the group provided feedback
regarding the individual write-ups. A few group members provided lengthy feedback, and
highlighted evidence from the text to support their recommended changes. The group then
worked together to come up with a revised draft of the concept write-ups and integrated all group
members’ ideas.
Instances of low quality content monitoring occurred when group members were focused
on finding the right answer rather than on ensuring conceptual understanding. Both Groups 2 and
3 exhibited high quality and low quality content monitoring during the second PBL-High P
condition. Groups 2 and 3 created their pre-concept map and, rather than discussing which items
to include on the map, some group members would write a concept down before discussing with
the group. When creating the post-concept map group members did tend to discuss concepts
before placing them on the map; however, instances in which some group members wrote before
discussing did occur and were modified after they were discussed by the group.
Instances of low-quality content monitoring were evident during PBL-PI when
individuals made a recommendation without providing any further explanation or elaboration, or
failed to provide an example of application from theory to practice. Additionally, instances in
which group members made changes or switched tasks without providing additional input or
feedback to explain their changes were also considered low quality content monitoring. This
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occurred with Group 3. Though these revisions may have resulted in more accurate group
product, the interactions were considered low quality because the lack of feedback meant that
group members’ misconceptions were not remedied. Low quality content monitoring also
occurred with Group 2 when a group member did not equally contribute to the process of group
monitoring—whether because certain members were considered “in charge” of the group or
because one member ignored another member’s monitoring efforts.
Plan monitoring. Plan monitoring occurred when a group exhibited the ability to revisit
their plan to ensure they were meeting their goals and sub-goals. High quality plan monitoring
occurred when the group would revisit the group plan to ensure that they were working on the
correct step, or to clarify any misconceptions they had about the current plan. Planned
monitoring was infrequent across all groups throughout both PBL-High P and PBL- PI. Plan
monitoring occurred in the second session of each problem solution for both PBL-High P and
PBL-PI, at which point groups worked to ensure that all members knew where they left off and
what steps they were take that class meeting. This occurred more frequently during PBL-High P.
Low quality plan monitoring occurred when the primary investigator had to initiate group
monitoring. For example, there were instances during PBL-PI, in which the primary investigator
would ask members from Group 2 what steps they were taking and if those steps aligned with the
group’s original plan. Though the groups were prompted to engage in high quality plan
monitoring in these instances, they were not categorized as high quality planning since the
groups did not initiate the process. Group 1 did an excellent job of developing a study plan for
Charlie, but this could be because their concept map incorporated pieces of their plan they
referred to and discussed during the write-up.
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Progress monitoring. Progress monitoring occurred when groups recognized
accomplishments, identified what remained to be completed, and ensured that they were working
efficiently by monitoring the time. For example, Group 4 exhibited moderately-low quality
progress monitoring during PBL-High P by delegating small jobs for short intervals of time.
They would give their team members opportunities to conduct research on a designated concept
for no more than 10 minutes then reconvene and relay what they found to the group by sharing
ideas and discussing the topic thoroughly. Sometimes more than one individual would conduct
research on the same topic to ensure through understanding. After discussing the research
findings, the group would determine if further research needed to be conducted. If they needed to
find more information about the topic they would do so, but before doing so they would
determine, based on time, if research should be done by one or two people. If there was a lot of
time left often it would be done by one person, if time was limited then two individuals would
conduct research._
Group 1 and Group 3 exhibited high quality monitoring progress by ensuring that they
were staying on pace and maintaining awareness of how much time remained to make sure they
completed the tasks within the time allocated during PBL-PI and PBL-High P. While monitoring
time allowed some groups to work effectively, other groups who monitored time became
distracted, focused less on understanding the content, and demonstrated low quality progress
monitoring as a result. For example, there was an instance in which Group 2 rushed to complete
the problem during PBL-High P and, in doing so, one individual took on the responsibility rather
than ensuring that the other group members understood how they were going to incorporate a
particular concept into their problem solution. Progress monitoring was more apparent during
PBL-High P condition, this was because all groups had to ensure everyone knew the material for
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the comprehension assessment. Multiple groups discussed how much they had to accomplish and
how much time they had to review as a group before sitting down for the comprehension
assessment.
Behavioral Engagement. Behavioral engagement occurred when individuals used
various strategies to encourage their group members to be actively involved in the group product.
High quality behavioral engagement involved instances in which members asked conceptual
questions to keep each other engaged with, or to help refocus on, the task. All four groups
exhibited high quality behavioral engagement strategies to ensure their peers were remaining ontask. For example, if a member from Group 1 noticed another group member disengaged often
they would ask them a question in order to gain their perspective on the discussion topic. Low
quality behavioral engagement occurred when students simply encouraged other group members
to remain focused and stay on task, but did not do anything to prompt a reconnection to the
material. Other instances of low level behavioral engagement occurred when a group member
would ask a disengaged member a close-ended question which could be answered with a oneword response rather than in a way that required the member to be an active participant in the
group. There were also instances in which Group 3 did not encourage an off-task, nonparticipating group member to engage in group work during PBL-PI. In these cases members
ignored the peer, and the other team members took on more work as a result. During the PBLHigh P condition this group did ensure that everyone was equally contributing towards the group
product, and assigned each member particular tasks to aid in this.
While the high-interdependence condition was designed to prevent a situation in which
group members did not equally contribute from occurring, there were instances in which it still
did. For example, in one instance Group 2’s members did not encourage a disengaged member to
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participate in working on the problem solution. Instead, they waited until the end of the problem
solution and then one member worked to ensure that everyone, including the disengaged
member, had a conceptual understanding of the topic because they knew that the assessment
grades would all be averaged together.
Quality of Socially Shared Regulation
To answer the question 2A, “What kind of SSR processes are exhibited by students
working on PBL activities?” the primary investigator and research assistant conducted a
qualitative discourse analysis to further explore the meaning behind these social interactions in
relation to the quality of SSR across the groups. To do this the scoring team collaboratively
ranked the group’s quality of SSRL based on the coded processes that have been discussed. After
analysis it was concluded that Group 1 exhibited the highest quality of SSRL, while Group 2
exhibited the lowest. Taking a closer look at both groups can aid in identifying what processes
were exhibited during these PBL tasks, as well as offer the opportunity to identify some targets
for future research which could address ways to support learners to ensure high quality SSR is
achieved during PBL.
Group 1 maintained high quality social regulation, which supported group productivity
and a focus on content monitoring and understanding. Group 1 began to work on the tasks by
engaging in high quality task planning, content planning, and progress monitoring. Upon
receiving the PBL case, the group read the case out loud. Once the group read the case, members
thoroughly reviewed the case to identify concepts, questions that the case was proposing, and
theoretical applications of which they had previous knowledge that would aid in addressing the
problem (i.e., content planning). Members collaboratively discussed the questions to ensure
everyone knew what the questions were asking, and they used the information gathering sheet to
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devise an answer to each question after through discussion (i.e., task planning). They worked
together to understand the directions in order to devise a plan, and kept track of their progress
along the way. Collaborative planning and shared plan monitoring helped Group 1 avoid many
of the pitfalls other groups faced. Group 1 quickly caught mistakes while following directions,
and planned efficiently so that they were able to devote a majority of time and regulatory
resources to the task and monitoring understanding. The strategy of monitoring progress also
proved effective for this group. However, the group’s behavioral engagement was variable, as
members exhibited instances of low-level reminders to stay on task by other group members, as
well as higher quality instances aimed at redirecting members to certain aspects of the task (e.g.
“hey can you check something in the textbook for me?”).
Group 1 had sustained positive socioemotional interactions, with infrequent negative
interactions that were mild and quickly resolved if they occurred. The positive interactions were
especially helpful in encouraging monitoring and collaboration (e.g., “I don’t understand the
differences between the concepts you are talking about, can you explain?”), which prompted the
group to consider the identified concern and monitor task work rather than engaging in putdowns or other negative interactions. This group also appeared committed to ensuring that all
members understood the tasks, as evidenced by increased monitoring of each other’s
understanding and working to make sure that all members were included in the task work.
Additionally, this group was adamant about making a plan and adhering to it; and, rather than
criticizing off-task behavior, members encouraged each other to remain on task. These positive
socioemotional interactions helped facilitate behavioral engagement.
Group 2 exhibited the most instances of low-quality socially shared regulation (i.e., low
task planning, content planning, and monitoring of the plan). During the first group problem
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solution (PBL-PI) they exhibited instances of low-task planning as they failed to establish a plan
as a group. The instructor had to encourage the group to complete their information gathering
sheet and to work together. They also needed additional support from the instructor to use the
pre-concept map to identify known concepts and establish a baseline sense of the topics of which
the group as a whole was aware prior to conducting research. When solving the problem, the
instructor also had to provide reminders for the group to reference their information gathering
sheet to ensure they were monitoring the plan they initially set up (e.g. “Are you guys referring
to question 6 on the Information Gathering worksheet?”. During the PBL-High P condition, the
instructor had to encourage Group 2 to elaborate their responses to the information gathering
sheet, because they shared the belief that they “did not have to write everything down.” Also,
during both problem solutions there were instances in which this group exhibited low behavioral
engagement and non-collaborative behaviors. For example, one group member did not contribute
equal effort during PBL-PI, and fellow group members did not encourage the member to
contribute. Instead, they remained quiet and kept to themselves. Despite this, the group did
display some instances of behavioral engagement during the second group problem there were
instances. For example, during the PBL-High P group members encouraged the member’s
participation by assigning more specific tasks (e.g. “can the two of you look up social learning
theory while we look up social constructivist learning theory along with the theorists?”). Though
this increased the student’s participation, the group did not acknowledge all the contributions
which resulted in low-socioemotional interactions overall.
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Relationship between SSR, Problem Solution Scores, and Assessment Scores
Group 1 had the highest mean score for both problem solutions which included a social
component (PBL-PI and PBL-High P), and the highest quality of SSR. This group had the lowest
conceptual gains for both PBL-PI and PBL- High P; however, their maps communicated that
they revised their understanding of the theories accurately and they provided concepts that were
more closely associated with practical theoretical concepts. This group exhibited high quality
task planning by ensuring each group member understood the instructions prior to both PBL-PI
and PBL-High P, and used their information gathering sheet as a tool to help develop a plan for
their problem solution. Despite their low conceptual gains, this group did engage in positive
socioemotional strategies (i.e., active listening and waited for the group members to share their
thoughts, acknowledged their group members thoughts on the concepts, and then shared their
own ideas on the concepts) during group discussion and adjusted their map to include agreed
upon information that was deeper than what was initially depicted on their pre-concept map. This
group also listened to each of its group member’s contributions and provided many instances in
which they praised their groupmates for their contributions (e.g. “Thank you for explaining the
differences between declarative and procedural memory.”).
Group 4 had the highest take-home final and in-class final scores, and the quality of SSR
was ranked moderate-high. Group 4 also had the highest mean average of comprehension
assessment scores for SCLT. They exhibited instances of high quality SSR processes throughout
both problem solutions; however, high quality SSR was only sustained through PBL-High P and
not during PBL-PI. During the first problem solution, task planning was low as the group
initially did not work together to establish a plan. During the second group PBL (i.e., PBL-High
P) they did ensure a plan was in place prior to beginning the task. The quality of content
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monitoring for the first problem solution was somewhat moderate in the beginning but increased
during the second class meeting of the first group problem solution. During the second problem
solution this group exhibited high quality content monitoring throughout the task. Also during
the PBL-PI there were members that did not contribute to the group’s pre-concept map.
Additionally, positive socioemotional strategies were not always evident, as there were instances
in which they did not include all group member’s contributions to the group product. During
PBL-High P these strategies to engage others were adjusted and the group listened to all group
member contributions.
Group 3 had the highest comprehension assessment score for cognitive learning theory
(PBL-PI), and behavior learning theory (PBL-I). This group also had the most conceptual gains
on both concept maps. Overall this group exhibited moderate-low SSR. More specifically this
group did exhibit instances of low quality task planning during PBL-PI and low behavioral
engagement. Interestingly this group exhibited instances of very high quality content planning
and instances of low quality content planning, which resulted in low group cohesion and
instances of collaborative and non-collaborative interactions. Instances of low content
monitoring occurred when group members placed concepts on the concept map without group
discussion; while instances of low-group cohesion and non-collaboration occurred when groups
were conducting research on concepts associated with solving the problem. During the second
problem solution Group 2 continued to exhibit instances of low behavioral engagement, but there
were instances in which they positively encouraged group members to contribute to the group
product.
Group 2 had the highest score for the problem solution on behavior learning theory (PBLI), but the lowest score on the corresponding comprehension assessment. The group also
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exhibited instances of low-task planning, content planning, monitoring the plan and low behavior
engagement. The instructor had to encourage them to create a plan, and suggested that they
reference their information gathering sheet and concept map throughout solving the problem.
Lastly, there were instances in which group members were not involved or encouraged to
contribute to group discussion. Further analysis of possible factors that contributed to these
results I provided in the discussion section of this paper.
Analysis of Student Feedback
Many researchers use feedback from their subjects to assess their experimental designs.
In the case of this study, student feedback served the dual purpose of helping evaluate the course
structure as well as the experimental design. Student perceptions of the learning design, based on
past and recent learning experiences, have an important influence on the learning strategies they
use and impact the quality of their learning outcomes (Fry, et al., 1999). Therefore, it is
important for instructors, and in this case researchers, to understand these perceptions,
particularly for the purpose of identifying ways to improve the learning and experimental designs
in the future.
Students were provided with a voluntary survey that was distributed immediately after
the in-class examination on the last day of the educational psychology course. The survey
consisted of several rating scales and open-ended questions related to the various forms of PBL
instruction students experienced throughout the course. A total of 12 students agreed to provide
feedback, and the primary investigator left the room while surveys were completed. Students’
answers remained anonymous.
Students had an opportunity to rate the various forms of scaffolding that were available
throughout the PBL experience (e.g., information gathering sheet, question prompts presented on
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the problem solution worksheet, the use of concept maps, the teacher as a facilitator) on a scale
of 1(not very helpful) to 5 (very helpful). Students rated the concept maps and the teacher as
equally the most helpful methods of scaffolding (3.8 average rating), the information gathering
sheet (3.5 average rating), and problem solution prompts as the least helpful (2.67 average
rating). When given the opportunity to write about their thoughts, students reported that the
concept maps were crucial to the learning experience because they facilitated communication
and highlighted important concepts that may have typically been missed or forgotten about in an
unrecorded conversation. While the maps were considered useful in learning the PBL process
overall, some students did note that they would have liked the opportunity to use their own
system or organization once they became familiar with PBL.
Four major themes emerged from the students’ responses about the PBL experience. One
key theme was that students were uncomfortable with PBL when it was first introduced, but
became more comfortable as their familiarity with the procedures increased. Another theme was
that, though some students continued to prefer individual over group work, they consistently
communicated an appreciation for the benefits gained from PBL group work. One such benefit
that they identified was the opportunity to expand their own thinking and to approach problems
in novel ways when working with peers. A third theme was that students found instructor
scaffolding both helpful and necessary, as it encouraged them to think more deeply about certain
concepts and topics. Lastly, students expressed an interest in using PBL in their teaching
practices in the future, but also reported feeling that they would need more training on how to
effectively implement it in their own classrooms.
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Discussion
Group work provides many educational benefits, and by understanding the group
processes that help support socially shared regulation, educators can determine how to better
support their learners in PBL. By using the guidelines on the scaffolding framework presented by
Belland, Kim, and Hannafin’s (2013) and social interdependence theory, this study sought to
improve on motivation and cognition, to extend on previous research conduct by Manente (2014)
and Rogat and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011; 2013), and determine whether incorporating concept
maps into PBL task would improve student performance and increase the frequency and quality
of SSR. The study was designed to explore three primary research questions: 1) do concept maps
serve as an adequate structure to scaffold student development of skills related PBL, 2) what
PBL instructional designs provide opportunities for students to engage in SSR, and 3) to what
degree do concept maps affect the quality of SSR exhibited within small group work; as well as
six follow-up questions discussed below.
In order to explore the research questions, many supports were put in place with the aim
of assisting learners during the three PBL conditions. Each support was carefully and
intentionally selected for its applicability to one or more aspects of Belland et al.’s (2013)
scaffolding framework; as such, the practice problem, the case itself, the information gathering
sheet, the problem solution worksheet and concept maps were all important to ultimate student
outcomes. However, it should be noted that some of the selected materials represented more than
one guideline within the framework, rather than being applied in an isolated way. A brief
description of how each guideline was considered is provided below.
The problem was presented to the students in the form of a real-world case that students
might encounter in the future in order to foster interest, establish task value, and promote
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autonomy. The case was also presented in an open-ended way, which provided opportunities for
students to self-direct their own learning by making choices that would contribute to the solution
of their problem. The information gathering sheet, problem solution sheet, and concept maps
were included to promote mastery goals, belongingness, and expectancy for success. Each item
was created to generate focused feedback from the instructor and peers, in order to ensure that
students were pushing each other for further understanding as they encountered new concepts
and worked to apply them to real world settings. Belongingness was fostered by ensuring
students used the concept maps to display their group understanding of concepts associated with
each focus topic. Additionally, the placement of concepts on the maps was intended to encourage
group members to discuss the concepts, assess personal understanding, and use this information
to negotiate shared understanding in order to construct solutions to the problems. Lastly, in order
to promote expectancy for success, students were presented with a practice problem before they
engaged in the three graded problem solutions so that they could see that the task was
achievable.
Results supported the effectiveness of this structure, and ultimately demonstrated that
concept maps can be used by instructors to provide scaffolding techniques that foster student
understanding during PBL. Additionally, this study demonstrated that concept maps can serve as
a shared medium which fosters thoughtful discussion among students during the problem solving
process, and, in turn, can lead to compelling problem solutions and increased comprehension
assessment scores. Finally, this study went beyond describing scaffolding processes and direct
PBL outcomes, and demonstrated that the use of concept maps influences the interrelationship
between SSRL processes, instructional strategies, and instructional design to impact the quality
of SSR exhibited by groups during PBL.
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This chapter will discuss a) prominent findings from the data in response to the research
questions and existing literature, b) ways that this study contributes to the existing literature, c)
implications for practice, d) ways that future research might continue to build on these findings,
and e) limitations of this study.
Intervention Outcomes
Concept maps as a PBL scaffold. In short, concept maps do serve as a structure
through which instructors can scaffold the development of skills related to PBL, because they
allow student to visually share ideas, discuss the ideas with their collaborative peers, adjust their
own thinking, and work in collaboration with group members to devise an agreed upon solution.
Their use also allows the instructor to provide targeted scaffolding through reviewing group
maps and listening to group discussion. In order to explore this question deeper, it is imperative
that we have fully answered the sub-questions that are associated with Question 1.
Impact of concept maps on task and assessment performance. One research question
explored whether the use of concept maps impacts individual and group task and assessment
performance. Outcomes of this investigation demonstrated that the use of concept maps does
support student learning during the problem solving process, and also has a positive impact on
students’ assessment outcomes. This study found that when groups participated in the PBL-High
PI they had higher problem solution scores than in the PBL-PI condition, and performed best on
comprehension assessments during the PBL-High PI condition as well. This is partially
inconsistent with Manente’s (2014) results which found that students had higher problem
solution scores during PBL-PI than in PBL-High PI; however, he also found that students had
higher comprehension assessment scores in PBL-High PI than in PBL-PI. In both studies,
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however, students in the positive interdependence conditions performed better than students in
the individual PBL condition.
Problem solution scores. It should be noted that it is not possible to directly compare the
mean problem solution scores from this study to Manente’s (2014) study, because he used two
scoring rubrics—the scoring rubric used in this study (see Figure 10) and an additional rubric
that assessed the quality of the written problem solutions. Manente combined the scores of both
rubrics to calculate a total grade; however, information identifying how scores were allocated
was not available. Nevertheless, while the mean scores cannot be compared because, an
additional number was factored into Manente’s average.
Manente attributed his results to the impact of cognitive load on learners when they
engage in PBL. He stated, “as the quality of collaboration increases, cognitive load also
increases” (2014, p.102). In other words, he proposed that students had lower problem solution
scores in the PBL-High PI condition because the increased demands of a higher level of
collaboration resulted in mental strain that ultimately caused students to perform more poorly.
Cognitive load theory assumes a limited capacity for working memory which consists of
subcomponents that deal with auditory, verbal, and visual information (Sweller, 1994). Cognitive
load theory also posits unlimited long-term storage for schemas that vary in their degree of
automation (Sweller, 1994). Educators who accept cognitive load theory take into consideration
guidelines that aim to minimize extraneous cognitive load by assisting in the presentation of
information to ensure students can focus on the content and the acquisition of knowledge
(Sweller, 1994). The results of this study may have differed from Manente’s (2014) because the
inclusion of concept maps provided enough support during the PBL-High PI condition that
students were able to continue to improve despite the increase in cognitive load. The lower
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scores during the first problem solution (PBL-I) are also worth noting, as the requirements of
learning how to use concept maps may have effectively produced too much cognitive load for
one individual to handle.
Comprehension assessment scores. For this study, results indicated that students
performed better on the comprehension assessment in the PBL-High PI condition compared to
the PBL-PI condition, and that both collaborative conditions resulted in higher scores than the
PBL-I condition. These results were consistent with Manente’s (2014) results, and indicate that
some type of collaborative component is necessary for PBL to be most effective. It was also
possible to directly compare the assessment means across both studies, as the same grading
rubric and procedure were used. This comparison demonstrated that comprehension assessment
scores for all three conditions in the current study were higher than the respective mean for each
condition in Manente’s (2014) study. This supports the idea that the use of concept maps can
help to improve student performance during PBL.
Take home final scores. Students in the current study scored higher on their take home
final exam, across all 3 conditions, when compared to respective participant scores in Manente
(2014). This finding also lends support to the value of concept maps in increasing student
learning during PBL. The researcher does acknowledge that while the use of concept maps is one
apparent differentiating factor which could account for the differences between studies, other
factors do exist. For example, the course material was taught by a different instructor and
different scorers. However, it is important to note that Wichtel-Myles was the research assistant
for Manente’s work, and was able to observe the instruction to ensure consistency when teaching
her section of the Educational Psychology course. Also, Wichtel-Myles assisted with the grading
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of Manente’s findings, which helped to ensure grading consistency across both studies, but an
additional research assistant was recruited to assist with grading Wichtel’s data.
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Figure 10: Mean comparison of take home finals across Manete’s (2014) study and WichtelMyles’ (2019) Mean Comparisons
In-class final scores. The in-class examination scores could not be compared because, it
is unclear how the primary investigator of Manente’s (2014) study calculated the mean.
However, when trends for the three conditions were compared visually, similar trends are
represented.
Summary. Overall, analyses support the idea that concept maps lead to improved
performance during PBL. There is also evidence that when students work individually, they are
not receiving the benefits that come from collaborative learning and may be less able to learn
new material if cognitive demands are too great. Incorporating concept maps into collaborative
learning enables students to receive support from their instructor and peers in ways that are not
always possible when working alone. In particular, the instructor’s ability to passively monitor
group discussion or review concept maps makes it possible for the instructor to intervene when
necessary in ways that are tailored to the unique needs of the students. This, combined with the
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demonstrated value of effective collaborative learning, ultimately provides students with more
resources throughout the problem-solving process, and in turn, produces better learning
outcomes.
Impact of conceptual gains on performance outcomes. A second component of the
first research question explored whether students’ conceptual gains when using concept maps
were associated with change in performance on problem solutions, comprehension assessments,
and final exams. A closer look at the pattern of conceptual gains and scores across groups may
offer some insight into this question. Group 1 had the fewest conceptual gains, across all groups,
during the PBL-PI/CLT (gains = 3) and the PBL-High PI/SCLT (gains = 0) conditions. In
contrast, this group had the highest problem solution scores for the PBL-PI/CLT and the PBLHigh PI/SCLT conditions. Additionally, they had the lowest mean score on the comprehension
assessment, take home final, and in-class final for the PBL-PI/CLT condition; as well as the
lowest mean score on the take-home final and in-class final for the PBL-High PI/SCLT
condition. They had the second lowest mean score for the comprehension assessment for this
condition as well. Lastly, they had the lowest overall take-home final score and in class final
score. In sum, Group 1 had the fewest conceptual gains in both collaborative concept maps, the
highest scores for both collaborative problem solutions, and some of the lowest scores for all
summative assessments. Ultimately, these patterns provide an inconsistent picture of the impact
of conceptual gains on performance outcomes in PBL. It does not appear that fewer conceptual
gains are indicative of lower problem solution scores (e.g. Group 1); however, it does appear that
fewer gains may be indicative of lower scores on overall assessments of the target concepts.
Reasons for these outcomes could be that comprehension assessments test domain specific
knowledge, by measuring their ability to apply the course content to open-ended questions.
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Students had to communicate, define, and elaborate on as many concepts associated with the
focus top. Also, when taking the comprehension assessment students did not have specific
prompts like they did during the problem solutions. Students were not required to make a
concept map when taking their comprehension assessment, however, they were permitted to do
so if they chose to. It is important to note that no students elected to make a concept map during
the assessment.
Group 3 had the highest number of conceptual gains, across all groups, for both the PBLPI/CLT (gains = 68) and PBL-High PI/SCLT (gains = 26) conditions. This group had the second
highest problem solution score for the PBL-PI/CLT condition, and the second highest problem
solution score for the PBL-High PI/SCLT condition. Additionally, they had the second highest
score on the comprehension assessment and take-home final, as well as the second highest score
for the in-class final, related to the PBL-PI/CLT condition. They also had the second highest
score for the comprehension assessment, take-home final, and in-class final related to the PBLHigh PI/SCLT condition. Lastly, they had the second highest overall take-home final score, and
third highest overall in-class final score. It was noted earlier that these groups used cross-links
within their concept map to connect concepts from different domains. The purpose of the
problem-solutions and the comprehension assessments was to assess domain-specific content on
a focus topic, therefore, the pattern of the scores from Group 3 provides evidence that more
conceptual gains could lead to higher performance outcomes.
One of the key factors that may explain the patterns of results seen in the relationship
between conceptual gains and student performance outcomes is that the purpose of concept maps
is for students to exchange conceptual knowledge. As a result, if a group focused on solving the
problem and primarily discussed logistics related to that goal, or focused their discussion on only
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a few concepts most relevant to solving the problem, then this could have resulted in strong
problem solutions but lower summative assessment scores due to a lack of deep conceptual
understanding. And, this lack of deep understanding would be consistent with a lack of
conceptual gains. Conversely, if a group’s discussion focused on conceptual understanding as
opposed to solving the problem, this could have resulted in a lower problem solution score and
higher summative assessment scores, given that summative assessments placed a greater focus
on the acquisition of conceptual knowledge. Another possibility is that Group 3 placed such an
emphasis on including a larger quantity of concepts in their first map that they did not focus
sufficiently on incorporating the concepts into their written problem solution. Ultimately,
however, while some correlation may exist between conceptual gains and student outcomes,
overall gains do not appear to consistently reflect student performance on problem solutions and
summative assessments.
PBL instructional designs and SSR. The second research question explored which
PBL instructional designs provide opportunities for students to engage in SSR. Group
discussions during both PBL-PI and PBL- High PI were analyzed to determine the extent to
which these designs provided opportunities to engage in SSRL. The results showed that all
groups exhibited high quality SSR (i.e., task planning, plan monitoring, and progress monitoring)
during the PBL-High PI condition. It is important to note that the conversations produced during
the PBL-I/BLT condition were not analyzed for SSR processes, because the design did not have
a collaborative element. However, while it is beyond the scope of this paper, there would be
value in future research that analyzes the extent to which individual’s self-regulatory strategies in
the PBL-independent condition relate to their degree of participation in the co-regulation and
SSRL in the collaborative conditions.
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SSR processes exhibited during PBL. A second component of question 2 looked in
more detail and the kinds of SSR processes exhibited by students when working on PBL
activities.
Planning. As stated above, qualitative analyses revealed that while all groups exhibited
processes of SSR, not all groups sustained instances of high-quality SSR. High quality task
planning occurred most often when students used the information gathering sheet during the
PBL- High PI condition. Instances of low-quality task planning occurred most often during the
PBL-PI condition, as there were members of the groups that jumped ahead and did not ensure
that all members had a thorough understanding of the case instructions. Notably, Groups 2 and 4
did not initially engage in discussion related to the plan (i.e., task planning or monitoring of the
plan) during PBL-PI; however, after they accessed course material and conducted research on the
topic, they were more active in group discussions related to the plan. This may point to the
impact that a lack of understanding of a concept or theory may have on students’ ability to
engage in SSR.
Instances of high-quality content planning was demonstrated during the second session of
each PBL condition across all groups. This was likely the case because many of the groups had
little knowledge of the concepts associated with the theories presented in each case until after
they conducted research. As a result, it is possible that after completing additional reading
between class sessions, members had more knowledge, were able to engage more deeply with
the content, and could compose a better group plan.
Monitoring. High-quality content monitoring occurred during the second session of
PBL-High-PI, and was exhibited by Groups 1 and 4. A common characteristic of the groups that
exhibited high-quality content planning and high-quality content monitoring was that they
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referenced their pre-and post-concept maps throughout the problem solving process. While plan
monitoring did occur, it was the least exhibited process throughout all problem solutions across
all groups. It occurred during the second session of each problem solution when group members
from Groups 1, 3, and 4 checked to make sure they were meeting the expectations of their
previously established plans. There was an instance in which the instructor had to remind
students from Group 2 to ensure they were meeting their original goals, which prompted students
to engage in high quality plan monitoring. However, because these instances were prompted they
did not count as high-quality interactions.
Groups 1 and 4 consistently demonstrated high-quality progress monitoring; whereas,
Groups 2 and 3 exhibited instances of both high- and low-quality progress monitoring.
Differences in the groups’ uses of monitoring could be seen in the groups that used high-quality
task planning and high-quality content planning. The use of high-quality planning made it more
likely for groups to engage in progress monitoring because they had the groups collective
determination of how they would proceed with the problem solving process to reference when
exhibiting monitoring their progress. Groups used progress monitoring by recognizing tasks they
have completed and what was left to complete in order to make sure that they had completed all
the tasks they had identified when discussing the instructions for the problem solution. Groups
used progress monitoring when determining how much time they had left within the session in
order to ensure they had enough time to review the content as a group for the comprehension
assessment. In sum, high-quality progress monitoring, was not possible without high-quality task
planning, and high quality content planning; without a well throughout out plan it was difficult
for groups to monitor progress.
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Behavioral engagement. A few of the low-quality behavior regulatory strategies groups
used have already been discussed, but were not highlighted as such. Common examples were
instances in which an individual did not contribute to group discussion and group members did
not encourage that member to reengage and participate, or when the instructor observed
instances in which a group member was disengaged she would provide the disengaged individual
with thought provoking question. For example the instructor asked a member from Group 2,
“what do you think the differences are between the various types of memory discussed in the
chapter on cognition?” Questions such as these aimed to prompt the disengaged group member
to contribute to group discussion, and prompt the other group members to listen to the group
members’ answer. However, questions such as these also inadvertently served as a way for the
instructor to check for student understanding of the content. For example, when this question was
presented to the learner, the learner could not adequately explain the various types of memory
(i.e. episodic, semantic, procedural, declarative, etc.), while it did provoke group discussion, and
did ensure the group members were attending to the disengaged individual, it also could have
negatively contributed to the group cohesion. More specifically, if a group member thought that
the individual did not complete the reading related to the material, they may have thought their
contributions were not sufficient and may not have incorporated their ideas into the overall group
product. High-quality behavior regulatory strategies were exhibited and sustained by Groups 1,
3, and 4, in all collaborative conditions. Group 2’s lack of use of behavioral engagement could
have contributed to the outcomes they produced.
Socioemotional interactions. Small socioemotional interactions can be difficult to
monitor; however, the presence of positive socioemotional interactions is imperative to ensure
when students provided each other with feedback throughout the PBL conditions. Examples of
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these types of interactions are active listening and respectful exchanges. There were instances in
which a group member was not included in a group task which represented low-quality
behavioral regulation; however, but, there were not instances in which a group member was
disrespected or discouraged from participating which would have been negative socioemotional
interactions. Additionally, groups exhibited instances of high-quality vocal socioemotional
interactions (e.g., speaking respectfully, praising each other’s’ contributions etc.); however the
quality of these interactions was not a primary focus of this study because a thorough analyses of
the degree to which these interactions took place would have required the review of video
recordings to determine any situations in which students exhibited gestural or body cues that
represented either positive or negative socioemotional interactions. Nevertheless, it appears
positive vocal socioemotional strategies were prevalent across all groups in which group
members encouraged one another and commended one another’s contributions which contributed
to the group products produced by the groups.
Impact of concept maps on SSR quality. The third research question explored to what
degree concept maps impacted the quality of SSR exhibited within small group work. However,
based on the structure of this study, the impact of concept maps on the quality of SSR cannot be
precisely identified. However, it is clear that group SSRL processes were exhibited when
students engaged with their concept maps and referenced them when solving the problem
solutions. In order to explore how the frequency of high quality SSR could be influenced by
concept maps, one would need to explore the quality of the concepts placed on the map. By
determining the quality of the content placed on the map one might be able to determine if those
groups who exhibited more frequent instances of high quality regulation also produced a more
high quality content on their map. Also, future research might aim to determine frequency counts
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of how often groups referred to their map in order to determine if a correlation exists between
frequent referencing of concept map and high quality socially shared regulation. Frequency
counts could be identified via the recorded conversations and the video tapes.
Use of High-quality SSR during concept mapping. A secondary question explored
whether students engaged in high-quality SSR when using concept maps as a tool to solve
problems. Results demonstrated that learners did exhibit high-quality SSR when using concept
maps during the interdependent PBL environments, which supports the use of concept mapping
as an effective tool to support learners in collaborative contexts. It was also notable that concept
maps appeared to promote increased high-quality content planning and monitoring. As students
accessed additional resources, they would revisit their maps, elaborate on the previously
discussed concepts, and discuss rationales for why these concepts should be incorporated into
their content plans. The use of concept maps was also linked to instances of high-quality content
monitoring during the PBL-High PI/SCLT condition. These findings are consistent with Rogat
and Linnenbrink-Garcia (2011) who notes “a key element of high level content monitoring was
the focus on ensuring group member’s understanding of the content” (2011; p.390) It could be
that the PBL-High PI condition emphasized the focus of content monitoring since it was
imperative that each group member understood the content for comprehension assessment which
would be evaluated through Team Assessment. For example, though Group 1 exhibited fewer
conceptual gains on their concept map, but engaged in a higher degree of enriched discussion
regarding what should be on the map and chose to prioritize including the prominent concepts on
the map rather than getting as many concepts on their map as possible. One of the main purposes
of concept maps is that they are a useful learning strategy for learners to determine what they
know, and what they need to find out.
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Student centered instructional design and High-quality SSR. An additional follow-up
question sought to identify what student centered PBL instructional designs provide
opportunities for students to engage in high quality SSR when using concept maps as a tool.
Results demonstrated that the PBL-High PI design produced the best student outcomes when
also using concept maps as an instructional support. As noted earlier, this design combination led
to the highest scores on both collaborative comprehension assessments and problem solutions
because students were dependent on one another to develop a viable solution to the problem and
have full understanding of the concepts since their grade would impact the scores of their peers.
The concept maps were useful in supporting content-monitoring, especially when groups
constructed their revised maps as they discussed which concepts they should place on the map
and how they should be connected. While some groups’ members initially place concepts on the
map without consulting with their group, eventually all groups, except Group 2, collaboratively
discussed all concepts that were placed on their revised maps to ensure that everyone understood
the concept and its relation to other concepts and the theory. This degree of collaboration was
likely seen in the High PI condition because students recognized that their grades were heavily
dependent on each other and they could easily visualize their group’s conceptual understanding
by referencing their concept map.
High quality progress monitoring was also more apparent during the PBL-High PI
condition. This may have been due to the fact that all groups had to ensure that everyone knew
the material for the comprehension assessment, as several groups made comments related to how
much they had to accomplish, and how much time they had to review as a group, before sitting
down for the comprehension assessment.
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The use of concept maps in the High PI condition may also have led to more instances of
high quality instances of behavioral engagement, as group members provided each other with
reminders that were to work on the problem solution collaboratively. For example, many group
members would remind other group members that they all needed to be involved in the work
product. There were a few instances in which a group member would look at the concept map
and notice another group member did not contribute to the physical development of the concept
map, and suggest they add a concept. Lastly, all groups chose to review the concepts associated
with SCLT after the completion of their map to ensure everyone understood the concepts.
Positive Interdependence and high-quality SSR. Lastly, this study sought to explore
how “team evaluation” (PBL High-PI) fosters a higher level of interdependence and sustained
collaboration, and, in turn, supports high quality socially shared regulation. As discussed
previously, results from this study showed that students performed best and engaged in more
consistent high-quality SSR in the PBL-High PI condition. Thus, it is important to consider how
the High-PI condition contributed to such strong student scores on problem solutions and
concept maps, as well as and the ways in which groups exhibited high-quality SSR during this
condition as well. The High-PI condition was designed to promote the development of mastery
goals by fostering cooperation rather than competition between peers within the work groups.
The promotion of mastery goals is a key component of Belland et al.’s (2013) framework, and
has been supported by research on social interdependence theory (Johnson & Johnson, 2005;
Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson, et al., 1981). As noted earlier, research on social interdependence
theory focuses on positive goal interdependence which emphasizes that positive goals and
reward interdependence are needed to maximize student achievement (Johnson, Maruyama,
Johnson, et al., 1981). Positive reward independence occurs when all group members receive the
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same reward, such as the group grade that was earned during the High-PI condition. Positive
goal interdependence occurs when students perceive that they can achieve their learning goals if
all members of the group also attain their goals, which was also ensured during the High-PI
condition by averaging individual group member’s grades together. The instructor ensured that
the groups understood that they should have mutual goals, including ensuring that their peers
were active participants in the problem solving process and that they understood the
interworking of their finalized problem solutions, and associated concepts, in order to complete
the task. Positive resource interdependence was also created during this study, as group members
were dependent on each other to share the concept maps, information gathering sheet, and
problem solution worksheet in order to accomplish their shared goals. According to Johnson and
Johnson (2002), combining goal and reward interdependence increases achievement to a greater
degree than goal interdependence alone. As such, the presence of both factors in the PBL-High
PI condition may have contributed to the positive outcomes seen.
It is evident that positive interdependence occurred across groups during the High-PI
condition, as engaging in positive interdependence was essential for a group to be able to exhibit
high quality collaborative interactions. Collaborative interactions during the High-PI condition
resulted in higher quality SSR because groups focused on improving conceptual understanding
by engaging in planning and monitoring. While all groups did not consistently use high-quality
strategies, they did practice them during portions of the session. And, ultimately, it was only
during the PBL-High PI condition that all groups exhibited high-quality content planning and
high-quality content monitoring. Overall, the success of students in the PBL-High PI condition
appears linked to the fact that this condition, more so than the other two study conditions, had the
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greatest number of evidence-based characteristics for increasing effective group shared
regulation and collaboration.
Contributions to Existing Literature
Problem-based Learning (PBL) has been heavily practiced and researched among
educators and across academic contexts, perhaps more than many other instructional designs.
However, despite this, there are still many unknowns in terms of factors that can help improve
students’ ability to make effective use of collaborative skills in the classroom setting, The
findings of the current investigation contribute to this literature by presenting collaborative
concept mapping as a tool that can increase student learning outcomes in PBL. This study also
addressed the use of motivational scaffolding, questions related to concept mapping and
cognitive load, the debate regarding whether collaboration is essential to PBL, as well as ways it
concept mapping can support processes of socially shared regulation using PBL.
While some researchers have found concept maps to be beneficial for student learning
outcomes, others have asserted that the use of concept maps in PBL warrants further
investigation before drawing conclusions as to their effectiveness (Zwall & Ottings, 2012). The
current study contributes to this literature on concept maps and performance outcomes, by
offering an opportunity to directly compare the outcomes of students who used concept maps
with those students in Manente (2014) who did not use them, while holding other design features
constant. (Manente, 2014). As a result, it was possible to show that students scored higher on
comprehension assessments and take-home finals and to link that positive difference to the use of
concept maps in a way that has not been possible in previous literature.
A great deal of research dedicated to understanding how concept maps contribute to the
effectiveness of PBL has been deeply rooted in medical and nursing education (Hsu, 2004).
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These studies have offered significant support for the use of concept maps, and this investigation
extended that support by looking at the benefits within more general educational contexts.
Additionally, the current study is unique in that explores the student learning outcomes even
more deeply by working to understand how the motivational scaffolds incorporated into the
research design led to the effectiveness.
The findings of this study contribute to literature on motivational scaffolds to support
students in PBL, especially undergraduate students, by providing additional support for the value
of information gathering sheets and problem solution worksheets as scaffolds that effectively
require students to consider their peers when making decisions and formulating solutions to the
questions on the shared worksheets (Belland, Kim, & Hannafin, 2013). Ways to scaffold student
learning during PBL, has been a challenge, as there is typically one instructor present with
multiple groups. This investigation also demonstrated that group concept maps can serve as a
tool to address challenges identified in previous research related to the ability of individual
instructors to effectively identify unique student needs and scaffold multiple students across
multiple groups. This also builds on literature associated with the pivotal role teachers play
during PBL in supporting the use of motivational scaffolds (Belland, 2012; Hmelo-Silver &
Barrows, 2006). Although a simple learning strategy, the use of a concept maps in higher
education is often overlooked as a resource. However, the current investigation provides ample
support for the idea that they are a suitable strategy for enabling instructors to monitor multiple
groups efficiently, and to more effectively scaffold student learning.
Researchers have also tried to understand how the inclusion of concept maps could lead
to the reduction of cognitive load in multiple domains (Basque & Lavoie, 2006; Hu & Wu,
2012). These studies have generally supported the idea that the use of concept maps does reduce
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cognitive load, particularly when gradually integrated over time (Basque & Lavoie, 2006; Hu &
Wu, 2012). This study offered similar support for the positive impact of concept maps on
cognitive load when used in collaborative learning settings, but highlighted the possibility that
concept maps may actually increase cognitive load when used for individual learning.
Lastly, findings from this investigation add to the literature on collaboration and socially
shared regulatory processes. There has been debate as to whether or not collaboration is
important in order for PBL to provide the most beneficial outcomes, with some researchers
arguing that collaboration is not necessary (Wirkala & Kuhn, 2011). However, the results of the
current study build on Manente’s (2014) findings which supported collaboration as a necessary
component for successful PBL outcomes. The current study also extended these findings to
explore the interrelationship between evidence-based practices to increase collaboration and
group regulatory processes. Researchers have worked to identify ways in which educators can
promote socially shared regulation, but identified the need to further explore ways to increase
positive interdependence in order to foster higher quality SSR (Rogat & Linnenbrink-Garcia,
2011; 2013). The current study offered insight into this by presenting embedded team evaluation
and collaborative concept mapping as two PBL strategies that would enable an instructor to
foster such higher quality SSR.
Limitations
While this study offers significant findings and numerous contributions to existing
literature, there are also several limitations worth noting. One of the most valuable aspects of any
research study is the ability to generalize the findings to situations, settings, or populations
outside of those involved in the study itself. However, this can also be an area that is limited by
aspects of the study design. For the current study, one way of generalizing the findings would be
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an ability to understand how individuals learn in collaborative groups when engaging in PBL
experiences across different types of settings. One way of testing this would be to explore
whether the effectiveness of the design principles used in this study, particularly Belland et al.’s
(2013) scaffolding design framework, were equally effective for collaborative learning in other
settings. The current study employed the framework in a higher education, general psychology
forum. Additionally, the study only used one type of collaborative learning task (PBL), in one
domain (Educational Psychology), with most of the enrolled students sharing the same
educational level and major (undergraduate, education). Thus, the ability to apply current
findings to other settings (e.g., secondary schools), fields/domains (e.g., mathematics,
economics), populations (e.g., graduate students, professionals), or other forms of collaborative
learning (e.g., teacher preparation programs) may be limited; and any assumptions must be made
carefully.
Participants. Another limitation relates to the selection of study participants.
Randomized selection of participants with a control group is generally considered the study
design most likely to generate results that can be extended to other groups. Given the design of
this study, a control group was not possible and, while the instructor had no control or direct
influence on the students who enrolled in the course, there are ways in which the randomization
of participants may have been limited by study design. First, as mentioned above, all students
were education majors as the course was a course that was unlikely to be taken by students from
other majors; thus, the potential participant pool was immediately limited to a smaller subset of
all students at the university.
As part of informed consent, the fact that the course would be taught differently than
other sections of the same course was noted in the course description provided to the students at
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the time of registration. Thus students had the option of enrolling in the mixed-method course for
this study or taking an alternative section of the course that used a more traditional
lecture/discussion format. This is notable because this may have had an impact on course makeup, as there may be something about the students who self-selected to enroll in a unique section
of the course that differentiates them from students who opted to enroll in the traditional course.
Additionally, there were also a number of students who attended the first class meeting but did
not attend the second course meeting and opted to be removed from the course. These students
may also have decided that they were not interested in participating in the course design used in
the study, further differentiating the final 20 students from the larger pool of possible
participants.
It is also noteworthy that of the 20 students who were enrolled in the course, 4 students
opted to remain in the course but not participate in the study. These students were grouped
together to limit their possible impact on the overall data; however, their choice further limited
the randomization of the 16 students whose data was ultimately analyzed for the study. There is
no way to know in this context how this subset of participants differs from the students who did
not participate; and thus it is possible that the outcomes are in some way unique to these students
and might not be replicable in other populations.
Data. The data collected, and upon which this study was based, also serves as a
limitation. This study relied on observable instances of interaction for the SSR analyses;
however, possible analyses were limited by low frequencies of behavioral engagement episodes
and socioemotional episodes. In other words, because students did not frequently engage in these
specific subcategories of SSR, it was not possible for the researcher to assess differences
between the conditions that might generate specific types of interactions or episodes. As a result,
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findings from the study are extremely limited in scope, and only provide a small degree of
evidence for the interpersonal trends that may occur when using differing forms of scaffolds.
Previous research. While this study aimed to extend research conducted by Manente
(2014) by replicating his study design and incorporating concept maps as a unique component,
there were some limitations to the degree to which the researcher was able to accurately compare
data. Because the exact scores of Manente’s (2014) participants were not available, it was not
possible to sufficiently compare mean scores on the problem solutions across the two studies.
The distinction of how grades were allocated based on the two tier system used in Manente’s
study was not distinguishable. This information is important to ensure consistent evaluation of
the student’s work products across the various methods of assessment (i.e. problem solutions,
comprehension assessment scores, and take-home finals) in order to determine how the
conditions impacted student and group performance outcomes.
Timing. Student ability to become familiar with the materials, and learn the concepts,
used in the study may have been impacted by the time limits imposed on each section.
Instructional time was necessarily limited in order to ensure that the PBL practice and the
sessions all conditions could be completed within the weeks and class sessions of the course.
Given the novel idea of using a concept map and the potential performance deficits stemming
from high cognitive load, is it possible that extra instructional time to allow students to become
better acquainted with how to construct a concept map may have been beneficial. Additionally, if
more time was allotted for training students, they may have had greater comfort with including
more elements into their map. Specifically, students did not use propositional statements, or short
phrases that can be used to further describe a relationship between two concepts, when
incorporating links into their map. More time for training may have also provided students with
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the opportunity to recognize that they could use cross-links to make visual connections between
concepts within different domains. Overall, limiting the time students had to acquire and develop
knowledge of how to construct a map could have weakened the impact of the maps had on
student outcomes and the quality of their SSR
Assessment. The ways in which overall student learning were assessed may have also
impacted the outcomes of the study, as the degree of support students received shifted
significantly from the comprehension assessments and problem solutions (i.e., high volume and
frequency of support from peers and instructor) to the in-class and take-home finals (i.e., no
support). Students had the greatest amount of support when they engaged in the PBL-High PI
condition, but performed the best on both the in-class final and take-home final during the PBLPI condition. Though the differences in summative assessment scores were not great, the change
it is still an area that should be addressed. It is possible that, in removing the support prior to the
exams, scaffolds were taken away too quickly which was reflected in lower scores after students
had become accustomed to higher degrees of support. Thus, outcomes may have been different
had the study design allowed for a more gradual shift in the addition or subtraction of scaffolding
and assessment.
Research exploring PBL has also identified challenges for learners related to open-ended
response assessment, because they do not give a definitive answer, making it sometimes difficult
to determine if students have met learning goals (Boud & Feletti, 1998). Given that the
comprehension assessment taken by students used an open-ended question structure, it may be
the case that performance suffered and impacted results. In addressing this, Boud and Feletti,
(1998) found that PBL is better assessed with a higher number of questions requiring shorter
responses instead of one question with a long response. Thus, future instructional designs could
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aim to break down the comprehension assessment, from the take-home exam, into smaller more
manageable parts. Utilizing these shorter questions may provide just enough scaffolding support
for students such that their final scores are more reflective of the conceptual gains seen in the
study.
Suggestions for Further Research
There are several additional questions that could be explored to improve upon the current
study design, and to further investigate ways of supporting learners during PBL, fostering SSRL
during collaborative learning, and incorporating the use of concept maps within this learning
environment.
Cognitive load. The impact of concept maps as a source of cognitive load was a factor
that potentially influenced student performance in the current study. The construction of a
concept map requires many skills that can be challenging for students to acquire at times. Cañas
and Novak (2006) found several difficulties that seem pervasive across students who are new to
concept mapping, including difficulty with the construction and structure of propositions, and a
tendency to create maps that are descriptive (i.e., describing characteristics) or classificatory (i.e.,
depicting process and outcomes) rather than explanatory (i.e., to connect ideas). As such, there
are numerous considerations that must be taken into account when teaching students to create
concept maps.
While students in this study were educated on the use of concept maps and had an
opportunity to create one during the practice problem, the time allotted was limited. Students did
not perform as well during the PBL-I condition, and resulted in lower scores on problem solution
in comparison with the other two conditions. It is possible that requiring students to learn and
execute all the necessary prerequisite skills to create a map independently while also introducing
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them to PBL was too much at once, especially when asking them to perform all of the PBL skills
independently as well (i.e. PBL-I). However, as discussed earlier, concept maps did seem to be
an effective learning strategy when students were working in their group, perhaps pointing to
peer support as a factor that reduces cognitive load and creates an appropriate balance of support
for students.
Given this, future research could explore the following research questions: 1) Does
constructing a concept map, while engaging in PBL independently, result in cognitive load? and
2) Does constructing a map during PBL in collaboration with others create a balance that
reduces, or eliminates, cognitive load?
Instructor role. Instructors play a large role in PBL, as their primary roles are to help
facilitate groups’ working processes. Instructors also need to identify an appropriate degree of
support, and need to fade their support based on the learners’ performance. Too much
instructional support could result in the individual, or group, being dependent on the instructor;
while too little support could result in off-task behavior. For example, instructors are providing
too much support, they could be suggesting that students use specific resources to find
information, in which case students may not learn how to correctly identify viable resources that
could aid in solving the problem. Additionally, if an instructor offers too many reminders to
reference the concept map, students may not learn to recognize when to reference their concept
map on their own. Or, if a teacher provides vocal prompts to students about using the map during
group discussion, it may make it difficult to then fade out the teachers presence. This future
research could explore: 1) To what extent does the instructor’s scaffolding support impact small
group social interaction when using a concept map during PBL?; 2) What are the best practices
for teaching students to independently recognize their need for support during collaborative
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learning (Belland et al., 2013)?; and 3) How can instructors determine the appropriate degree of
guidance for their learners (Hmelo-Silver, Duncan, & Chinn, 2007)?
The current study also did not specifically explore the nature of the communication
strategies used by the instructor when facilitating the students, nor did it explore the impact of
the instructor’s direction on students’ use of SSR. Thus, future research might also explore what
social regulatory processes do instructors use, or are most effective, in fostering SSRL during
PBL.
Instructor training. In order for instructors to provide sufficient scaffolding support,
instructor training may be necessary. Previous research has found that during transition from
traditional lecture-based formats to PBL, there needs to be trained staff to implement this
approach (Saye & Brush, 2002). A number of faculty training programs do exist for PBL tutors,
and have been found to be well-received and useful to those teachers who have participated in
them (Saye & Brush, 2002; Hitchcock, Mylona, 2009; Hogan & Pressley, 1997). Outcomes of
such programs have resulted in increased knowledge of teaching styles, as well as awareness of
the positive teaching on participants’ behaviors. Given the important of appropriate training, it
may be valuable for future research to explore the value of a training program for educators to
learn how to incorporate appropriate scaffolds and use concept maps paired with PBL.
Group design. Another factor that may have had an impact on study outcomes is the
way in which group composition was determined. For this study, students completed a pre-test
and were grouped based on scores with the goal of ensuring that there was a somewhat
equivalent degree of prior knowledge of concepts across the four groups. For example, members
from Group 3 and Group 4 did not have prior knowledge of concepts associated with CLT; while
one member in Groups 1 and one in Group 2 had prior experience with the concepts. These
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results did not seem to impact the outcomes or the discussion that took place throughout the
problem solving process. In other words, though the experienced members did bring their prior
knowledge to their group discussions, their contributions did not override or demean others’
input. Nevertheless, it is important for future research to explore whether there should be
guidelines or best practices for the creation of groups within PBL environments. As mentioned
above, one such way could be based on a consideration of individual self-regulatory processes
exhibited by students in the PBL-I condition. Previous research has noted that process of selfregulated learning for individual group members could impact the extent to which groups exhibit
SSR processes (Panadero, Kirschner, & Jarvela, 2015). Thus, future research should consider
exploring: 1) Would focusing on the self-regulatory behaviors of the individual help understand
how to better separate groups? and 2) What characteristics of self-regulation should be
considered when creating PBL groups.
Fading scaffolds. One of the many goals of PBL is to teach learners how to solve
problems independently, engage in higher-order thinking, and exhibit self-regulatory behaviors.
Instructors often create materials to help support these goals, and the question prompts that were
embedded in the information gathering worksheet in this study were one such support that
appeared were beneficial in helping participants develop their problem solutions. However,
efforts to fully support these goals often require fading out prompts to allow learners to attempt
to solve problems with less assistance and, ultimately, enhance their metacognitive planning and
reflection (Davis, 2006; Quintana et al., 2004). In this study, prompts were not faded, but, as an
example, it would have been possible to initially provide the students with the information
gathering sheet containing 6 questions and to then provide them with a new sheet with only 4
questions, etc. Ideally, the structure of prompts and fading should match student performance,
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but it is not always simple or straightforward to predict the best pace for removing supports
(Manente, 2014). The hope is that student performance will increase as they gain exposure to the
PBL process and become more competent and confident in thinking critically; however, as
discussed above, students may have poorer outcomes if supports are removed too quickly or not
quickly enough (Savery, 2006). Thus, it would be important for future research to explore: 1)
What are the most effective ways of gradually fading out hard scaffolds in order to promote
learner independence?
Concept maps. Concept maps played a significant role in this design, but the ways in
which concept maps impacted student outcomes and how they can be used to enhance student
learning during PBL should be further explored.
Individual contributions. The ways in which individual participants may have struggled
to learn and use concept maps when working independently has been discussed, but there is also
value in looking at whether or not there may have been ways to improve individual performance
even within the collaborative groups. Though students in the PBL-PI and PBL-High PI
conditions created their concept maps as a group, they were required to use paper and a single
color marker to record their individual contributions to the concept maps throughout all problem
solutions. The goal of this was for all participants to easily see their physical contributions to the
maps. This component of the data was not analyzed, but may have served as a way to increase
individual group members’ involvement in constructing the map and engaging in group
discussion. For example, this data could offer the opportunity to compare an individual’s
contributions to the concept map to their overall performance on the comprehension assessment
to determine if great contributions led to improved scores. Additionally, if instructors were able
to hone in on individual group member contributions, it might be possible to provide more
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support to those individuals observed to have provided few contributions to the map. Analysis of
the video could also help to identify how group members responded to individuals who provided
little contribution to the map; for example, identifying whether they provided support to peers or
if they employed increased socioemotional and behavioral strategies to encourage these members
to contribute more. As such, there might be significant value in future research exploring 1) In
what ways could focusing on individual member contributions to concept maps help shed light
on collaborative learning practices or help to enhance participant involvement?
Assessment Tool. The integration of instruction and assessment is a core issue and has
created a lot of discussion in literature associated with PBL; however, the transition from theory
to practice is difficult. As previously discussed, one reason why is because implementing PBL
requires instructors to learn and take on a new role in their classrooms. The goal of PBL is to
increase and then assess students’ ability to think critically and apply concepts to real-world
situations. As this study demonstrated, concept maps can be, and have been, used for assessment
purposes; and do accurately represent declarative and procedural knowledge. However, while
students do acquire declarative and procedural knowledge during PBL, these types of learning
are not the overall focus. Therefore the use of concept maps as the only form of assessment may
not be the most effective outcome measure. Utilizing concept maps may as a way to informally
assess student learning alone, or in conjunction with an instructor assessing the overall work
product, still seems like an appropriate use for this study. However, future research might want
to determine more advanced ways of assessing student’s concept maps that will be more
representative of the skills and outcomes that have been associated with PBL. For example,
looking at how students use cross-links to connect concepts might be more representative of their
ability to think critically. Thus, future research could explore: 1) What are the most effective
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means of assessing skill acquisition and outcomes in PBL? and 2) Are there ways that concept
maps could be used more effectively as an assessment tool in PBL?
Implications for Practice
The success of students in the PBL-High PI condition appears linked to the fact that this
condition, had the greatest number of evidence-based characteristics for increasing effective
group shared regulation and collaboration. As mentioned above, there were numerous aspects of
the study design that were intentionally included to foster collaboration, socially shared
regulatory process, and numerous outcomes that have been proven to be associated with PBL,
while also meeting the learning goals in the educational psychology course. The success of these
strategies for students in the course, speak to the value that exists if instructors can finds ways to
tailor their interventions more directed with their target goals. There are often challenges to
being able to do this effectively given the demands that may vary across departments and even
across institutions; however, there may still be benefit to working to change even one aspect of
the course or intervention design with such a goal in mind.
Conclusion
The current study demonstrates that the effectiveness of Belland et al.’s (2013)
scaffolding framework can be valuable and supported in a PBL environment. The incorporation
of the information gathering sheet and problem solution worksheet, in conjunction with the
High-PI condition demonstrated that positive interdependence did contribute to greater learning
outcomes. The use of concept maps was also demonstrated to be an effective instructional
strategy during small group work, and was useful for fostering discussion, encouraging socially
shared regulation (e.g., content planning and monitoring), and helping students solve problems.
Concept maps were also demonstrated to be a useful reference for instructors to assist in
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determining when to provide the appropriate scaffolding support. Ultimately, the hope is that this
study clearly communicated the importance of identifying ways of fostering SSRL in small
group work, and demonstrated how instructional supports, such as concept maps, can be used to
encourage these efforts particularly in PBL.
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Appendix P: Statistical Output for Comprehension Assessment
Appendix P1: Cross Tabulation of Grader1 and Grader 2 Assessments for Comprehension
Assessment Work Specimens
CompAssmtGrader2

CompAssmtGrader1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

2

3

1

0

0

0

6

0

0

5

7

7

0

0

19

0

0

0

15

28

5

0

48

0

0

0

0

12

50

2

64

0

0

0

0

0

1

49

50

2

9

23

47

56

51

192

3

4

5

6

Total

4

Note. Cell entries are frequency counts.
Appendix P 2: Kappa With Linear Weighting to Measure Inter-Scorer Agreement Between
Grader1 and Grader2 on Comprehension Assessment
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Appendix P3: Frequencies of Agreement (Maximum Possible, Expected by Chance, and
Observed) for Inter-Scorer Agreement Between Grader1 and Grader2 on Comprehension
Assessment

Appendix P4: Proportions of Agreement (Maximum Possible, Expected by Chance, and
Observed) for Inter-Scorer Agreement Between Grader1 and Grader2 on Comprehension
Assessment

Note. Confidence intervals for proportions are calculated according to
the Wilson efficient-score method, corrected for continuity.
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Appendix Q: Statistical Output for Problem Solutions
Appendix Q1: Cross Tabulation of Grader1 and Grader2 Assessments for Problem Solutions
Work Specimens
ProbSolGrader2

ProbSolGrader1

T

0

1

2

3

4

5

Total
6

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

8

1

0

0

0
1

0

0

3

8

1

0

0
2

0

0

0

6
8

1

0
5

0

0

0

0
1

5

0

0

0

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

6

1

0

0

1

3

Total
1

5

0

7

2

2

3
1
7
8

9
9

9
6

Note. Cell entries are frequency counts.
Appendix Q2: Kappa With Linear Weighting to Measure Inter-Scorer Agreement Between
Grader1 and Grader2 on Problem Solutions
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Appendix Q3: Table 7 Frequencies of Agreement (Maximum Possible, Expected by Chance, and
Observed) for Inter-Scorer Agreement Between Grader1 and Grader2 on Problem Solutions

Appendix Q4: Proportions of Agreement (Maximum Possible, Expected by Chance, and
Observed) for Inter-Scorer Agreement Between Grader1 and Grader2 on Problem Solutions

Note. Confidence intervals for proportions are calculated according to
the Wilson efficient-score method, corrected for continuity.
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Appendix R: Cross Tabulations for Finals
Cross Tabulation of Grader1 and Grader2 Assessments for Finals Assessment Work Specimens
FinalsGrader2

Finals

6

Grader1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

T

82

4

6

8

0

1

2

3

4

Total

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

2

5

2

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

0

0

1

8

1

0

0

0

1
0
1
2
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
8
2

1

0

0
2
0

0

0

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

7

6

2
2

1

4

2

Total

1
2

3

1

7

6

4
1

1

9

1

7
8
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Appendix S: Descriptive Statistics for Comprehension Assessments
Appendix S1: Descriptive Statistics and 95% Confidence Intervals for Comprehension
Assessment Scores CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT
PBL_Independent_CBLT

Statistic
15.375

Mean
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
13.940
for Mean
Bound
Upper
16.810
Bound
Variance
7.250
Std. Deviation
2.6926
Minimum
10.5
Maximum
19.5
Skewness
-.293
Kurtosis
-.649
PBL_PI_CCLT
Mean
19.250
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
17.784
for Mean
Bound
Upper
20.716
Bound
Variance
7.567
Std. Deviation
2.7508
Minimum
13.5
Maximum
23.5
Skewness
-.745
Kurtosis
.387
PBL_High_PositiveInterdepende
Mean
20.063
nce_CSCLT
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
18.261
for Mean
Bound
Upper
21.864
Bound
Variance
11.429
Std. Deviation
3.3807
Minimum
12.0
Maximum
24.0
Skewness
-1.335
Kurtosis
1.087

Std. Error
.6731

.564
1.091
.6877

.564
1.091
.8452

.564
1.091
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Appendix S2: Frequency histograms for variables in the analysis of comprehension assessment
analysis.

Appendix S3: Results of Bonferroni-Adjusted Post-Hoc Comparisons for Comprehension
Assessment Scores, CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT

1st Level
of the IV in the
Comparison
CBLT
CCLT
CSCLT

2nd Level
of the IV in the
Comparison
CCLT
CSCLT
CBLT
CSCLT
CBLT
CCLT

Mean
Difference
-3.875
-4.688
3.875
-.813
4.688
.813

Std. Error
.690
.971
.690
.973
.971
.973

Sig.
.000
.001
.000
1.000
.001
1.000

95%
Confidence
Interval for
Difference
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
-5.734
-2.016
-7.304
-2.071
2.016
5.734
-3.435
1.810
2.071
7.304
-1.810
3.435
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Appendix T: Descriptive Statistics for Problem Solutions
Appendix T1: Descriptive Statistics and 95% Confidence Intervals for Problem Solution Scores
PBLT, PCLT,and PSCLT
PBL_Independent_PBLT

PBL_PI_PCLT

PBL_High_Positive
Interdependence_PSCL
T

Statistic
14.781

Mean
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
13.041
for Mean
Bound
Upper
16.521
Bound
Variance
10.666
Std. Deviation
3.2658
Minimum
7.0
Maximum
19.5
Skewness
-.733
Kurtosis
.621
Mean
17.625
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
17.134
for Mean
Bound
Upper
18.116
Bound
Variance
.850
Std. Deviation
.9220
Minimum
16.5
Maximum
19.0
Skewness
.456
Kurtosis
-.853
Mean
20.375
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
19.691
for Mean
Bound
Upper
21.059
Bound
Variance
1.650
Std. Deviation
1.2845
Minimum
19.5
Maximum
22.5
Skewness
1.180
Kurtosis
-.549

Std. Error
.8165

.564
1.091
.2305

.564
1.091
.3211

.564
1.091
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Appendix T2: Frequency histograms for variables in the analysis of problem solution analysis.
Appendix T3 Results of Bonferroni-Adjusted Post-Hoc Comparisons for Problem Solution
Scores, PBLT, PCLT, and PSCLT

1st Level of the IV in 2nd Level of the IV
the Comparison
in the Comparison
PBLT
PCLT
PSCLT
PCLT
PBLT
PSCLT
PSCLT

PBLT
PCLT

Mean
Difference
-2.844
-5.594
2.844
-2.750
5.594
2.750

Std.
Error
.846
.915
.
846
.
194
.
915
.
194

Sig.
.013
.000

95% Confidence
Interval for
Difference
Lower
Upper
Bound Bound
-5.123 .564
-8.060 3.128

.013

.564

.123

.000

-3.272

2.228

.000

3.128

.060

.000

2.228

.272
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Appendix U: Descriptive Statistics for Take-Home Final
Appendix U1: Descriptive Statistics and 95% Confidence Intervals for Take Home Final Scores
CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT
PBL_Independent_CBLT

T

Statistic
18.781

Mean
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
17.077
for Mean
Bound
Upper
20.486
Bound
Variance
10.232
Std. Deviation
3.1988
Minimum
12.0
Maximum
23.5
Skewness
-.438
Kurtosis
-.443
PBL_PI_CCLT
Mean
19.813
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
17.742
for Mean
Bound
Upper
21.883
Bound
Variance
15.096
Std. Deviation
3.8853
Minimum
12.0
Maximum
24.0
Skewness
-.672
Kurtosis
-.385
PBL_High_Positive
Mean
19.125
Interdependence_CSCL
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
16.435
for Mean
Bound
Upper
21.815
Bound
Variance
25.483
Std. Deviation
5.0481
Minimum
7.0
Maximum
24.0
Skewness
-1.414
Kurtosis
1.590

Std. Error
.7997

.564
1.091
.9713

.564
1.091
1.2620

.564
1.091
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Appendix U2: Frequency histograms for variables in the analysis of take home final scores.
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Appendix V: Descriptive Statistics for In-Class Final
Appendix V1: Descriptive Statistics and 95% Confidence Intervals for In-Class Final Exam
Scores CBLT, CCLT, CSCLT, and Total Scores
Statistic
PBL_Independent_CBLT

Std. Error
5.
.2041
000

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound

Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for

PBL_PI_CCLT
Mean

Lower
Bound
Upper

Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

Lower
Bound
Upper

Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Skewness
Kurtosis
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

Lower
Upper
Bound

Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Skewness
Kurtosis

8.803

.564
1.091
.3010

6.983
8.267
1.450
1.2042
6.0
10.0
.319
-.662
20.688

Bound

.564
1.091
.3472

7.322

1.929
1.3889
6.0
10.0
-.297
-1.275
7.625

Bound

Total

5.435
.667
.8165
3.0
6.0
-.840
1.223
8.063

Bound

PBL_High_Positive
Interdependence_CSCLT

4.565

.564
1.091
.3619

19.916
21.459
2.096
1.4477
17.0
23.0
-.880
1.613

.564
1.091
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Appendix V2. Frequency histograms for variables in the analysis of problem solution analysis.
Appendix V3: Results of Bonferroni-Adjusted Post-Hoc Comparisons for In Class Final Scores,
CBLT, CCLT, and CSCLT

1st Level of the IV in 2nd Level of the IV in
the Comparison
the Comparison
CBLT
CCLT
CSCLT
CCLT
CBLT
CSCLT
CSCLT
CBLT
CCLT

Mean
Difference
-3.063
-2.625
3.063
.438
2.625
-.438

Std. Error
.413
.417
.413
.532
.417
.532

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
1.000
.000
1.000

95% Confidence
Interval for
Difference
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
-4.175
1.950
-3.749
1.501
1.950
.175
-.996
.871
1.501
.749
-1.871
.996
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Appendix W: CLT Pre- and Post-Concept map Group 1
CLT: Group 1
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Appendix X: CLT Pre- and Post- Concept Map Group 2
CLT: Group 2, Pre- (above) and Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix Y: CLT Pre- and Post- concept maps Group 3CLT: Group 3 Pre- (above) and
Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix Z: CLT Pre- and Post- Concept Map Group 4
CLT: Group 4 Pre- (above) and Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix AA: SCLT Pre- and Post- Concept Map Group 1
SCLT: Group 1 Pre- (above) and Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix BB: SCLT Pre- and Post- Concept Map Group 2
SC)LT: Group 2 Pre- (above) and Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix CC: SCLT Pre- and Post- Concept Map Group 3.
SCLT: Group 3 Pre- (above) and Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix DD: SCLT Pre- and Post- Concept Map Group 4
SCLT: Group 4 Pre- (above) and Post- (below) Concept Maps
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Appendix EE: IRB Approval Forms
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